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Abstract
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) is a popular agent-oriented programming approach for
developing robust computer programs that operate in dynamic environments. These
programs contain pre-programmed abstract procedures that capture domain know-how,
and work by dynamically applying these procedures, or plans, to different situations
that they encounter. Agent programs built using the BDI paradigm, however, do not
traditionally do learning, which becomes important if a deployed agent is to be able
to adapt to changing situations over time. Our vision is to allow programming of agent
systems that are capable of adjusting to ongoing changes in the environment’s dynamics
in a robust and effective manner.
To this end, in this thesis we develop a framework that can be used by programmers to
build adaptable BDI agents that can improve plan selection over time by learning from
their experiences. These learning agents can dynamically adjust their choice of which
plan to select in which situation, based on a growing understanding of what works and
a sense of how reliable this understanding is. This reliability is given by a perceived
measure of confidence, that tries to capture how well-informed the agent’s most recent
decisions were and how well it knows the most recent situations that it encountered.
An important focus of this work is to make this approach practical. Our framework
allows learning to be integrated into BDI programs of reasonable complexity, including
those that use recursion and failure recovery mechanisms. We show the usability of
the framework in two complete programs: an implementation of the Towers of Hanoi
game where recursive solutions must be learnt, and a modular battery system controller
where the environment dynamics changes in ways that may require many learning and
relearning phases.
xiii
Chapter 1
Introduction
There has been a phenomenal growth in the application of computing to solve complex
problems in every field of work. The growing complexity of such problems has made
the task of writing computer programs increasingly challenging and prone to errors. As
a testament to the issue, an exhaustive 2002 study estimated the cost of software errors
to the US economy alone, to be up to $59.5 billion annually [Tassey, 2002]. This thesis
is essentially about making computer programs more robust and less error-prone. We
do this by adding learning, that is, an ability to adapt to changing environments using
past experiences, to computer programs written in a high-level programming paradigm
called agent-oriented programming.
Intelligent software agent technology is rapidly becoming attractive because it simpli-
fies the development of complex programs that operate in highly dynamic environments,
especially when many choices are to be made about appropriate ways for handling dif-
ferent situations. For example, an empirical study has shown that agent technology
repeatedly produces substantial savings in time and effort when developing logistics
software, with the average programming productivity increase being over 350% [Ben-
field et al., 2006]. The use of agents in financial trading is also on the increase. A
third of all EU and US stock trades in 2006 were driven by automatic programs [Aite
Group, 2006]. In 2009, high frequency trading by intelligent computer programs ac-
counted for 73% of all US equity trading volume [Lati, 2009]. In the area of computer
generated graphics, one big success story for agent technology is Massive Software, a
company that specialises in autonomous agent technology for animating realistic crowd
behaviours. The extent to which their work is applied in present day films is remarkable,
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and includes such successful ventures as Avatar and The Lord of the Rings trilogy [Mas-
sive Software, 2010; Verrier, 2006].
So what is intelligent agent technology? While the term is used loosely in media to
classify any computer software that acts on behalf of users, the notion has a specific
meaning in the context of this thesis. The essence of the idea is an agent — an entity
that exhibits autonomy of operation, a social ability to interact with others, reactivity
to changes in its environment, and pro-activeness in pursuing its objectives. In general
terms an agent is analogous to its human counterpart and may be viewed as an inten-
tional system “whose behaviour can be predicted by the method of attributing belief,
desires and rational acumen.”[Dennett, 1987]
The concept of agency is an abstraction to help us understand and explain the behaviour
of complex software. The history of computer program design has been underpinned
by many fundamental styles of programming, based in different notions of abstraction
and driven by necessity of application. Over the decades, there has been a progressive
shift in programming paradigms towards higher levels of abstraction to accommodate
increasingly complex program design: from assembly programming, to structural and
procedural programming, to object-oriented programming, and more recently to agent-
based or agent-oriented programming [Shoham, 1993] that is the focus of this thesis.
Of particular interest to us is the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model of intelligent
agents [Bratman et al., 1988; Cohen and Levesque, 1990; Rao and Georgeff, 1991,
1992, 1995], which is a popular and successful cognitive framework for implementing
practical reasoning in computer programs. The BDI model has its roots in philosophy,
and is based on Bratman’s theory of human practical reasoning [Bratman, 1987] and
Dennett’s theory of intentional systems [Dennett, 1987]. A BDI agent is characterised
by an informational state (beliefs) about the world, a motivational state (desires) or
objectives in the world, and a deliberative state (intentions) or commitments that are
current in the world. It uses these mental attitudes within a process of deliberation to
rationalise its actions, much like humans do.
Conceptually, BDI programs achieve their goals and react to different situations by
matching pre-programmed abstract recipes, or plans, to the situation. For example, a
programmer may provide two plans that could be used to get to work. While one plan
may involve cycling to work, the other may require catching the bus. Which one of
these will be used by the agent will depend on the situation, such as whether the agent
2
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believes it is going to rain or not.
BDI agent systems are particularly suited for dynamic environments where enabling
conditions for a course of action can change quickly, causing plans to fail midway.
When this happens, BDI agents are able to reassess the situation and try alternative
plans of action to achieve their goal rather than giving up and aborting it altogether.
This failure recovery mechanism is a powerful feature of BDI programs that makes
them robust in rapidly changing environments.
The interleaving of deliberative (triggered by the agents goals and beliefs) and reac-
tive (triggered by the external environment) reasoning in BDI agent systems, combined
with the failure recovery mechanism, delivers a responsiveness that is well suited to
many complex domains [Burmeister et al., 2008; Karim and Heinze, 2005; Rao and
Georgeff, 1995]. Several programming languages exist today in the BDI tradition, in-
cluding AgentSpeak(L) [Rao, 1996], JACK [Busetta et al., 1999], Jason [Bordini et al.,
2007], JADEX [Pokahr et al., 2003], GOAL [de Boer et al., 2007], and 3APL [Hindriks
et al., 1999], to name a few.
Despite its successes, one of the criticisms of the BDI model is that it does not incor-
porate the notion of learning, when human intelligence is generally regarded to include
elements of reasoning and learning from experience. It is this relationship between
reasoning and learning in practical decision making that we explore in this thesis. Pre-
cisely, our goal is develop a methodology for programming a new generation of BDI
agents that are inherently capable of improving their behaviour by learning as they go.
In that sense, the question we wish to answer is: “how does one write BDI intelligent
computer programs that continually improve their behaviour by learning from ongoing
experiences.”
The issue of combining learning with deliberation for ongoing, or online, decision mak-
ing in BDI programs has not been widely addressed in the literature. Although some
work has been done to integrate prior, or offline, learning with BDI reasoning [Brusey,
2002; Guerra-Herna´ndez et al., 2005; Lokuge and Alahakoon, 2007; Nguyen and Wobcke,
2006; Riedmiller et al., 2001], these systems do not actively learn once deployed. As
such, they do not deal with the issue that, in ongoing learning, acting and learning are
interleaved, and the agent must also consider how reliable its current learning is when
making decisions. There are also examples of learning in hierarchical task network
(HTN) planning systems [Erol et al., 1994], a closely related area to BDI programming,
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but this work similarly does not deal with online learning issues since HTN planning
itself is performed offline. Our work does share concerns with existing work in hierar-
chical reinforcement learning [Barto and Mahadevan, 2003] where learning and acting
are interleaved. That work relies on a formal description of the agent’s operating envi-
ronment and uses a very different language to agent programming, which is where our
contribution lies.
The first attempts to integrate online learning in BDI systems were made within our
own research group [Airiau et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2010a,b] and this thesis forms part
of that project. While this work is a start, it explores only the beginnings of what we
consider to be a much wider research agenda for programming practical BDI agents that
learn.
Summary of Contributions
The specific contribution of this thesis is a usable framework for integrating machine
learning [Mitchell, 1997] with BDI programming. In particular, our focus is on improv-
ing plan selection over time in a BDI agent through the use of ongoing learning. We test
our framework in an empirical setting and describe complete programs to demonstrate
how adaptive BDI programs that learn can be built using this framework. Overall, our
work enables the building of agent software that is more reliable and robust than the
current generation of such programs.
A BDI Learning Framework The first contribution of this thesis is a framework that
can be used by programmers to build BDI agent systems that are capable of learning.
In particular, such learning is focussed on improving plan selection over time based on
ongoing experience. The framework allows programmers to write dynamic applicability
conditions for plans in the agent’s plan library. This means that the decision about
when to use a given plan is dependent not only on programmed applicability conditions,
but additionally on learnt knowledge about how well the plan actually works in the
environment. The machine learning technique used for representing this knowledge in
the framework is decision trees [Quinlan, 1986]. The other aspect of the framework
is a new probabilistic mechanism that selects from applicable plans in any situation
based on their perceived likelihood of success. This way plans that are believed to work
well are selected more often. Importantly, the framework is useable in complete BDI
programs including those that use BDI failure recovery and recursion.
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Dynamic Confidence Measure The second important contribution of our work is
a measure for estimating the reliability of ongoing learning. Since our BDI agent is
learning and acting in the environment in an interleaved manner, then in order to select
sensibly between candidate plans based on learnt knowledge it must also have some
sense of how reliable its current learning is. Our proposed confidence measure is such
a quantitative measure of reliability and can be used to weigh up between selecting
what is known (but possibly unreliable) and what is unknown (but possibly better) —
commonly known as the exploitation versus exploration dilemma in machine learning
literature. The dynamic aspect of this measure relates to its ability to continuously
adjust according to how the agent’s most recent choices are faring: the more that its
choices lead to success the higher the confidence and vice versa. Among other things,
this means that learning is not a one-off event, in contrast to the usual assumption in
machine learning literature, but a dynamic ongoing process.1 By integrating the dy-
namic measure in its exploration (plan selection) strategy, our learning agent is able
to deal with such changes in the environment that make its existing learning fail, by
appropriately promoting new exploration in response to failures on an ongoing basis.
A Practical Approach A third and final consideration in this thesis is to make the task
of programming learning BDI agents practical. We succeed in this goal in so far that
we show how we build two complete BDI programs using the framework: a BDI agent
that learns to solve the Towers of Hanoi puzzle, and a modular battery storage controller
that operates in an environment that requires re-learning. The overall task of allowing
learning BDI agents to be programmed easily is far from over. In a recent article on his
views about the future of machine learning research, Professor Tom Mitchell, author of
Machine Learning [Mitchell, 1997], a widely used textbook on the subject, said: “Can a
new generation of computer programming languages directly support writing programs
that learn?” [Mitchell, 2006] Indeed this vision also applies to BDI programming.
1 In principle our confidence measure supports infinite learning, but there are other important issues that
we have not addressed in this work such as how to appropriately maintain what is useful in an infi-
nite stream of experience information. This is indeed an open question also for the machine learning
community.
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Outline of Thesis
This thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2 we present the background information
that is required to understand this work. Chapter 3 describes our learning framework
that augments plans’ applicability conditions with decision trees to be learnt over time,
and provides a probabilistic plan selection mechanism that makes use of the ongoing
learning. We then show how the framework works for BDI programs that use failure
recovery and recursion. Chapter 4 deals with the key issue of reliability of ongoing
learning and develops a quantitative measure of confidence that dynamically adapts to
changing dynamics of the environment. In Chapter 5 we test the validity of the frame-
work and explore some of the nuances in learning using a suite of synthetic BDI agents
and learning tasks. Chapter 6 then demonstrates the use of our learning framework in
two complete BDI programs: the Towers of Hanoi puzzle and a modular battery con-
troller. Chapter 7 compares our work in BDI learning to related work in two other fields
of research: hierarchical task network (HTN) planning and hierarchical reinforcement
learning. Finally, in Chapter 8 we summarise our contributions and discuss areas for
future work.
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Background
Computers are ubiquitous. Primarily so because they make our everyday lives simpler
by helping us achieve our tasks. In today’s digital world, the information processing
power of computers is utilised in innumerable ways across all disciplines of life: be it
the arts, sports, or sciences. As computing is increasingly applied to newer and more
challenging tasks, a parallel effort is always underway to find more effective ways of
constructing programs that instruct computers to perform such tasks. Programming, the
art of writing programs, in other words, is ever evolving.
The history of computer control is underpinned by certain fundamental styles of pro-
gramming, based in different notions of abstraction and driven by necessity of appli-
cation. The earliest and most direct way of passing sequential control information to
computer processors in order to direct them to perform a series of tasks was through
a combination of flip flops in hardware. ENIAC, the first general-purpose electronic
computer built in the early 1940s was programmed this way. This hardwired control,
however, was also a rigid and expensive method of programming since any changes to
operation required the control circuit to be re-designed and replaced.
Around the same time in the 1940s, John von Neumann published his now famous First
Draft [von Neumann, 1945] — incidentally an incomplete document — that described
a computer design using the notion of stored programs.1 This document grabbed the
attention of Maurice Wilkes, second director of the University of Cambridge Mathemat-
1 The computer architecture prescribed in “First Draft of a report on the EDVAC” is better known these
days as the “von Neumann Architecture.”
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ical Laboratory, who took upon himself to construct a practical computer inspired by
this design. His insights from the design of the resulting EDSAC,2 and one so-named
Whirlwind computer from across the Atlantic at MIT, led Wilkes to eventually develop
the microprogramming paradigm: a new way of writing hardware control instructions
to replace the combinational circuitry of hardwired design prevalent at the time. In this
paradigm, a typical microinstruction for a processor consisted of several sequential op-
erations at the hardware level, such as: connect the appropriate input registers to the
arithmetic logic unit, perform the desired calculation, then store the result in the desired
output register. In that sense, the microcode was specific to the hardware it controlled,
and resided in internal memory. Importantly, however, microprogramming allowed pro-
cessors with complex and extendible instruction sets to be designed using much simpler
circuits compared to hardwired control.
This separation of programs from hardware concerns was mostly complete by the 1950s,
when assembly programming became the predominant programming paradigm of choice.
By using a processor’s published instruction set, a programmer with no prior knowledge
of the underlying hardware was now able to successfully write programs for it using
assembly language. Through the use of mnemonics to replace machine code and sym-
bolic labels to replace direct memory addresses, assembly programming made the task
of writing, understanding, and correcting programs much easier. While still a low-level
programming language by current standards, assembly programming was nonetheless
considered extremely versatile and powerful as it enabled the use of subroutines and ex-
ternal routine libraries. The Apollo Guidance Computer (AGC) onboard lunar module
LM-5 that landed the first humans on the moon in 1969, for instance, was programmed
almost entirely in assembly language.
By the 1970s, improvements in computing power and memory saw the development of
several high-level programming languages,3 like FORTRAN, COBOL and C [Kernighan
et al., 1978]. The paradigms in use in these languages were that of structured and pro-
cedural programming that prescribed the use of structures and procedure calls respec-
tively. This allowed more complex programs to be written by systematically separating
out the functionality into routines that could be understood independently.
Later in the 1970s, a new paradigm called object oriented programming emerged. The
2 For his efforts on EDSAC, Wilkes was to later receive the A. M. Turing Award in 1967.
3 The phrase refers to the high level of abstraction from the underlying computer hardware.
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term was first used in the Smalltalk programming language, although Simula 67 is now
considered to be the first language to introduce object oriented concepts. The object
oriented programming paradigm deals with entities or objects, of a certain type or
class, and the mechanisms of interaction between them. It promotes strong decoupling
between objects through the use of data and functional encapsulation. Furthermore,
it allows for appropriate levels of abstraction through inheritance of classes and us-
ing polymorphism that allows different objects to appear similar based on a common
interface. These features make object oriented programming an extremely valuable
paradigm for the development of large scale software, because the separation of con-
cerns allows teams to work on portions of the program in parallel. Object oriented pro-
gramming dominates large-scale software development methodology in current times.
Popular languages in the tradition include Java [Gosling et al., 2005] and C++ [Strous-
trup, 1997].
The application of object oriented programming to large-scale systems led to another
development that aimed to ease the construction of complex software: that of agent-
oriented programming [Shoham, 1993]. The new paradigm offered an alternative per-
spective on computation and communication: a view analogous to society, in which
complex objects, called agents, co-existed in the system as autonomous entities with
cognitive abilities. This new way of conceptualising a program had its advantages in
many domains, primarily in robotics and Artificial Intelligence [Russell and Norvig,
2009]. In his founding work, Shoham described an agent as “an entity whose state is
viewed as consisting of mental components such as beliefs, capabilities, choices, and
commitments,” and introduced agent-oriented programming as a “specialization of the
object-oriented programming (OOP) paradigm.” In broad terms, an agent is analogous
to its human counterpart and may be viewed as an entity that exhibits autonomy of
operation, a social ability to interact with others, reactivity to changes in its environ-
ment, and pro-activeness in pursuing its objectives. Over the past two decades, many
agent-oriented languages have been developed including AGENT-0 [Shoham, 1993],
AgentSpeak(L) [Rao, 1996] (based on PRS [Georgeff and Ingrand, 1989]), Golog-like
languages [De Giacomo et al., 2000, 2009; Levesque et al., 1997], CAN/CANPlan [Sar-
dina et al., 2006; Winikoff et al., 2002], JACK [Busetta et al., 1999], Jason [Bordini
et al., 2007], JADEX [Pokahr et al., 2003], GOAL [de Boer et al., 2007; Hindriks et al.,
2001], 3APL [Hindriks et al., 1999], 2APL [Dastani, 2008], and GORITE [Ro¨nnquist,
2008]. Of immediate interest and relevance to our work is a particular subgroup be-
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Figure 2.1: A brief history of agent-oriented programming languages.
longing to the Belief-Desire-Intention agent architecture that we will discuss next.
2.1 Belief Desire Intention (BDI) Model of Agency
The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model of agency [Cohen and Levesque, 1990; Rao
and Georgeff, 1991, 1992] is a well-studied agent paradigm that has been successfully
applied to a wide range of problems over the past two decades [Burmeister et al., 2008;
Karim and Heinze, 2005; Rao and Georgeff, 1995]. The BDI model has its roots in
the philosophy of mind with Bratman’s theory of human practical reasoning [Bratman,
1987; Bratman et al., 1988] and Denett’s theory of intentional systems [Dennett, 1987].
Practical reasoning refers to the process of deliberation to figure out what a rational
agent should do next. As Bratman [1990] puts it: “Practical reasoning is a matter
of weighing conflicting considerations for and against competing options, where the
relevant considerations are provided by what the agent desires/values/cares about and
what the agent believes.” At any given time, an agent may hold several desires in the
world, and only when such desires are committed to do they become intentions of the
agent. As such, the BDI model is characterised by an informational state (beliefs) about
the world, a motivational state (desires) or objectives in the world, and a deliberative
state (intentions) or commitments that are current in the world.
Beliefs An agent’s beliefs capture what it perceives to be the state of affairs in the
world. Beliefs may include factual statements such as ‘The ball is under the table.’,
interpretations such as ‘This flower is beautiful.’, and statements about mental states
10
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such as ‘I feel elated.’ Importantly, beliefs are evaluated relative to the agent, unlike
knowledge that is irrespective of the observer. Beliefs may or may not represent truth
about the world and are free to change over time.
Desires The agent’s desires represent the state of affairs that it would like to bring
about. This may include wanting to read a book in the park, become a neuroscientist,
or eat porridge. Normally an agent will hold several, even conflicting, desires at any
one time, and must deliberate to decide which ones it wishes to pursue: this subset
representing the goals of the agent. Bratman draws on the relationship between goals
and beliefs to explain rational judgement in [Bratman, 1987]: “an agent adopting a goal
to bring about a state of affairs while at the same time believing that the state of affairs
is unachievable is acting irrationally; not having a belief about the achievability of the
goal (being agnostic about it), however, is not irrational.”
Intentions An agent’s intentions constitute goals that it is committed to achieving. By
commitment a sense of purpose is implied in that the agent must decide how to bring
about the intended state of affairs, such as by using a plan of action, or plan. The agent
may adopt several intentions to pursue, however unlike desires, it will not generally
adopt conflicting ones.4 A plan is simply a reasonable strategy for achieving a goal.
Bratman suggests that plans are generally partial and hierarchical since adopted plans
only partially specify what is to be done and may invoke other intentions and plans in a
hierarchical manner. For instance, a plan to visit the zoo the next day may start with the
agent getting organised the night before, and merely holding the intention to get there
by noon. Deliberation over how to get there is left for a time closer to departure when,
say, the weather conditions are known.
To highlight the difference between an agent’s desires and its intentions, Bratman [1990]
gives the following example:
“My desire to play football this afternoon is merely a potential influencer
of my conduct this afternoon. It must vie with my other relevant desires
[. . . ] before it is settled what I will do. In contrast, once I intend to play
basketball this afternoon, the matter is settled: I normally need not continue
to weigh the pros and cons. When the afternoon arrives, I will normally just
proceed to execute my intentions.”
4 In practical BDI systems it is normally up to the programmer to ensure that new intentions do not conflict
with existing ones.
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A key message here is that intentions persist once adopted, and the agent makes some
attempt to achieve them using a plan of action. For indeed if the agent were to adopt
an intention and then drop it without trying, then it would be acting irrationally. This
however does not preclude dropping an intention if it is no longer relevant or if achieving
it becomes infeasible. Moreover, intentions impact the agent’s future course of action
which invariably impacts subsequent intentions.
On the whole, the idea behind the BDI paradigm is to see rational behaviour as the
result of the interaction between mental attitudes.
2.1.1 BDI Formalisms
One of the first computational models to embody Bratman’s views on the role of inten-
tions in practical reasoning, was the Intelligent Resource-Bounded Machine Architec-
ture (IRMA) Bratman et al. [1988]. The IRMA model centered on Bratman [1987]’s
claim that rational agents tend to focus their practical reasoning on the intentions they
have already adopted while bypassing full consideration of options that conflict with
those intentions. In other words, intentions provides a screen of admissibility for adopt-
ing other intentions.
Some aspects of Bratman’s theory of practical reasoning were formalised by Cohen and
Levesque [1990]. Their work focusses on the role intentions play in maintaining the
rational balance between an agent’s beliefs, goals and plans. For instance, a rational
agent should act on (and not against) its intentions; adopt only those intentions that
it believes are achievable; commit to achieving intentions, but not forever; drop those
intentions that are believed to have been achieved; and allow for sub-intentions during
a plan of action. Although Cohen and Levesque do not explicitly model intentions, they
describe them using the concept of a persistent goal: an agent adopts a persistent goal
that it believes is achievable but not already achieved, and drops it if it is achieved or no
longer feasible. However, since these are the only conditions under which the goal may
be dropped, the authors label this strong commitment to the goal as fanatical. Plans
are also not explicitly defined by this framework, although the authors contend that
intentions may loosely speaking be viewed as the contents of plans. This is because
the commitments one undertakes with respect to an action in a plan depend on other
planned actions, as well as the pre and post conditions brought about by those actions.
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A subsequent formalism by Rao and Georgeff [1991] resolved the issue of fanatical
commitment by also allowing intentions to be dropped when certain conditions are be-
lieved to hold. Further, their formalism expresses intentions as first-class citizens on
par with goals and beliefs, unlike the former case where intentions were expressed in
terms of goals and beliefs. Another notable shift was in the treatment of outcomes
that they modelled as a property of the environment rather than something the agent is
free to choose; the agent merely performs actions that it believes will bring about the
outcomes. In their framework, the state of the world is captured by belief-accessible
worlds, for each of which at any given time there exists a goal-accessible world that is
a subset of it, and subsequently an intention-accessible world that is a subset of that.
Intuitively, these represent increasingly selective choices about the desire for possible
courses of actions.
Rao and Georgeff [1991] provide several axioms for beliefs, goals and intentions. For
example, axiom GOAL(α) ⊃ BEL(α) says that if the agent has a goal α, then it must
also believe that α is an option, while axiom INTEND(does(a)) ⊃ does(a) says that if
an agent has an intention to perform an action a, then it will perform that action.
While the formalisms by Cohen and Levesque and Rao and Georgeff have a clear se-
mantics, they are unsuitable for practical BDI implementations since they are not effi-
ciently computable [Rao and Georgeff, 1995]. To address this, Rao and Georgeff [1992,
1995] propose an abstract BDI architecture that makes certain simplifying assumptions
about the theoretical framework, and models beliefs, goals and intentions as data struc-
tures.
Figure 2.2 shows Rao and Georgeff’s abstract BDI interpreter [Rao and Georgeff, 1995]
that has been the basis for the execution model of such practical systems as PRS [In-
grand et al., 1992], dMARS [d’Inverno et al., 1998], JACK [Busetta et al., 1999] and
Jason [Bordini et al., 2007]. Here the global data structures B, G, and I represent
the agent’s beliefs, goals, and intentions respectively and may be queried and updated
as necessary according to the axioms specified in their earlier formalism [Rao and
Georgeff, 1991].
The abstract interpreter’s processing loop aims to continually resolve a queue of pend-
ing events (event-queue) by deliberating over (line 3) and selecting (line 4) appropriate
options (opts) for handling those events. Events may be generated externally by the
environment, other agents, sensors, or internally to realise belief changes for instance.
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Beliefs
Pending Events
Plan
Library
static
Intention Stacks
dynamic
Events
BDI-interpreter
1 initialize-state();
2 repeat
3 opts := opt-generator(event-queue, B,G, I);
4 selected-opts := deliberate(opts, B,G, I);
5 update-intentions(selected-opts, I);
6 execute(I);
7 get-new-external-events();
8 drop-successful-attitudes(B,G, I);
9 drop-impossible-attitudes(B,G, I);
10 until forever;
BDI Engine
Actions
Figure 2.2: A typical BDI architecture.
Options opts constitute procedures that specify task and action sequences and are typ-
ically represented in most implementations as plans. Plans in themselves are suitable
procedures for resolving instances of a particular event type. A plan is considered rel-
evant if it was written to resolve the given event type and it is also applicable if its
invocation condition, or context condition, holds in the given situation. For instance, an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) controller may contain two plans for landing the plane
— one in fine weather and another in a storm when visibility is reduced — and which
one of these applies will depend on the current weather conditions.
Next, the interpreter adds the selected options to the intention database I (line 5). The
agent then executes a step (line 6) within any intention in I , which may involve execut-
ing a primitive action in the world or performing a sub-task by posting other events that
in turn get resolved resulting in additional sub-intentions being added to I . Finally, the
cycle ends by incorporating any new external events into the event queue (line 7), and
removing all satisfied (line 8) and unachievable (line 9) goals and intentions from the
respective databases.
This integration of deliberative (triggered by the agents goals and beliefs) and reactive
(triggered by the external environment) reasoning in the BDI architecture delivers a
responsiveness that is well suited to many complex domains [Burmeister et al., 2008;
Karim and Heinze, 2005].
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2.1.2 BDI Programming Languages
There are several programming languages that are based in the BDI tradition that im-
plement, in some way or another, Rao and Georgeff’s abstract interpreter (Figure 2.2)
and the IRMA architecture. These include: AgentSpeak(L) [Rao, 1996] and related lan-
guages (including JACK [Busetta et al., 1999], Jason [Bordini et al., 2007],
CANPlan [Sardina and Padgham, 2010; Winikoff et al., 2002], JADEX [Pokahr et al.,
2003] and GORITE [Ro¨nnquist, 2008]), the GOAL [de Boer et al., 2007; Hindriks et al.,
2001] agent programming language, and 3APL/2APL [Dastani, 2008; Hindriks et al.,
1999]. JACK is of particular interest to this work since all experimentation and applica-
tion development was done using this language.
AgentSpeak(L) and Jason
AgentSpeak(L) [Rao, 1996] was developed to provide operational and proof-theoretic
semantics to existing practical BDI systems at the time. While on the one hand, it pro-
vided semantics that allowed agent programs to be written and interpreted in a manner
similar to logic programs, on the other, it borrowed heavily from practical implementa-
tions such as PRS [Georgeff and Ingrand, 1989] and its descendant dMARS [d’Inverno
et al., 1998]. It was a significant development in BDI programming since it allowed
derivations to be performed in the specified logic that could be used to prove various
properties of BDI agents implemented in this language.
AgentSpeak(L) is based on a restricted first-order language with events and actions. It
does not explicitly model the agent’s beliefs, desires, and intentions, but instead the
onus is on the programmer to realise these attitudes in the language itself. The language
simply allows for facts (or base beliefs that are ground atoms in the logic program-
ming sense) and plans (context-sensitive hierarchical event-driven recipes as we have
introduced before) to be specified. The state of the agent then represents its beliefs,
the states that it wishes to bring about its goals, and the adopted plans to bring about
these states its intentions. The operational semantics of the language constitutes sets
of beliefs, plans, intentions, events, actions, and selection functions, and a proof theory
that describes the transition of the agent from one configuration to another.
More specifically, an AgentSpeak(L) plan P takes the form +!g : ψ ← P1; . . . ;Pn ,
where: +!g is the triggering event and indicates that event-goal !g is handled by this
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plan; ψ is the context condition that specifies the runtime conditions under which the
plan applies; and each Pi in the plan body is either (i) an operation +(−)b for adding
(deleting) a belief atom b to (from) the agent’s set of base beliefs; (ii) a primitive action
act; (iii) a subgoal !g′, i.e., a state where the formula g′ is a true belief; or (iv) a test goal
?g′ to determine if the formula g′ is a true belief or not.
Since the initial specification of AgentSpeak(L) in [Rao, 1996], several improvements
have been proposed. From an implementation viewpoint, d’Inverno and Luck [1998]
give a complete syntax and semantics for AgentSpeak(L) using the Z specification lan-
guage. Their work provides an explicit representation of (including operations on)
states that must be accommodated by any implementation, identifies data structures
for operation, and corrects certain errors in the initial specification. Moreira and Bor-
dini [2002] further extend this work by providing complete operational semantics for
AgentSpeak(L) including certain features that were omitted in the initial specification
such as how to execute the belief add/delete operations. Bordini et al. [2003] subse-
quently propose a finite version of the language called AgentSpeak(F) that allows guar-
antees to be obtained for the agent’s behaviour with respect to specifications expressed
as logical formulae, using model checking [Clarke, 1997]. Finally, Hu¨bner et al. [2006]
show how the use of plan patterns in AgentSpeak(L) programs can realise declarative
goals, i.e., goals that explicitly represent the state of affairs to be achieved, without
having to extend the language with new constructs.
Jason [Bordini et al., 2007; Bordini and Moreira, 2004; Moreira et al., 2004; Moreira
and Bordini, 2002] is an open-source interpreter that implements the operational seman-
tics of AgentSpeak(L). Jason has a simple language for defining a multi-agent system,
where each agent runs its own AgentSpeak(L) interpreter, and where customisations
are provided by Java classes. Having formal semantics also allows Jason to precisely
specify practical notions of beliefs, desires, and intentions in AgentSpeak(L) agents,
enabling use of formal verification to prove properties of the implemented BDI agents.
JACK
JACK [Busetta et al., 1999] is an industrial agent development environment in the BDI
tradition that is extensively used in research and industry. It extends the Java language
itself, by providing keywords and statements that allow agents and plans to be specified
as first class components of the language. The JACK compiler generates Java source
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and bytecode, while the runtime environment provides an execution model similar to
the abstract BDI interpreter of Rao and Georgeff [1995]. Since its initial specifica-
tion, the concept of capabilities has been added to the language, that allows reasoning
components (plans) of the agent to be clustered into separate groups that capture re-
lated behaviours. In this thesis, we use JACK for all experimentation and application
programming, and we will discuss it again in some detail later in Section 2.1.3.
JADEX
JADEX [Pokahr et al., 2003, 2005] is another Java-based agent development environ-
ment similar to JACK. It is built as a layer on top of the JADE (Java Agent Development
Framework) platform. JADEX maps BDI concepts to object-oriented concepts and ex-
plicitly represents goals in order to allow reasoning over them. Moreover, goals are
more closely aligned with Bratmans’s theory of desires and intentions [Bratman, 1990]
since JADEX allows for conflicting goals (desires) as long as the goals pursued (inten-
tions) are non-conflicting. Goals in JADEX can be of four types: perform goals that
are concerned with the execution of actions, achieve goals that aim to realise a desired
external world state, query goals that are similar but concerned with realising internal
belief states, and maintain goals that aim to maintain a desired state. The representation
of plans and capabilities is similar to that in JACK.
CAN/CANPlan
CAN (Conceptual Agent Notation) [Winikoff et al., 2002] is an agent development
framework that makes the notion of goals explicit in order to allow reasoning over them:
such as dropping goals when they have been achieved or become unachievable [Rao and
Georgeff, 1992]. It combines the procedural view of goals (such as in AgentSpeak(L)
where goals are represented as instantiated plans) with the declarative view that treats
goals as first class citizens together with beliefs and plans. The operational semantics
of CAN describe the construct Goal(ψs, P, ψf ) which reads as “achieve ψs using plan
P ; failing if ψf becomes true.” Here ψs and ψf are (mutually exclusive) logical for-
mulae over the agent’s beliefs that capture the declarative aspects of the goal, and P is
the procedural aspect that consists of a set of context specific plans. The key idea is
to disassociate the success and failure of the goal from the success and failure of the
plan itself. This means that a plan to achieve a goal may complete its execution but
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not necessarily achieve ψs, therefore requiring further plan choice; whereas the goal
may be dropped altogether, including any active plan to achieve it, if the goal becomes
unachievable, i.e., ψf becomes true. Moreover, unlike AgentSpeak(L) where failure
handling is explicitly specified by the programmer using the −!g event, CAN has an
in-built mechanism that allows alternative plans to be tried on failure, consistent with
practical BDI systems like PRS, dMARS, and JACK.
CANPlan [Sardina et al., 2006] extends CAN with an on-demand hierarchical task
networks (HTN) style planning mechanism, using a new language construct Plan(P )
which means “plan for P offline, searching for a complete hierarchical decomposi-
tion.” Finally, Sardina and Padgham [2010] extend CAN with details for dropping goals,
pro-actively instantiating goals, and handling variables rather than being restricted to a
propositional language.
GORITE
GORITE (Goal Oriented Teams) [Ro¨nnquist, 2008] combines the goal-driven execution
model of BDI systems with the team-driven view of cooperating agents, into a Java-
based framework that is oriented towards large-scale software development. The design
process consists of creating goal-plan hierarchies that describe a breakdown of tasks
(goals) into sub-tasks (subgoals) and the procedures (plans) to accomplish them. The
team view is represented in the notion of “roles” allowing behaviours to be described in
terms of the team organisation and irrespective of any individuals. This view results in
a de-coupling between the skill-sets of agents and the skill-set requirements of tasks.
GOAL
A comparable attempt to AgentSpeak(L) that was also aimed at consolidating BDI the-
ory and practice, was initiated by Hindriks et al. with the GOAL agent programming
language [de Boer et al., 2007; Hindriks et al., 2001]. GOAL takes the declarative con-
cept of goals seriously and allows for goals to be programmed in the same way as beliefs
in a propositional logic language. The authors provide a complete programming theory
over the GOAL programming language including its formal operational semantics and a
proof theory, based on temporal logic, that enables reasoning about the beliefs and goals
of the agent in any state during its execution. The semantics of the logic is provided by
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the GOAL agent semantics which guarantees that properties proven in the logic are also
properties of the GOAL agent.
Actions of the agent are of the form φ → do(a), where a is an action derived from
the agent’s capabilities, i.e., basic operations that update the agent’s belief (but not
goal) base, and φ is a mental state condition that specifies when the action applies
(assuming that it is enabled in φ as specified by the partial function M(a, φ)). This
bears semblance to the way that a context condition in AgentSpeak(L) specifies when a
plan applies. A key difference between GOAL and AgentSpeak(L) apart from the use of
declarative goals, is that in GOAL the agent’s behaviour is specified by actions whereas
in AgentSpeak(L) it is specified by procedures (plans).
In recent years, several improvements have been proposed for the GOAL agent program-
ming framework. In [Hindriks, 2008] the notion of modules was introduced, similar to
the notion of capabilities in JACK, that provides a means for the agent to focus attention
on only those aspects of its behaviour that are relevant to the situation. This in turn helps
to minimise the inherent non-determinism that is typical of agent programs. In [Hin-
driks et al., 2009b], the GOAL programming language was augmented with temporally
extended goals that allow the agent to reason about a desired sequence of states rather
than simply the desired set of final states. In [Hindriks et al., 2009a], new programming
primitives were introduced that allow for the specification of utility-based heuristics for
action selection. The process involves associating a quantitative number, or utility, with
the execution of an action that represents how much value is to be gained from execut-
ing that action. This utility may also be viewed as the sum of the cost associated with
taking an action in the starting state and a reward associated with getting to the resulting
state. The overall idea is to improve action selection by prioritising based on program-
mer specified utilities. Finally, in [Broekens et al., 2010] an alternative approach for
prioritising action selection was proposed: through the use of reinforcement learning to
learn rule selection in different situations in a domain-independent manner.
3APL and 2APL
3APL [Hindriks et al., 1999] is a popular agent programming language that originated
around the same time as (see Figure 2.1), and offered an alternative to, AgentSpeak(L).
The authors have shown in [Hindriks et al., 1998] that the concepts of event and in-
tention in AgentSpeak(L) are formally mappable to 3APL goals, and that it is possible
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to specify the former in latter terms since 3APL can simulate AgentSpeak(L). They
conclude that 3APL strictly has more expressive power than AgentSpeak(L) since it
provides a mechanism for goal revision, that is not mappable to the latter. The main
difference between the control structures of two languages is that the 3APL-equivalent
interpreter for the abstract BDI-Interpreter of Figure 2.2 effectively has an additional
filtering step: 3APL allows for failure handling rules that may be used as an additional
check to prevent as much failure as possible. This notion of preventative failure rules
does not exist in AgentSpeak(L). Over the years, 3APL has been extended to include
declarative goals [Dastani et al., 2004; van Riemsdijk et al., 2003].
More recently, the 2APL [Dastani, 2008] agent programming language has been pro-
posed, that extends 3APL with programming constructs for multi-agent systems. A
second difference is that in 2APL the semantics of the failure handling rules are more
in line with AgentSpeak(L) than 3APL since they apply only when the execution of the
initial plan fails.
Related Languages and Frameworks
“Golog-like” languages [De Giacomo et al., 2000, 2009; Levesque et al., 1997] are
based in the situation calculus [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969; Reiter, 2001]; a logical for-
malism for representing and reasoning about dynamic environments, where a dynamic
world is modeled as a progression through a series of situations that result from actions
being performed. Where Golog [Levesque et al., 1997] (the first situation calculus-
based agent programming language) and its successor ConGolog [De Giacomo et al.,
2000] (that added support for concurrency) were designed to be executed offline (i.e.,
the complete execution of the program is determined upfront prior to taking the first
action), the latest addition IndiGolog [De Giacomo et al., 2009] allows programs to be
executed online by interleaving acting with on-demand local planning (offline) as re-
quired. The work of Sardina and Lespe´rance [2010] shows that given any execution of
a BDI agent, there exists an equivalent execution of a corresponding IndiGolog agent,
and vice-versa.
Prometheus [Padgham and Winikoff, 2002], while not strictly a language, is a method-
ology for developing agent systems that is actively used in the design and implemen-
tation of BDI systems. It follows a three step process: a specification phase to capture
the system functionality, an architectural design phase that identifies the agents in the
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system and their interactions, and a detailed design phase that looks at the functionality
of each identified agent. While a majority of Prometheus-based implementations have
been in JACK languages like Jason are also perfectly suitable for that purpose. In [Bor-
dini et al., 2005], the authors suggest that since AgentSpeak(L) code is considerably
more readable than other languages such as JACK and JADEX, that Jason arguably pro-
vides a more intuitive way of implementing Prometheus designs. They further suggest
that the Jason solution is more elegant than JACK or JADEX as it provides a clean in-
terface for integrating agent actions as Java functionality within the formal framework.
Another platform for agent-based development is the Agent Factory Framework [Mul-
doon et al., 2009; O’Hare, 1996]. Apart from providing a fully integrated development
environment, Agent Factory also allows for different agent programming languages to
be integrated using a common language framework. An example is AF-AgentSpeak,
that is an implementation of the AgentSpeak(L) language for Agent Factory.
Other works include the actor model [Hewitt et al., 1973] and process algebras [Agha
et al., 1997; Gaspari and Zavattaro, 1999; Hoare, 1978; Milner, 1982, 1999] that are
formal approaches to modelling concurrent systems. Here, an actor is a universal prim-
itive for concurrent decision making. An actor receives messages asynchronously, and
responds to messages by making local decisions that can create new actors, send mes-
sages to other actors, and determine how to respond to subsequent messages. Sys-
tems in this tradition include extensions to the Smalltalk object-oriented programming
language such as Actalk [Briot, 1989] and Concurrent Smalltalk [Yokote and Tokoro,
1987], and concurrent functional programming languages such as Erlang [Armstrong
et al., 1993] and Scala [Odersky and al., 2004], among others [Karmani et al., 2009;
Varela and Agha, 2001]. More closely related to our work in this domain are the
MobileSpaces [Satoh, 2000] and CLAIM [Fallah-Seghrouchni and Suna, 2004; Fal-
lah Seghrouchni and Suna, 2005] agent programming platforms that are inspired by
the ambient calculus which incorporates concepts for mobile actors. In both systems,
actors are organised in hierarchies that loosely resemble the knowledge structure of the
BDI plan library, and the techniques that we develop in this thesis can also be applied
in this setting.
Finally, in automated planning (i.e., “look-ahead” reasoning) literature, the work in
hierarchical task network (or HTN) planning [Erol et al., 1994; Nau et al., 2005] is
known to be closely related to BDI programming [de Silva and Padgham, 2005; de
Silva, 2009; Sardina et al., 2006]. We discuss this relationship and related works in
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HTN learning separately in Chapter 7 Section 7.1.
2.1.3 JACK Intelligent Agents
JACK [Busetta et al., 1999] is a commercial agent programming language that integrates
BDI concepts on top of the Java programming language. JACK is closely related to
BDI implementations like PRS [Georgeff and Ingrand, 1989] and dMARS [d’Inverno
et al., 1998], but unlike Jason [Bordini et al., 2007], does not have formal semantics.
This means that it is not possible to reason about the beliefs and goals of JACK agents
in a formally verifiable way. Instead, the onus is on the programmer to ensure that
the consistency of an agent’s state is maintained when performing state updates. For
instance, when an agent updates some belief based on an event, then the programmer
must ensure that this update does not make its world-view inconsistent.
JACK was designed with large-scale software applications in mind where agents must
co-exist and communicate with other legacy components that are not inherently agent-
based. It offers a complete programming environment including (i) programming con-
structs that extend the Java programming language to include BDI concepts like agent,
plan, event, etc.; (ii) a compiler to parse the JACK language into pure Java language
source code; and (iii) a set of classes that provide run-time support such as the manage-
ment of concurrent intentions, default behaviours, and an infrastructure for multi-agent
communication.
A JACK agent is described by its beliefs, the events (internal and external) that it pro-
cesses, its library of plans to handle such events, and any set of utility Java classes to
interact with the external environment. Plans are similar to AgentSpeak(L) plans in that
they have a triggering context condition, and if selected, execute a series of procedu-
ral steps such as primitive actions, subgoals, and belief tests. In addition, since JACK
is a practical BDI system, it provides a variety of additional features such as meta-
level reasoning that allows plan selection rules to be specified by the programmer, and
maintenance conditions that provide a mechanism for triggering a response when some
monitored conditions are no longer true.
Figure 2.3 shows an example JACK agent for a travelling domain. The agent maintains
certain beliefs about the weather outlook and the amount of money at hand, and has
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Agent
Capability
outlook = rain
money = 200
Travel(dist = short)
Fly
handles : Travel
relevant : dist = long
context : money > 500
body : . . .
Train
handles : Travel
relevant : dist = long
context : money < 500
body : . . .
Tram
handles : Travel
relevant : dist = short
context : outlook = rain
body : . . .
Cycle
handles : Travel
relevant : dist = short
context : outlook = sun
body : . . .
public plan Tram extends Plan {
#handles event Travel travel;
static boolean relevant(Travel travel) {
return (travel.dist == constants.SHORT);
}
context() {
(beliefs.outlook == constants.RAIN);
}
#reasoning method body() {
// plan procedure goes here
}
#reasoning method pass() {
System.out.println("Tram plan succeeded.")
}
#reasoning method fail() {
System.out.println("Tram plan failed.")
}
}
Figure 2.3: An example JACK program showing a listing of the Tram plan.
a related travelling capability that it employs to select between several short and long-
distance travel plans based on these beliefs.
The agent has four plans (i.e., Cycle, Tram, Train, and Fly) enclosed within a travelling
capability (a means of grouping similar behaviours together). Each plan was written to
resolve events of type Travel as highlighted by the handles JACK keyword in the plan.
This means that whenever an instance of the Travel event occurs, the agent will consider
these plans as candidate responses.
In deciding which plan to choose from the list of candidate plans, the agent executes
each plan’s relevant() method to determine whether the given plan is also relevant to
the event instance. A plan is considered relevant if, and only if, it handles the given
event and the event’s parameters match the pattern specified in the plan’s relevant()
method. This provides a way to refine the candidates list based on the event instance. In
this example, only the Cycle and Tram plans are relevant for short distance travel (i.e.,
for Travel event parameter dist = short), while the Train and Fly plans are relevant for
long distance travel only (i.e., dist = long).
Each plan’s context() method provides a second filter to determine if a candidate plan
should be executed in the current context. The context specifies a logical condition that
must be satisfied if the plan is to be considered applicable for handling the event instance
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in the current situation. Normally, the agent will query its beliefset that contains its
beliefs about the world in order to determine this. In this example, the Cycle and Tram
plans apply under different weather conditions (i.e., sun and rain respectively), while
the Train and Fly plans apply for different values of money at hand (i.e., money < 500
and money > 500 respectively).
The figure highlights the only plan whose relevant() and context() conditions are
satisfied (i.e., Tram) and therefore will be chosen, given the agent’s current beliefs about
the world (i.e., outlook = rain and money = 200). Note that it the general case the
final applicable set may contain several plans and not just one, and in such cases the
agent must decide which plan to choose. JACK provides default selection schemes for
this purpose: pick the first entry in the list or pick an entry at random. When using
the former, the ordering in the list is decided using prominence (i.e., according to the
order in which plans are declared) or precedence (i.e., based on a calculated rank).
However, if required, JACK’s meta-level reasoning functionality allows programmer
specified schemes to be used. For instance, in our framework, a customised scheme is
provided that selects plans probabilistically based on the learnt likelihood of success of
the candidates.
Finally, a plan’s body() method describes the procedure that the agent will follow when-
ever it executes an instance of that plan. In our example, this may be assumed to consist
of a sequence of steps (i.e., primitive actions, subgoals, and so forth) that the agent will
follow to make the actual trip based on the mode of transportation.
For the purpose of this thesis, any reference to a plan’s context condition should be
interpreted as a reference to the combined relevant() and context() filter in JACK.
2.2 Decision Tree Learning
Learning, in the general sense of the word, like intelligence and knowledge, may be
difficult to define precisely. For the purpose of this thesis, therefore, we will narrow
down the scope to something more manageable. Learning, in our context, refers to the
discipline of machine learning that is concerned with developing computational models
of learning in machines [Mitchell, 1997]. Put simply, machine learning is the study of
computer algorithms that improve automatically through experience. Formally, when
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we refer to learning, we imply the following definition [Mitchell, 1997]:
“A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to
some class of tasks T and performance measure P , if its performance at
tasks in T , as measured by P , improves with experience E.”
For example, a program that learns to play chess might improve its performance as mea-
sured by its ability to win at the class of tasks involving playing chess games, through
experience obtained by playing games against a human player.
In particular, we are interested in a branch of machine learning called decision tree
learning [Mitchell, 1997; Quinlan, 1986, 1993] that involves the use of decision trees
to make conclusions based on a history of observations. Our choice of decision trees
for learning is motivated by several factors. Firstly, decision trees support hypotheses
that are a disjunction of conjunctive terms and this representation is compatible with
how context formulas are generally written. Secondly, decision trees are robust against
training data that may contain errors. This is specially relevant in stochastic domains
where applicable plans may nevertheless fail due to unforeseen circumstances. Finally,
decision tree learning is a well-developed technology: it has several competitive imple-
mentations and a mature theory behind it.
A decision tree may be viewed as an tree-like flowchart, where each node represents
a decision point, i.e., a test for some attribute, and each outgoing branch represents a
possible value of that attribute. Each path from the root node to a leaf node constitutes
a decision path, and terminates in a categorisation, or classification.
Figure 2.4 shows an example decision tree for the travelling domain for deciding
whether to travel by tram or not. Here, the decision paths terminating in the
√
(or
×) classification indicate the final decision based on the chosen attribute values. In
this example, travelling by tram is a good idea for short distances in wet weather,
i.e., (dist = short ∧ outlook = rain) but not otherwise, i.e., (dist = long) ∨ (dist =
short ∧ outlook = sun).
The typical use of decision trees is for generalising from past experiences to categorise
unseen situations. For instance, one may recall several ways in which to entertain chil-
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Tram
dist
outlook
×
sun
√
rain
short
×
long
Figure 2.4: A decision tree for the travelling domain to decide if one should travel by
tram.
dren, such as by taking them to the park, reading books, and watching trains go by. If
one were to use these past experiences to guide their decision making when interacting
with a new child, then this would constitute an inductive decision making process. A
key concern here is determining how to construct the decision tree for deciding what
activity to perform with the child.
The problem of learning decision trees may be described as follows: given a set of
examples, each described by a set of attributes and a known categorisation, the task is
to learn the structure of a decision tree that correctly classifies the examples and may
be used to decide the category of an unseen example.
Putting together a decision tree is a matter of choosing attributes to test at each node
in the tree. The key is to decide which attributes to test first since the order in which
various attributes are tested will invariably impact the size of the final tree. Intuitively,
we would like to test the most important attributes first. However, since examples are
generally not annotated with information about the importance of the attributes, we
require a more generic method for determining this. One way to do this is by looking at
how different combinations of attribute values impact the categorisation.
As an example, consider again the travelling problem where we would like to decide the
best mode of transportation for any given situation. Say we decided to cycle to work, but
it rained on the way and so we concluded that that was an unsatisfactory outcome. Now,
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we may record this categorisation, i.e., unsatisfactory, against the situation in which we
made the decision, i.e., the values of such attributes as money = 200, outlook = rain,
day = Monday, and so on. However, simply by considering this one experience we
cannot determine which attribute(s) actually contributed to the unsatisfactory outcome.
If, on the other hand, we had several experiences of cycling to work under different
situations, then by analysing them collectively we may justifiably conclude that the
weather outlook was indeed most influential to the outcome.
For the purpose of this thesis, we use the algorithm J48, a version of Quinlan’s
C4.5 [Quinlan, 1993] algorithm for inducing decision trees, from the weka learning
package [Witten and Frank, 1999]. The basic algorithm conceptually performs a sim-
ilar analysis to our example above by calculating the information gain of an attribute
with respect to the set of examples. It then (i) places the attribute with the highest infor-
mation gain at the root of the decision tree; (ii) creates a branch for each observed value
of that attribute; (iii) assigns the relevant examples to each branch; and (iv) repeats the
process for each subset thus created. The end result is that the attributes that contribute
the most to the outcome are placed earlier in the decision path, and are considered first
when evaluating a new situation.
Assuming consistent data, i.e., where no two examples have the same values for the
attributes but are categorised differently, it is always possible to construct a decision
tree that correctly classifies the training cases with complete accuracy. However, full
accuracy in itself may not be a valid measure for the usefulness of the decision tree if the
data is incomplete, and may indicate overfitting, i.e., where the decision tree performs
well on the training data but does not generalise well to unseen data.
Approaches to address overfitting in decision trees broadly aim to do one of two things.
They (i) either stop growing the tree earlier i.e before it perfectly classifies all training
samples; or (ii) allow the tree to grow fully but then prune it afterwards: this latter
being generally considered to be more effective [Mitchell, 1997]. Overall though, the
induction process will trade-off some accuracy in classification for compactness of rep-
resentation.
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2.3 Related Work in BDI Learning
The issue of combining online learning with deliberation in BDI agent systems has
not been widely addressed in the literature. In terms of offline approaches, Guerra-
Herna´ndez et al. [2005] reported preliminary results on learning the context condition
for a single plan using a decision tree in a simple paint-world example, although they do
not consider issues of learning in plan hierarchies, non-deterministic domains, and nu-
ances such as the presence of noisy training data, all of which we address in this thesis.
The work in [Lokuge and Alahakoon, 2007] gives a detailed account using a real-world
ship berthing logistics application. The authors take operational shipping data to train a
neural network offline that is then integrated into the BDI deliberation cycle to improve
plan selection. They show that the trained system is able to outperform the human oper-
ators in terms of scheduling the docking of ships to loading berths. Similar approaches
integrating previously (offline) learnt knowledge with BDI deliberation have also been
used in robotic soccer [Brusey, 2002; Riedmiller et al., 2001], although no new learning
is done in the deployed system. In [Nguyen and Wobcke, 2006] learnt user preferences
are incorporated during BDI plan selection in a dialogue manager application using a
decision tree learner. In contrast, [Karim et al., 2006] take the approach of refining
existing BDI plans or learning new plans as a sequence of recorded actions based on
prescriptions provided by the domain expert.
A closely related area to BDI is that of hierarchical task network (HTN) planning where
task decompositions used are similar to BDI goal-plan hierarchies [Erol et al., 1994].
Particularly, we are interested in the fact that BDI and HTN systems map quite well
to each other, and that plans’ context conditions in BDI systems are synonymous with
methods’ preconditions in the HTN case. We explore several related works in this area
in some detail later in Chapter 7. The key difference between learning in HTN systems
and our BDI approach, however, is that in our case learning is performed online in a
trial-and-error manner since we do not have a model of the environment, whereas in
HTN planning systems it is predominantly done offline and a model of the environ-
ment is assumed. As such, the issue of determining confidence in the ongoing learning
(Chapter 4) that may not be reliable due to insufficient data, is generally not a concern
in HTN systems.
The work of Simari and Parsons [2006] has highlighted the relationship between BDI
and Markov Decision Processes on which the reinforcement learning literature is founded.
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Recently, Broekens et al. [2010] reported progress on integrating reinforcement learn-
ing to improve plan selection in GOAL, a declarative agent programming language in
the BDI flavour. They use an abstract state representation using only the count of action
rules and a sum cost heuristic that captures the number of pending goals. The intent is
to keep the representation domain independent, with the focus on improving the plan
selection functionality in the framework itself. In that way, their approach complements
ours, and may be integrated as “meta-level” learning to influence the plan selection. We
note that such work is still preliminary and it is difficult to ascertain the generality of
their approach in other domains. Nevertheless, their early results are encouraging in that
the agent always achieves the goal state in less number of tries with learning enabled
than without. Our work also relates to the existing work in hierarchical reinforcement
learning [Barto and Mahadevan, 2003], where task hierarchies similar to those of BDI
programs are used. We discuss this related area further in Chapter 7. Of particular in-
terest is the early work by Dietterich [2000] that supports learning at all levels in the
task hierarchy (as we do in our learning framework described in Chapter 3) in contrast
to waiting for learning to converge at the bottom levels first.
To our knowledge, the first attempt at a principled integration of online learning in BDI
systems was started within our own research group by Airiau et al. [2009], where the
use of decision trees for learning plan selection in BDI systems was initially introduced.
Their work explored the nuances of learning within the hierarchical structure of a BDI
program, and showed that it can be problematic to assume a mistake at a higher level
in the hierarchy, when a poor outcome may have been the result of a wrong decision
at lower levels. That research formed the starting point for this thesis, and the learning
framework described here builds upon this earlier work.
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A BDI Learning Framework†
In this chapter we discuss the elements that constitute our BDI learning framework. Our
learning task is one of plan selection, in that we would like our BDI agent to improve
its plan selection in any situation based on ongoing experience. Our approach to this is
to learn to refine the applicability or context conditions of plans over time.
To this end, we provide a new account of plans’ context conditions to include decision
trees. The idea is that as more experiences are collected regarding outcomes under
different situations in which a plan was selected, the induced decision tree from those
samples will provide a meaningful generalisation of the real applicability conditions of
that plan. We present the key mechanisms that are required for this scheme to function:
first, an approach to determining the input for the decision trees and recording the input
experience samples from the hierarchy of decisions in the BDI plan library; and second,
a new selection scheme that probabilistically selects from the candidate plans based on
each plan’s believed likelihood of success in the situation as given by its decision tree.
Next, we discuss learning in the context of the BDI goal failure recovery mechanism,
and in recursive goal-plan structures.
We conclude with a discussion of an important challenge in this setup: that of the
reliability of ongoing learning. Since the decision trees we use for plan selection are
built from ongoing experiences, then initially the decision trees will not be so reliable.
Our solution for this issue of confidence in ongoing learning is given separately in
† Parts of the work presented in this chapter have appeared or will appear in [Airiau et al., 2009; Singh
et al., 2010a,b, 2011].
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Chapter 4.
What Causes Plan Failure?
In saying that we wish to improve plan selection in any situation we imply that we
would like to avoid, as much as possible, plan selections that lead to failures. If we are
to learn in a meaningful way from failures, it becomes important to also understand the
reasons for such failures.
As described previously in Chapter 2, the context condition of a plan encodes the pro-
grammed applicability conditions in which the plan is considered to be a reasonable
strategy to address a given event-goal. The agent’s plan library captures the “know-
how” information about the domain that the agent operates in and is specified by the
domain expert. So, given that a plan’s selection in a given situation implies applicabil-
ity in that situation, why should the chosen plan fail? It may be for one of the following
reasons:
1. The plan was a bad choice in the situation. This may happen if there is a mismatch
between the programmed context condition and the real applicability conditions
of the plan. In other words, the context condition does not fully capture the state
of affairs of the world.
2. The plan was the correct choice in the situation but the environment changed dur-
ing plan execution. In other words, the reasons for executing the plan changed,
while the plan was executing. This is perhaps the most common reason for fail-
ure in a dynamic environment, and is also the motivation behind the BDI failure
recovery mechanism.
3. The plan was the correct choice in the situation but nevertheless failed due to
unknown reasons. It may be that the world is only partially observable in which
case the reasons for failure are non-deterministic.
4. The plan was the correct choice in the situation but a poor plan choice was made
further below in the goal-plan hierarchy. Since plans often post subgoals that are
then addressed by further plan choices, it may be the case that the failure occurred
at the sub-task level.
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5. The plan was a correct choice for addressing the event-goal and all choices in the
hierarchy below were also correct, but the way in which prior event-goals were
resolved meant that there was no way for the plan to succeed. This may occur,
for example, when two subgoals interact over some common resource, such that
the resolution of the first subgoal depletes the resource in a way that makes the
second subgoal impossible to achieve.
For instance, consider the example of an agent controller for an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) that may contain several plans in its library to address the event-goal of landing
the airplane. While some plans may apply in normal weather conditions, others may
apply only in what are classified as emergency situations.
It may be that a plan to land the UAV in a field in case of an emergency fails because,
despite the programmer’s best attempts, it was not possible to craft its context condition
to capture every situation that constitutes an emergency (reason 1).
Even if the plan was activated correctly in an emergency, it may be aborted during
execution if the agent no longer believes that landing in the field is an option, perhaps
based on new sensor data confirming risk to farm animals in the field below (reason 2).
In this case, if an alternative exists, for landing on a nearby airstrip for example, then
the agent could recover from the initial failure by trying this alternative. Otherwise, if
no alternatives remain then it might have to abort the goal to land safely.
That is not to say that landing on a nearby airstrip could not fail for all sorts of unknown
factors beyond its control (reason 3). Or, it could potentially fail causing the plane
to overshoot the airstrip, because the subgoal to determine final approach speed was
incorrectly resolved for the current weather conditions (reason 4).
Finally, consider the case where a landing event-goal is the final subgoal in a higher
level plan to survey the landscape and where the prior subgoals are used for navigating
a set of waypoints in the flight path. It is foreseeable that the UAV successfully navigates
all waypoints, but in the process consumes too much fuel, making returning to base and
landing the plane unachievable (reason 5).
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3.1 Augmenting Context Conditions with Decision Trees
A plan’s context condition is a logical formula that encodes its applicability conditions
as specified by the domain expert at design time. When the context condition holds
in a given situation, that plan is considered applicable for that situation. From the
perspective of improving plan selection, we treat the encoded conditions as fixed and
necessary but possibly insufficient applicability conditions for the plan. The aim is to
use learning to refine and not replace the original conditions. For instance a domain
expert may design the context condition of a plan for landing the UAV based on some
standard operating knowledge. After deployment, however, the UAV may be able to
adapt its procedure (e.g., approach speed and angle) for landing on a particular airstrip.
To achieve this we augment a plan’s context condition with a decision tree that we
will learn over time. The idea is that the decision tree induced from the set of current
experiences will represent our best estimate of the real conditions under which the plan
applies. In some sense then, this new account of a plan’s applicability may be viewed
as a two step filter: an initial (static) programmed filter that restricts the set of worlds
where the plan may apply, and a second (dynamic) learnt filter that possibly further
restricts this set based on ongoing experience.
The decision tree inductive bias gives preference to smaller trees. In other words, the
induction process will trade-off some accuracy in classification for compactness of rep-
resentation. What this means is that of the full training set used to induce the tree, some
samples may be incorrectly classified in the wrong “bucket” (where the bucket name
is success or failure in our case) such that the actual outcome class of those training
samples is different. On dissecting an induced tree in our setting for instance, we may
find that of the several samples, say m in total, that got classified as success, a portion,
say n in number, should have actually been classified as failure. This ratio 1 − (n/m)
then, gives the likelihood that a sample (i.e., situation) classified as success (i.e., will
succeed) is classified correctly, and is the value we use when we talk about the expected
likelihood of success of the plan as given by its decision tree. 1
1 In our study we use algorithm J48, a version of c4.5 [Mitchell, 1997], from the weka learning package
[Witten and Frank, 1999] that automatically provides this ratio.
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Tram
dist
outlook
×
(0/1)
sun
√
(1/3)
rain
short
×
(0/3)
long
dist outlook outcome
long sun ×
short rain
√
short sun ×
short rain
√
long rain ×
short rain ×
long sun ×
. . . . . . . . .
Figure 3.1: An example decision tree to decide if one should travel by tram, based on
observed outcomes over time.
Figure 3.1 shows an induced decision tree for a plan to travel by tram, based on obser-
vations over a seven day period. The result (i.e outcome
√
(yes) or × (no)) indicates if
we succeeded in reaching our destination on time, and depends on the distance to travel
(i.e., short or long) and the weather outlook (i.e., sun or rain). The numbers below
the decision nodes in the tree represent the ratio of incorrectly classified (i.e n) to total
samples (i.e., m) in that branch.
For instance, the decision tree predicts that the plan for travelling by tram should suc-
ceed when the distance to travel is short and the outlook is rainy, as given by the branch
(dist = short) ∧ (outlook = rain). The number (1/3) below the branch indicates that a
total of three samples from the training set (also shown) were classified this way, out of
which one sample was misclassified. If we look at the training samples, we can see that
this is because our data is inconsistent: indeed travelling a short distance by tram on a
rainy day does not always get us to our destination on time. The likelihood of the plan
succeeding for a short trip on a rainy day is therefore 1− (1/3), i.e., 66%.
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State Representation for Decision Trees
For each plan, the training set for its decision tree contains samples of the form [sw, r],
where sw is the representation of the world state w in which the plan was executed, and
r was the outcome (success or failure). The representation sw itself is a set of discrete
attributes that together represent the state of affairs in w. As the agent tries the plan in
different situations and records each result, the hope is that over time the decision tree
induced from these recordings will contain only those attributes of w that are relevant to
that plan’s real context condition. Overall, the attributes in sw belong to the following
three sets:
Environment Features These are variables that describe the state of affairs in the ex-
ternal world, and represent features of the world that are independent of any
agent. For instance, the fluent outlook=rain might describe the situation that the
current weather outlook is rainy. This set of features of the world is common to
all plans.
Event-Goal Parameters Parameterised event-goals, such as G(~x) where ~x are the pa-
rameters of an event-goal type G, are used extensively in practical BDI systems
for passing data and control information. A general treatment of event-goals
should consider the event-goal type and allow solutions to be learnt over dif-
ferent instances of it. For instance, an event-goal Travel(dist) might specify a
goal to travel a given distance. Here, we may be interested in learning how
to handle different instances of this event-goal, such as Travel(dist=short) and
Travel(dist=long). We include such an account by augmenting the training sam-
ples for the decision tree with the event-goal parameters. The set of variables ~x
will generally differ between plans for handling different event-goals.
Plan Variables Often the programmed context condition of the plan will include vari-
able bindings and tests on those bindings to determine its applicability. The ap-
plicable set in a situation then may contain multiple instances of the same plan
with different bound values that satisfy the condition. If we wish to learn the
impact of the different bindings on the actual success of the plan, then such vari-
ables must be included in the plan’s decision tree. For instance, to handle the
Travel(dist=short) event-goal we may have a Tram plan that dictates taking a tram
going west, bound to variable t in the context condition say. To learn how suc-
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cessful the strategy is in getting us to our destination in time, we may be interested
in learning over different bindings of t as some trams travel express while others
stop frequently. A set of such variables is particular to a given plan, and may
differ between plans to handle the same event-goal.
Observe how the sets are increasingly specialised: the environment features are com-
mon across all plans, the event-goal parameters are particular to plans that handle the
same event-goal type, and plan variables are particular to a given plan type.
As an example, consider the UAV controller that may have the following two plan rules
as part of the landing procedure:
AttemptLanding : GetNearestAirstrip(a) ∧ (Dist(a) < FuelRange()) ←
LandOnAirstrip(a)
FinalApproach(a,m, s) : Dist(a) < 1000← FixSlopeAndSpeed(m, s)
The first plan resolves the landing request (event-goal AttemptLanding) by determin-
ing the closest airstrip a (bound using GetNearestAirstrip(a)), then checking if it has
enough fuel to travel the distance (condition (Dist(a) < FuelRange())). If it does,
it proceeds by posting the subgoal LandOnAirstrip(a) to attempt landing on airstrip a.
Now, it may well be that some airstrips are harder to land on than others (as measured by
various sensor readings on board the UAV). If we wish to learn the likelihood of landing
successfully over time, then the bindings for plan variable a over different executions
of the plan must be included in the training samples for the plan’s decision tree.
The second plan handles the final approach goal FinalApproach(a,m, s) for landing
the plane on airstrip a, when the distance to the airstrip becomes less than 1000 me-
tres. When executed, it posts a subgoal FixSlopeAndSpeed(m, s) for fixing the final
approach angle m and approach speed s for landing. Clearly, the parameters m and s
will impact the landing outcome on airstrip a. If we wish to learn this information then
the event-goal parameters m and s should also be included in the plan’s decision tree.
It is also reasonable to assume that the current weather conditions may impact the suc-
cess of the plan. Those features of the world that capture this information, such as
outlook=rain, should therefore be included in the state representation. Observe that
outlook is not part of either plan rule. In this case, the decision to represent it as part of
the world state in this application is based on the domain knowledge of the programmer.
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Overall, the number of attributes initially included in the state representation sw and
their range has a bearing on the size of the training set required to correctly learn the
context condition. Normally, a plan will not be tried in all states because earlier plans in
a sequence of executions will mean that it is reached only in a subset of possible states.
For example, a plan for fixing the final approach of a UAV will only be considered in
situations when the plane is executing a landing procedure, and not in situations where
it is taking off or standing still on the ground. This means that a plan will generally run,
and learning occur, in only a meaningful subset of the full state space described by sw.
3.2 Recording Plan Outcomes for Learning
To allow us to easily discuss some of the details of the framework, we will first introduce
two notions.
BDI Goal-Plan Hierarchy The first is the idea that the BDI plan library can be viewed
as a tree-like hierarchy. Consider the example goal-plan structure of Figure 3.2. Here
all plans (for instance, Pf , Pg and Ph) that are relevant for achieving a given event-goal
(e.g., G3) are grouped together as children nodes of that event-goal. Similarly, a plan
node (e.g., P ) has children nodes representing the subgoals (e.g., G1 and G2) of that
plan that are to be resolved in sequence from left to right. 2 The goal-plan structure
may be seen as an AND/OR tree: for a plan to succeed all of the subgoals and actions
must succeed in sequence (AND relationship), while for a subgoal to succeed any one
of the plans to achieve it must succeed (OR relationship). Finally, leaf plans are those
that interact directly with the environment by performing primitive actions only, so in a
given world state they may either succeed or fail, as shown in Figure 3.2 by the
√
and
× symbols respectively.
Active Execution Traces The second notion is of an active execution trace to de-
scribe the decisions in the BDI goal-plan hierarchy, that is, the sequence of decisions
starting from a top-level plan choice and terminating in a leaf plan selection. Con-
sider again the goal-plan structure of Figure 3.2 that shows the possible outcomes when
plan P is selected in a given world w to resolve top-level event-goal G. In order for
the first subgoal G1 to succeed, plan Pa must be selected followed by Ph that suc-
2 A plan may include primitive actions along with subgoals. For simplicity in this example only subgoals
are used.
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P
G1
Pa
G3
Pf
×
Pg
×
Ph
√
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×
G2
Pc
×
Pd
×
Pe
G4
Pi
×
Pj
√
G5
Pk
√
Pl
×
Pm
×
. . .
Figure 3.2: An example BDI goal-plan hierarchy.
ceeds as indicated by the
√
symbol. We describe the active execution trace for the
top-level event-goal G as λ1 = G[P : w] ·G1[Pa : w] ·G3[Ph : w] (highlighted as
the line-shaded path starting at G and terminating in Ph) where the notation G[P : w]
indicates that event-goal G was resolved by the selection of a plan P in world state
w. Subsequently subgoal G2 is posted whose successful resolution is described by the
intermediate trace λ2 = G[P : w] ·G2[Pe : w′] ·G4[Pj : w′] followed by the final trace
λ3 = G[P : w] ·G2[Pe : w′] ·G5[Pk : w′′].3 The world w′ in λ2 is the resulting world
state from the successful execution of leaf plan Ph in the preceding trace λ1. Similarly,
w′′ is the resulting world state from the execution of Pj in λ2. There is only one way
for plan P to succeed in the initial world w, as described by the traces λ1 . . . λ3. All
other execution traces lead to failures as depicted by the × symbol.
We can now begin discussing how plan outcomes will be recorded for learning, i.e.,
how successes and failures will be recorded for hierarchical plan choices in the BDI
goal-plan structure using active execution traces.
3 Trace λ2 (also λ1) is intermediate because not every plan (for example P ) in that trace has finished
executing. In contrast, trace λ3 is final because all plans have completed (succeeded).
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Recording Results
A plan is relevant for achieving a given event-goal if it was written to address that event-
goal. A plan is also applicable for addressing the event-goal when its context condition
holds at the time of deliberation. Figure 3.2 shows that while plan Pf is relevant for
addressing event-goal G3, it is not in reality applicable in the given situation (world
state w), as selecting it in that situation would lead to failure as indicated by the ×
symbol. So revisiting our earlier discussed reasons for failures, plan Pf is a bad choice
in world state w for addressing event-goal G3, and from a learning perspective, we
would like to avoid choosing Pf in this situation in the future.
The correct choice for addressing event-goal G3 in world w is plan Ph and we are
equally justified in expecting to learn this relationship. Suppose however, that the do-
main was non-deterministic so that Ph on occasion fails for reasons not directly ascer-
tainable. What may we infer in this case? Here, instead of learning that the plan either
succeeds or fails, it may indeed be more pragmatic to associate a likelihood of success
of the plan to the situation. Relating this back to our UAV example, we may like to
determine the likelihood of success of the emergency landing procedure (plan) using
outcomes under different emergency situations.
Overall, once a leaf plan completes, we record its outcome, be it success or failure, in its
set of ongoing experiences from which its decision tree is induced. In fact, we record the
outcome not only for the leaf plan, but for all other higher-level plans in the execution
trace that have also completed as a result of that plan’s completion. For instance, when
plan Pf fails in world w, then all parent plans in the implied active execution trace
λ = G[P : w] ·G1[Pa : w] ·G3[Pf : w] will also fail and we record the outcome
not only for plan Pf , but also for plans Pa and P .4 On the other hand, when plan Ph
succeeds in world w, i.e., the trace is λ1 = G[P : w] ·G1[Pa : w] ·G3[Ph : w], then we
record the success for plans Ph and Pa, both of which have completed their execution
(and succeeded), but not for plan P since it is yet to resolve its second subgoal G2.
Algorithm 1 describes how experiences are (recursively) recorded in our framework
given a completed active execution trace λ. Here the RecordResult(P1, w1, r) step
records the outcome r ∈ [success, failure] for a given plan P1 when executed in world
4 For the purpose of this discussion, assume that failure recovery is not enabled, i.e., the agent does not try
alternatives when the initial choice fails. Failure recovery is indeed important in practical BDI systems
and we address the nuances of learning with failure recovery separately in Section 3.4.
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Algorithm 1: Record(λ, r)
Data: λ = G1[P1 : w1] · . . . ·Gn[Pn : wn], with n ≥ 1; r ∈ [success, failure]
Result: Records the outcome r for plans in λ.
1 if (n > 1) then
2 λ′ = G2[P2 : w2] · . . . ·Gn[Pn : wn];
3 RecordResult(P1, w1, r);
4 Record(λ′, r);
5 else
6 RecordResult(P1, w1, r);
w1: the experience appended to a growing list of past experiences for plan P1. When it
comes to inducing the decision trees (normally after every few samples as specified by
a user defined parameter), we extract the set of past experiences thus recorded for each
plan and use these as training samples for building the classifier for that plan.
Specific Issues
We now describe three specific issues related to recording outcomes for learning. First,
that higher-level plans will inevitably record failures due to wrong lower-level plan
choices until a solution is eventually found; second, that it is not possible to learn correct
behaviour when there are dependencies between subgoals of a plan; and third, that we
have an infinitely growing training set.
Consider once more the selection decision for event-goalG3 and suppose that we select
plan Pf that fails. This implies the active execution trace λ = G[P : w] ·G1[Pa :
w] ·G3[Pf : w] and the subsequent failure of all the active plans (i.e., Pa and P ) in the
trace.5 Since our approach is to record outcomes for all completed plans, then the failure
will be recorded against all the plans in the trace, including the higher-level plans Pa
and P . The issue here is that in fact a solution does exist for world w in plans Pa and P .
It is just that we have not found it yet. This situation is akin to the UAV example of the
landing procedure failing due to an incorrect approach speed calculation by a sub-plan,
and not because the choice of the landing plan itself was incorrect. This means that
plans Pa and P , and all higher-level plans in general, may record several failures until
5 Again, assume that failure recovery is not enabled.
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eventually a success is found. In developing our framework, we indeed experimented
with the option of recording failures conditionally only when we were convinced that
we were not missing good choices below [Airiau et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2010b] (we
discuss these later in Section 3.6). However as we experimented further, we found that
with an appropriate approach to confidence in our plan selection (Chapter 4), this was
not necessary. The reasoning is that any false-negative samples (i.e., where the a good
plan failed due to a bad sub-choice) would eventually be eliminated as “noisy” data by
the decision tree induction algorithm itself.
Next, in the example from page 38 suppose that all correct choices were made (as given
by λ1 . . . λ3) leading up to the final selection of plan Pk in world w′′. In our example
Pk would succeed, however it is possible that the way in which prior subgoals were
resolved (i.e., plans Ph and Pj) may impact the success of Pk. For instance, plan Pj
may have been originally written by a different domain expert who at the time had no
knowledge of how it may be used in a higher context (i.e., Pe). It is foreseeable that
the way Pj depletes a shared resource for instance, may impact the availability of that
resource for plan Pk. If the interaction is such that Pk may never succeed if preceded
by Pj then we would like to learn to avoid this selection sequence. However, at the
subgoal level there is no information about the higher-level “agenda” in which the plan
is being used and this information cannot be represented as part of its context condition.
As such there is no way for such dependencies to be learnt. This is a current limitation
of our learning framework that is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
Lastly, an important implication of our approach is that in effect we keep a growing set
of all experiences of the agent. The benefit is that we are able to build the ideal classifier
given an agent’s experience so far. However, simply storing this data may become
impractical after the agent has been operating for a very long time. Moreover, the
larger the training set, the more effort is required to induce the corresponding decision
tree. Using incremental approaches for inducing decision trees [Swere et al., 2006;
Utgoff, 1989; Utgoff et al., 1997] will certainly address both problems, but may also
impact classification accuracy. We discuss this limitation further with our conclusions
in Chapter 8.
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3.3 A Probabilistic Plan Selection Scheme
We have so far described the integration of decision trees with plans’ context conditions
and how they may be induced using the ongoing experiences of the agent. Here we
focus on how this new account of a plan’s applicability may be used to improve plan
selection. Typical BDI platforms offer several mechanisms for plan selection from a
set of applicable plans, such as plan precedence and random selection. However, since
these are pre-programmed and do not take into account the experience of the agent, we
provide a new probabilistic plan selection scheme for this purpose.
For each plan P , given its expectation of success P(P,w) in world w as determined by
its decision tree, we calculate a final selection weight that will determine the likelihood
of the plan being selected for execution. Equation 3.3.1 shows how this plan selection
weight Ω(P,w, n) is constructed:
Ω(P,w, n) = 0.5 + [C(P,w, n)× (P(P,w)− 0.5)] . (3.3.1)
The component C(P,w, n) ∈ [0.0 : 1.0] is a dynamic confidence measure that re-
flects our perceived confidence in the current learning (i.e., the decision tree prediction
P(P,w)), as well as how well we know the worlds we are witnessing, calculated over
the last n executions of P . We will discuss how this measure is constructed in detail
later in Chapter 4.
The idea is to combine the likelihood of success of the plan P(P,w) with the confi-
dence bias C(P,w, n) to determine a final plan selection weight Ω(P,w, n). When the
perceived confidence is maximum, i.e., C(P,w, n) = 1.0, then Ω(P,w, n) = P(P,w),
and the final weight equals the likelihood of success given by the plan’s decision tree;
when the confidence is zero i.e C(P,w, n) = 0.0, then Ω = 0.5, and the decision tree
has no bearing on the final weight (a default weight of 0.5 is used instead).
Given the selection weight Ω(Pi, w, n) for each plan Pi with i ∈ [1 : k] in a set of k
applicable plans, we then choose a plan with a probability directly proportional to its se-
lection weight, i.e., the probability of selecting a planPi is Ω(Pi, w, n)/
k∑
j=1
Ω(Pj , w, n).
This probabilistic selection scheme ensures a balance between the exploitation of cur-
rent (learnt) knowledge, and the exploration of new choices (to increase knowledge)
that is necessary for any online learning system. The key component in this balance
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is our perceived confidence (i.e., C(P,w, n)) in what we know: the more we trust our
knowledge, the more we use it to make plan choices; the less we trust it, the less we
rely on it, and the more we explore to improve understanding and build confidence.
Plan Applicability
Our new account of plans’ context conditions has implications for the meaning of ap-
plicability in a given situation. In a typical BDI system, a plan’s applicability is fully
defined by its boolean logical context formula, such that a plan is considered applica-
ble only when the context condition holds. In our new setting a plan’s applicability is
additionally defined by its selection weight Ω(P,w, n) that gives the probability of the
plan being selected in the given situation (i.e world w). In other words, a plan’s appli-
cability is decided by two filters: a first programming filter that constitutes the encoded
context condition of the plan, and a second learning filter given by its selection weight
Ω(P,w, n).
The fact however, that the second filter Ω(P,w, n) is no longer boolean and that a low
value (i.e., nearing 0.0) implies a low chance of success, poses the question of deciding
what the minimum acceptable Ω(P,w, n) should be for a plan to still be considered
applicable. It may be reasonable to assume that answers to questions like “Should
a plan whose likelihood of success in a situation is 5% be considered applicable in
that situation?” are domain-dependent. In a domain where success is rare, a different
threshold may apply for such decisions, as compared to a domain where success is
easily achieved.
As such, where appropriate the domain expert should provide an applicability threshold
to be used during plan selection. The specified threshold has the effect that every plan P
in the applicable set for world w (i.e., the set obtained after considering the initial con-
text conditions) whose selection weight Ω(P,w, n) falls below this value, is discarded
from consideration.
3.4 Learning with BDI Failure Recovery
A core aspect of BDI agent systems is the failure recovery mechanism which allows
the agent to be responsive and robust in the face of environmental changes while it is
pursuing some course of action. A common cause of failures in dynamic environments
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is when the conditions for executing a plan change while the plan is executing. When
this happens, the failure recovery mechanism allows the agent to reassess the situation
and try alternative plans to achieve the event-goal. The idea is to enable errors to be
resolved on the go, which may be a more effective strategy in many domains over
completely abandoning the event-goal after the first failure. BDI failure recovery also
provides robustness to non-deterministic failures, as well as when the environment is
only partially observable. In the UAV example, if a plan to land on an airstrip was
aborted during execution, due to unexpected severe winds for example, the agent could
use failure recovery to re-evaluate the situation and consider alternative plans, such as
climbing to higher altitude and trying again later, or seeking landing permission at a
nearby airport, instead of aborting the goal to land altogether.
The use of BDI failure recovery has implications for our learning framework that we
discuss here. Consider again the example goal-plan hierarchy of Figure 3.2 and suppose
an initial decision trace λˆ = G[P : w] ·G1[Pa : w] ·G3[Pf : w] that ends in the failure
of leaf plan Pf . As determined earlier, we will record the failure of Pf in w for learning
purposes.
If failure recovery is now enabled, it means that the execution of non-leaf plan Pa is
not complete yet, until all other possible options for resolving its subgoal G3 are first
considered. At this point, the applicable set for G3 is recalculated to take into account
the possible change in the state of affairs from the failure of plan Pf in world w. Let’s
call this new world statew′ and suppose that the applicable set forG3 inw′ is now {Ph}
(option Pf has already been tried and Pg is no longer considered applicable in w′, i.e.,
its context condition does not hold). Plan Ph being the only applicable plan for Gw in
w′ is therefore selected, and say that it succeeds so that we get λˆ′ = G[P : w] ·G1[Pa :
w] ·G3[Ph : w′]. As before, we may record the success of Ph in w′ for learning. This
time around, plan Pa has also completed execution since it has succeeded, however we
will not record this success in Pa against the initial world w in which it was invoked
(even though indeed in Figure 3.2 a solution exists for Pa in w). This is because the
success of Ph was preceded by the failure of Pf , and it may have been precisely this
failure that impacted the world in a way that caused Ph to succeed. In other words,
it may well be that the only way for Pa to succeed in w is to first select Pf and fail,
and then select Ph. Of course, were this in fact the case, then we would like to avoid
learning this behaviour.
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To address this, in our learning framework we do not propagate results to the parent
nodes of the event-goal where failure recovery was performed. 6 In the above example
with λˆ′ then, the success would not get propagated to the parent plans of subgoal G3,
i.e., plans Pa and P . This does not preclude us from recording the results for goal-event
G2 that gets posted after the success of Ph as those results will be relative to whatever
the world is: if it happens to have been changed by the earlier failed plan Pf then that
is at this stage irrelevant.
Finally, note the subtle disconnect between the intended use of failure recovery in BDI
systems and its potential use while learning. Failure recovery by definition implies a
well founded goal-plan hierarchy: where things generally go to plan; and where recov-
ery is tried when something unexpected occurs. While learning from scratch, on the
other hand, failure (instead of success) is generally the norm, as the agent gradually
begins to make sense of its environment. Arguably then, the use of failure recovery in
the initial stages of learning should be discouraged. Indeed, it is possible that failure
recovery may force the selection of every possible decision path until all options are ex-
hausted. In domains where failures cause irreversible changes, such perseverance may
well be futile. A possibility here may be to gradually enable failure recovery and limit
the extent to which recovery is tried in the early stages of learning.7 Nevertheless, since
the utility of failure recovery partly depends on the domain in question and how good
the initially programmed context conditions are, then for this work we treat the enabling
of failure recovery as a user specified option.
3.5 Learning in Recursive Hierarchies
Recursion in our context refers to the case where the resolution of an event-goal instance
G( ~x1), where ~x1 are the parameters of an event-goal typeG, involves first the resolution
of goal-event instance G( ~x2) of the same type. The result is a growing stack of pend-
ing G(~xi) event-goals that eventually terminate in G( ~xn) whose parameters satisfy the
termination conditions, i.e., where a non-recursive plan choice is made. Such recursive
use of event-goals is typical of many practical BDI systems: it provides a mechanism
for “looping” in event-driven architectures; and for solving problems by decomposing
6 An exception to this rule is when the failure does not change the world state in any noticeable way. Here,
it may be reasonable to ignore the preceding failure and record as normal.
7 We have not implemented this option and such analysis is left for future work.
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them into smaller (similar) sub-problems.
For example, the plan library of an elevator controller may contain the following recur-
sive plan rule:
Goto(floor) : At(x) ∧ x < floor← GoUp; !Goto(floor)
That is, to resolve a request to go to a particular floor (i.e., goal Goto(floor)) that is
above the current location of the elevator (i.e., context condition At(x) ∧ x < floor), it
needs to go up one floor (i.e., execute primitive action GoUp) and then post again the
(sub)goal of reaching the floor in question (i.e., !Goto(floor)).
In order to understand the impact of recursion on context learning, we extend our active
execution trace notation to the form G(~x)[P : w] to also include the event-goal param-
eters ~x. Consider, for example, the BDI goal-plan hierarchy of Figure 3.3 that shows a
high level plan P for resolving event-goalG. Plan P in turn posts subgoalG1( ~x1) that is
handled by plans P1, P2 and P3, and G2(~y1) that is handled by plans P4, and P5. Plans
P1, P3 and P4 are leaf plans that directly interact with the environment, while plans
P2 and P5 post instances of the same event-goal that they handle, leading to recursion.
Figure 3.3 highlights a decision sequence that ends in the failure of plan P4 which was
selected to address event-goal instance G2(~y1). The relevant execution traces here are
λa = G[P : w] ·G1( ~x1)[P2 : w] ·G1( ~x2)[P3 : w] and λb = G[P : w] ·G2(~y1)[P4 : w′]
The first trace λa describes the selection of plan P to handle top-level event-goal G
in world w. Plan P posts subgoal G1( ~x1) in world w that is handled by plan P2, that
in turn posts G1( ~x2) that is successfully handled by the non-recursive plan P3. Plan
P then posts its second subgoal G2(~y1) in the resulting world state w′, which then is
handled by the leaf plan P4 that fails as given by λb. If plan P5 had instead been selected
to handle G2(~y1) then a deeper recursive call would have ensued. Similarly if earlier in
the execution trace plan P2 was selected to handle event-goal G1( ~x2) then a different
recursive sub-tree would have unfolded. These possibilities are highlighted as dashed
nodes in Figure 3.3.
The immediate implication of a recursive goal-plan structure is that the size of the hi-
erarchy is no longer static but instead unfolds in a dynamic manner. The risk then is
that since the conditions that terminate recursion are not guaranteed at the start (we are
indeed trying to learn them), then the agent may get trapped in an infinite recursive loop
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G1( ~x1)
P1 P2
G1( ~x2)
P1 P2 P3
√
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G2(~y1)
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P4 P5
Figure 3.3: Goal-plan hierarchy containing two parameterised goals G1 and G2.
Plans P2 and P5 also post the event-goals that they handle, resulting in recursion. Two
levels of recursive unfolding are shown. Dashed nodes indicate unexplored recursive
sub-trees.
during exploration. To resolve this issue in our framework, we use a bounded recursion
approach whereby we limit such recursive unfolding to a maximum allowed depth. It
follows then that wherever a recursive structure applies, a maximum recursion value
must also be supplied by the domain expert. This may not be an unrealistic require-
ment given that the domain expert will usually have some understanding of how much
recursion is sufficient for a given parameterised event-goal.
3.6 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter we presented our framework for learning plan selection in BDI agent
systems. We extended the account of a plan’s context condition to include a decision
tree and described how plan selection may be improved at runtime by recording ongoing
experiences of the agent, inducing decision trees for all plans from such experiences,
and using the decision trees to probabilistically select plans. We described the use of the
framework with BDI failure recovery enabled, and in goal-plan hierarchies that employ
event-goal recursion.
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Implementation
We have implemented our framework in the JACK [Busetta et al., 1999] BDI agent
programming language. JACK is implemented as a programming layer on top of the
Java [Gosling et al., 2005] programming language and allows for standard Java code
to be written and easily integrated. As such, significant portions of our framework
including the recording infrastructure have been coded in Java. A JACK plan provides
convenience functions called pass and fail that are appropriately called after the plan
body has finished execution, that we use to record outcomes for learning purposes. Our
probabilistic plan selection heuristic is implemented within a meta-level plan that is
invoked by JACK whenever an applicable set is to be evaluated. The initialisation of our
framework is done inside the BDI agent initialisation routines. Finally, for the decision
trees, we use an off-the-shelf Java implementation of the algorithm J48, a version of
c4.5 [Mitchell, 1997], from the weka learning package [Witten and Frank, 1999].
On the Reliability of Learning
In our preliminary investigations [Airiau et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2010b], we have
considered two options for dealing with failures when learning in plan hierarchies. The
first is that of careful consideration where we use a failure for learning only if we believe
that the decisions that led to the failure were reasonably well-informed, or “stable.”
In [Singh et al., 2010b], we defined such stability in terms of how the rate of success
(i.e., the ratio of successful to total executions) of a plan is changing in a given world:
the plan is considered stable in the world if this rate is changing below a specified
threshold, and as long as all plans below it in the execution trace are also stable. In our
example trace λ = G[P : w] ·G1[Pa : w] ·G3[Pf : w] from page 40, we would record
the failure in Pa only if Pf and Pa were deemed stable; while for P we would record
if Pf , Pa and P were all deemed stable. So whereas successes (if any) were always
recorded, we started recording failures only when the plan’s outcome is considered
stable in the world. While this stability filter resolves our initial concern with recording
failures incorrectly, it is also too restrictive. For example, in Figure 3.2, it may take
many executions of plan P before it becomes stable (since all possible options below
P must become stable or succeed first), and since no recording happens in P until that
happens, then potentially useful information is being discarded.
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The alternative approach, and the one we use in this thesis, is to instead record the fail-
ure at all levels in the hierarchy for every failed trace, in the hope that the generalisation
learnt will eventually eliminate any “noisy” data. This approach is much simpler and
works well for the most part (in fact in [Singh et al., 2010b] we show that both ap-
proaches have their advantages in different types of goal-plan structures). However it
can sometimes lead to a complete inability to learn. This happens when a lot of failures
are recorded before a success is found (for instance, in Figure 3.2 there are significantly
more failure paths for plan P than success paths) and the likelihood of success given
by a plan’s decision tree becomes so low (before success is achieved) that it is never
considered applicable enough (based on some applicability threshold).
The issue, of course, is that the decision tree prediction is poor when there is insufficient
training data. In order to decide how much trust to put in its predictions then, some
measure of the ongoing reliability in the decision tree would be useful.
The notion of stability introduced in [Airiau et al., 2009] was one such measure of re-
liability. It was used to estimate our confidence in the decisions below a plan in the
goal-plan hierarchy. Plan outcomes then, were recorded for learning purposes only if
the underlying decisions were considered stable. The aim was to filter out as much
as possible “noisy” training samples in order to build a more reliable learner. A dif-
ferent approach was taken in [Singh et al., 2010b] where a confidence measure was
instead used to adjust plan selection probabilities. Unlike the previous stability-based
confidence measure that was used to filter the training set, this new coverage-based con-
fidence measure was used to directly adjust the exploration strategy. The idea was that
the confidence in a plan’s decision tree was related to how many of the possible choices
below the plan had been explored or “covered”: the more that such decision paths had
been explored, the greater the confidence in the resulting learner. This approach com-
plemented our earlier approach [Airiau et al., 2009] as it allowed any recording scheme
to be used. However, as we later showed in [Singh et al., 2010a], the coverage-based
measure has several limitations that make it impractical for use beyond synthetic struc-
tures.
This issue of confidence is central to our learning discussion, and one that we discuss
in depth in Chapter 4 where we describe our final dynamic confidence measure that is
suitable for use in practical BDI systems.
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Determining Confidence in Ongoing
Learning †
A BDI agent tasked with improving ongoing plan selection (using the learning frame-
work described in Chapter 3), does so in an online manner, where learning and acting
are interleaved and understanding of the domain comes from “trial and error” in the
environment. The typical use of decision trees, however, lies in their offline induction
from a complete training set. In that sense, the use of decision trees in our framework is
unorthodox since the training set is built incrementally using accumulated samples from
each new plan execution. This results in incomplete information in the early stages of
learning, leading to high levels of misclassification.
Consider the case of a controller agent for an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) that is try-
ing to optimise its landing procedure (plan) by fine-tuning the approach speed and angle
of the airplane, perhaps in a virtual simulated environment. Suppose that it tries to land
the plane for some bound values of these parameters, and fails. What may the agent
learn from this experience alone? Possibly that the given combination of approach pa-
rameter values does not work. If it were also to extrapolate from this experience to every
new situation (i.e., combination of approach speed and angle), then it would invariably,
and rather inappropriately, conclude that all attempts at landing must fail. The problem
is simply that it does not have enough information to make well-informed judgements,
or predictions, about the real likelihood of landing the plane. In other words, a pre-
† Parts of the work presented in this chapter will appear in [Singh et al., 2011].
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diction of success or failure in itself does not say anything about how informed that
prediction is. So how should one decide how much trust to put in the current learned
information?
The situation is not dissimilar to the typical machine learning setting of an agent trying
to maximise some reward, where the dilemma is whether to exploit the current learning
to obtain the maximum benefit known so far, or to explore further options in the hope
of finding solutions that yield even higher benefits. This issue is normally addressed
in such cases using a pre-specified strategy for deciding the level of exploration during
learning. For instance, in -greedy exploration [Sutton and Barto, 1998] commonly
seen in reinforcement learning, the agent chooses the action that it believes has the best
long-term benefit with probability 1 − , and chooses randomly otherwise. Here the
parameter  is generally either fixed, or gradually reduced over time to reflect increasing
confidence in the ongoing learning.
A pre-determined exploration strategy such as -greedy however is completely de-
coupled from the learning itself. It does not take into account how the learning is ac-
tually progressing. As such, careful parameter (i.e., ) selection is required to ensure
that the learning and our associated confidence (reflected in the exploration strategy) are
aligned: a process that in itself involves trial-and-error on the part of the programmer.
This is an important issue in online learning where the programmer does not have the
option to adjust exploration parameters once the agent has been deployed. What is re-
quired, instead, is an adaptive confidence measure that accounts for the ongoing learning
and adjusts accordingly. This view has recently been supported by Tokic [Tokic, 2010],
who questions the value of such ad-hoc approaches as -greedy, and proposes a more
general strategy that ties the exploration to the learning performance itself.
We investigated the issue of confidence in the context of ongoing decision-making in
BDI goal-plan hierarchies in our original work on this topic [Singh et al., 2010a,b].
These “coverage” based confidence measures (page 49), however, lack in two important
ways. Firstly, they do not cater for a changing dynamics of the environment that often
results in prior learning becoming less effective. For instance, consider the case where
the UAV controller has learnt the optimal approach speed and angle for landing the
airplane on a remote airstrip. If however, the surface of the unattended airstrip were to
deteriorate over time, then the previously learnt landing parameters may no longer work,
and the controller would have to dynamically adapt its learning to this ongoing change
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in the environment dynamics. Clearly, a static exploration strategy that monotonically
converges (such as -greedy or one constructed using the coverage-based approaches)
will not suffice for this requirement. Secondly, the previous coverage-based measures
do not scale well for complex goal-plan structures, since they rely on an estimate of the
number of choices in the goal-plan hierarchy that is not always easy to calculate (e.g., in
recursive structures). In this chapter, we describe a confidence measure that overcomes
both these limitations.
4.1 A Dynamic Confidence Measure
In Equation 3.3.1 of Chapter 3 we introduced a confidence measure C(P,w, n) for the
last n executions of plan P in world w. This measure represents our perceived confi-
dence in the plan’s decision tree and is used to adjust the final plan selection probabili-
ties. We are now ready to define this in some detail.
We start by first constructing a component metric that captures our confidence in the on-
going hierarchical decision-making. We do this by extending the previously introduced
idea of stability (page 48) to what we will term as the degree of stability. In effect, we
translate the boolean notion to a numerical one, that conceptually relates to the extent to
which a decision sequence is considered informed (by considering the stability of each
decision in the sequence). Since stability is calculated on observed outcomes, then this
measure reflects the ongoing performance of the agent and dynamically adapts when
changes in performance occur. When used in the exploration heuristic, this allows the
agent to increase exploration if a previously learnt behaviour were to start to fail.
A second component of confidence (apart from how many options we have tried in a
given world) is how many different world states we have experienced. For our UAV con-
troller example, this relates to the issue of over-generalising from a single failed landing
experience as discussed in the beginning of this Chapter. To account for this, we build a
second metric that captures the familiarity with the environment by measuring the rate
at which the plan is being tried in known worlds. To do this, we compare a sample of
the most recent worlds where the plan was executed to what has been witnessed before.
Conceptually this relates to how well we believe we know the domain: the more we
are seeing what we have seen before, the greater our confidence with respect to our
understanding of the domain.
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Figure 4.1: An example BDI goal-plan hierarchy.
Our final confidence measure C(P,w, n) is then constructed from these two component
metrics.
4.1.1 Stability-Based Component Metric
Our initial definition of stability from [Singh et al., 2010b] is as follows:
“A failed plan P is considered to be stable for a particular world state w if
the rate of success of P in w is changing below a certain threshold. [. . . ]
a failed goal is considered stable for world state w if all its relevant plans
are stable for w.”
To see how stability is calculated, consider the example goal-plan structure of Figure 4.1
that shows the possible resolution of event-goal G in a given world state w. Observe
that plan P2 always fails in world w (as indicated by the × symbol against its children),
whereas plan P1 succeeds: the solution requiring three leaf plans Ph, Pj and Pk to be
expanded (marked with
√
).
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Let us take the simple case of plan Pn and suppose that the stability threshold is set to
0.1. Say that Pn was executed in world w and failed, as expected from Figure 4.1. Its
rate of success in w (i.e., the ratio of total successes to total most recent few executions)
therefore would be 01 = 0.0. Now, to determine if the rate of success is changing,
we must compare two rates for which we require Pn to execute in world w a second
time. Suppose that this happens and Pn fails in w yet again. The new rate of success is
therefore 02 = 0.0. At this point we can calculate how the rate of success is changing by
taking the difference |01 − 02 | = 0.0. Since the stability threshold is 0.1 and the change
in success rate (i.e., 0.0) is less than that, then this would imply that plan Pn becomes
stable after these two executions in w. The result is the same for plan Ph that always
succeeds in w, i.e., |11 − 22 | = 0.0.
Stability is similarly calculated for non-leaf plans per execution trace. Recall that sta-
bility is meant to be a measure of how well informed our decisions were which led
to a particular outcome. So it only makes sense to ask that question for a partic-
ular selection sequence, i.e., active execution trace. For instance, for a failed trace
λ = G[P1 : w] ·G1[Pa : w] ·G3[Pg : w], plan P1 will be considered stable only when
the above stability calculations hold for it and all the plans below it in the trace (i.e.,
Pg and Pa) are also stable. Observe that this definition of stability does not include all
possible plans below P1 in the hierarchy of Figure 4.1, but only those that were actually
selected. This also means that not every option below the plan must be tried for it to
become stable. For instance, consider for a moment that plan Ph were to also fail in
world w. That would mean that subgoal G1 would never succeed and therefore subgoal
G2 and its children will never be tried. In this case, plan P1 will still become stable
when all the options below that are actually tried eventually become stable.
The real benefit of the stability measure becomes evident when considering stochastic
domains. For instance, suppose that the agent was operating in such an environment and
plan Ph now sometimes fails (say 25% of the time) due to non-deterministic reasons.
Say that the first four executions of Ph inw result in {success, failure, success, success}.
The progressive change in the success rate therefore would be |11− 12 | = 0.50, |12− 23 | =
0.17, and |23 − 34 | = 0.08. Given that the stability threshold is set to 0.1, this would
mean that plan Ph would become stable after the fourth execution inw when the change
in success rate (i.e., 0.08) drops below the threshold.
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Since stability calculation depends on the threshold parameter among other things, it is
possible that we sometimes prematurely believe that a plan’s outcomes have stabilised.
This will normally correct itself when the plan is chosen again (often) due to probabilis-
tic selection. The user can also fix this by lowering the stability threshold parameter
during early experimentation.
With this understanding in place, we now extend our stability idea developed in [Airiau
et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2010b] to the execution trace itself. The aim is to ascertain the
extent or degree to which the decisions in the trace as a whole may be considered stable
or well-informed. This is particularly meaningful for failed execution traces where low
stability suggests that we were not well-informed and more exploration is needed before
assuming that no solution exists for the top event-goal in the trace.
To capture this, we define the degree of stability of a failed execution trace λ, denoted
ζ(λ), as the ratio of stable plans to total applicable plans in the active execution trace
below the top-level event-goal in λ. Formally, when λ = G1[P1 : w1] · · ·Gn[Pn : wn]
we define
ζ(λ) =
|⋃ni=1{P | P ∈ ∆app(Gi, wi), stable(P,wi)}|
|⋃ni=1 ∆app(Gi, wi)| , (4.1.1)
where ∆app(Gi, wi) denotes the set of all applicable plans (i.e., relevant plans whose
boolean context conditions hold true) in world statewi for event-goalGi, and stable(P,wi)
holds true if plan P is deemed stable in wi.
To understand what this means, let us take a failed execution trace λ = G[P1 :
w1] ·G2[Pe : w2] ·G5[Pm : w3] and suppose that the applicable plans are
∆app(G,w1) = {P1, P2}, ∆app(G2, w2) = {Pc, Pe}, and ∆app(G5, w3) =
{Pk, Pl, Pm}. The trace λ is shown in Figure 4.2: the plans in dotted outline are all
the relevant plans for all goals in the hierarchy, while the applicable plans for all the
goals in λ are shown in normal outline. Here, the given active trace λ implies that Ph
and Pj were successfully executed: w2 and w3 being the world states that resulted from
the successful execution of those plans. Let’s also say that Pc and Pl are the only plans
deemed stable (in worlds w2 and w3 respectively).
Then the degree of stability for the whole trace is ζ(λ) = 27 since the union set of
all applicable plans is {P1, Pc, Pe, Pk, Pl, Pm, P2} and two plans in the set are sta-
ble. Similarly, for the sub-trace λ′ = G2[Pe : w2] ·G5[Pm : w3] the union set is
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Figure 4.2: The example BDI goal-plan hierarchy of Figure 4.1 showing the failed
trace λ that ends in plan Pm along with the applicable plans (solid outline boxes) for
each goal in the trace.
{Pc, Pe, Pk, Pl, Pm} and ζ(λ′) = 25 , while for the sub-trace λ′′ = G5[Pm : w3] we get
ζ(λ′′) = 13 .
The idea is that every time the agent reaches a failed execution trace, the degree of
stability of each completed sub-trace1 is stored in the plan that produced that sub-trace.
For instance in our example above, for plan P1 we record degree ζ(λ′) = 25 whereas
for plan Pe we record degree ζ(λ′′) = 13 . Leaf plan nodes, like Pm, make no choices so
their degree of stability is assigned 1. Intuitively, by doing this, we record against each
plan in the failed trace, an estimate of how informed the current choices made for the
plan were. Algorithm 2 describes how this hierarchical recording is done for each plan
in a given active execution trace λ. Here, RecordDegreeStability(P,w, d) records (i.e.,
saves to memory) the degree of stability d for plan P in world state w.
As a plan execution produces new failed experiences, the calculated degree of stability
is appended against it each time. When a plan finally succeeds, we take an optimistic
1 By completed we mean that each plan in the sub-trace has completed every subgoal (and primitive
action).
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Algorithm 2: RecordDegreeStabilityInTrace(λ)
Data: λ = G1[P1 : w1] · . . . ·Gn[Pn : wn], with n ≥ 1.
Result: Records degree of stability for plans in λ.
1 if (n > 1) then
2 λ′ = G2[P2 : w2] · . . . ·Gn[Pn : wn];
3 d = ζ(λ′);
4 RecordDegreeStability(P1, w1, d);
5 RecordDegreeStabilityInTrace(λ′);
6 else
7 RecordDegreeStability(P1, w1, 1);
view and record 1 (i.e., full stability) against it. This, together with the fact that all plans
do eventually become stable, means that the degree of stability ζ(λ) tends to become
more stable over time.2
Given this sequence of ζ(λ) recordings for a plan P in world w, we may now construct
our measure of confidence in these decisions. We do this by aggregating over the most
recent n ≥ 1 executions of plan P in w, denoted by Cs(P,w, n) and as shown in Equa-
tion 4.1.2. 3 Intuitively, this average degree of stability is a numeric value that relates to
how well-informed we perceive our decisions to be in the n most recent invocations of
P in w.
Cs(P,w, n) =
n∑
i=1
ζ(λi). (4.1.2)
The parameter n decides the averaging window and determines the sensitivity of the
measure to changes in the degree of stability. The reason why we take an average
rather than the most recent value is because each degree of stability relates to a specific
path (trace) in the goal-plan hierarchy, but we are interested in obtaining an overall
approximation of the degree of stability that is irrespective of any trace.
2 Assuming that the dynamics of the environment and the non-determinisism in the environment are not
changing.
3 The notation Cs means stability-based component metric, or simply, stability-based confidence.
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Figure 4.3: The example BDI goal-plan hierarchy of Figure 4.1 focussing on plan Pe.
To demonstrate how the stability-based confidence is computed, we will use the exam-
ple of plan Pe (from Figure 4.1) in world w1 with n = 5, i.e., Cs(Pe, w1, 5). Sup-
pose that the applicable plans are ∆app(G4, w1) = {Pi, Pj} and ∆app(G5, w2) =
{Pk, Pl, Pm}. The situation is shown in Figure 4.3. Further suppose that the rate of
success of a plan stabilises (i.e., the plan becomes stable) after two executions in a
given world. Table 4.1 shows the first few example executions of Pe in world w1. In
reality the executions of Pe would have been interleaved with other worlds than w1,
however these are not shown in Table 4.1 as they do not contribute to the calculation of
Cs(Pe, w1, 5).
In the beginning, Pe has never been tried in w1, and all plans have the same likelihood
of being selected. So when G4 is first posted in w1, the agent has an equal likeli-
hood of selecting either of the two applicable plans {Pi, Pj}. Let’s say it makes the
correct choice, i.e., it chooses plan Pj that succeeds. This results in subgoal G4 suc-
ceeding, and plan Pe posting its second subgoal G5. Let’s say that this time plan Pl is
selected that fails (as expected from Figure 4.1). The final active execution trace there-
fore is λ1 = G5[Pl : w2]. As Pl in this trace is not stable yet, then ζ(λ1) = 03 (since
|∆app(G5, w2)| = 3) and therefore Cs(Pe, w1, 5) = 0.0 as shown in the first row of
Table 4.1.
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The next time Pe is invoked in w1, suppose that the final trace is λ2 = G5[Pm : w2]
meaning that the execution terminated in the failure of Pm (again as shown in Fig-
ure 4.1), and implying once more that G4 succeeded via plan Pj . This situation is
depicted in the second row in Table 4.1. However, once more Cs(Pe, w1, 5) = 0.0 since
no plan in λ2 is stable yet.
The third execution (row three) terminates in the failure of Pi that is not stable yet,
however ζ(λ3) = 12 since |∆app(G4, w1)| = 2 and the second applicable plan Pj is
considered stable as it succeeded in w1 previously. The average degree of stability
Cs(Pe, w1, 5) over the last five executions (there have only been three so far) therefore
increases to 0.10 as shown.
The fourth, fifth, and sixth executions (rows four, five, and six respectively) see
the stability-based confidence increase gradually as first Pm becomes stable (giving
Cs(Pe, w1, 5) = 0.17), then the agent finds success in Pk that is immediately consid-
ered stable (giving Cs(Pe, w1, 5) = 0.37), and finally a second failure of Pi makes it
stable (giving Cs(Pe, w1, 5) = 0.57).
The final three executions all succeed in Pk and the average degree of stability
Cs(Pe, w1, 5) gradually increases: to 0.77, then 0.87, and finally 1.00. Note that con-
vergence (to 1.00) does not automatically imply that all applicable plans are stable. In
this example plan Pl is not yet stable as it has only been tried once.
Observe that since stability is a measure of the rate of change of success of a plan, then
Cs(P,w, n) (that amounts to the average degree of stability) invariably captures the sta-
bility of the agent’s performance over time. Given an environment with fixed dynamics
then, this measure generally increases from 0 as plans below P start to become stable
(or succeed), and reaches 1 when all plans below P in the last n execution traces are
considered stable (or successful). This is what one might expect in the typical learning
setting. Importantly, if the dynamics of the environment changes and previously learnt
solutions start to fail because they no longer work, then the measure adjusts confidence
accordingly to reflect the new instability in performance. Any such drops in confidence
consequently impact the plan selection weight (Equation 3.3.1) and promote new ex-
ploration.
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λ ζ(λ) Cs(Pe, w1, 5) Explanation
G5[Pl : w2]
0
3
[
0
3
]× 15 = 0.00 G4[Pj : w1] succeeded
first. Pl is not stable yet.
G5[Pm : w2]
0
3
[
0
3 +
0
3
]× 15 = 0.00 G4[Pj : w1] succeeded
first. Pm is not stable yet.
G4[Pi : w1]
1
2
[
0
3 +
0
3 +
1
2
]× 15 = 0.10 Pi is not stable yet; Pj
is considered stable as it
succeeded in w1.
G5[Pm : w2]
1
3
[
0
3 +
0
3 +
1
2 +
1
3
]× 15 = 0.17 Pm becomes stable.
G5[Pk : w2] 1
[
0
3 +
0
3 +
1
2 +
1
3 + 1
]× 15 = 0.37 Pk succeeds and is con-
sidered stable.
G4[Pi : w1]
2
2
[
0
3 +
1
2 +
1
3 + 1 +
2
2
]× 15 = 0.57 Pi now becomes stable.
G5[Pk : w2] 1
[
1
2 +
1
3 + 1 +
2
2 + 1
]× 15 = 0.77
G5[Pk : w2] 1
[
1
3 + 1 +
2
2 + 1 + 1
]× 15 = 0.87
G5[Pk : w2] 1
[
1 + 22 + 1 + 1 + 1
]× 15 = 1.00
Table 4.1: Example executions of plan Pe (see Figure 4.3) in world w and the related
stability-based confidence Cs calculation for n = 5.
4.1.2 World-Based Component Metric
The stability-based confidence measure Cs(P,w, n) defined above would make a useful
heuristic for exploration (i.e., plan selection) in its own right: when the confidence is at
its lowest the agent does maximum exploration, and when it is at its highest, the agent
fully utilises the decision trees. Normally, however, generalising using decision trees is
justified, and is useful, if one has collected “enough” data. For a plan, this equates to not
only trying it in meaningful ways in a given world (as captured by the stability-based
metric Cs(P,w, n)), but also trying it in all the different worlds where it applies. We
will now define a second metric that quantifies this latter aspect.
Since we do not know upfront the full set of worlds where a plan may be considered,
then one way to approximate this is by monitoring the rate at which new worlds are
being witnessed by a plan P . During early exploration, it is expected that the majority
of worlds that a plan is selected for will be unique, thus yielding a high rate (corre-
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sponding to low confidence). Over time, as exploration continues, the plan would get
selected in all worlds in which it is reachable and the rate of new worlds would approach
zero (corresponding to full confidence). Given this, we define our second world-based
confidence metric as
Cd(P, n) = |OldStates(P, n)|
n
, (4.1.3)
where OldStates(P, n) is the set of world states in the last n executions of P that have
also been witnessed before. Clearly, Cd will converge to 1.0 after all worlds where the
plan might be considered are eventually witnessed. However, it does not behave mono-
tonically since it is quite possible that Cd increases to 1.0 before the full set of worlds is
witnessed, meaning it would decrease when the remaining worlds are witnessed, before
eventually converging to 1.0 again.
Referring back to our example of Figure 4.3, consider once again plan Pe, and
assume that the (initially unknown) set of worlds where it may be considered is
{w1, w2, w3, w4}. Table 4.2 shows a sequence of example executions of Pe over time
in these world states and the related world-based confidence calculation for n = 5.
In the beginning there is no history to compare to. The first four executions of Pe (rows
1–4 of Table 4.2) are all in previously unseen worlds so Cd is zero. The fifth execution
is in world w2 which was seen before (just prior) so Cd(Pe, 5) = 1/5 = 0.2.
The sixth execution of Pe is in world w3 which also was witnessed before. So in the
more recent n executions, i.e., {w3,w2, w2, w4, w3}, there are now two worlds, i.e. w3
and w2 (highlighted in bold font), that have been seen before. So Cd(Pe, 5) = 2/5 =
0.4.
After that, Cd gradually increases to its maximum as follows: for execution seven the
old worlds in the last n executions are {w1,w3,w2, w2, w4} giving Cd(Pe, 5) = 3/5 =
0.6; for execution eight the old worlds are {w4,w1,w3,w2, w2} giving Cd(Pe, 5) =
4/5 = 0.8; while for the final execution the old worlds are {w4,w4,w1,w3,w2} and
Cd(Pe, 5) = 5/5 = 1.0.
Suppose, however, that the first six executions of Pe happened to be in world w1 fol-
lowed by w2, w3, and w4. In this case, Cd would have increased directly from 0.0
to 1.0 by execution six, then decreased when w2, w3, and w4 were witnessed, before
eventually increasing to 1.0 on subsequent executions.
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State OldStates(Pe, 5) Cd(Pe, 5) Explanation
w1 0 0.0 State w1 is new.
w3 0 0.0 All states in w3, w1 are new.
w4 0 0.0 All states in w4, w3, w1 are new.
w2 0 0.0 All states in w2, w4, w3, w1 are new.
w2 1 15 = 0.2 Bold states in w2, w2, w4, w3, w1 are old.
w3 2 25 = 0.4 Bold states in w3,w2, w2, w4, w3 are old.
w1 3 35 = 0.6 Bold states in w1,w3,w2, w2, w4 are old.
w4 4 45 = 0.8 Bold states in w4,w1,w3,w2, w2 are old.
w4 5 55 = 1.0 Bold states in w4,w4,w1,w3,w2 are old.
Table 4.2: Example executions of plan Pe (see Figure 4.3) over time, and the related
world-based confidence Cd calculation for n = 5.
4.1.3 Dynamic Confidence Measure
In summary, we have defined two confidence metrics over two orthogonal dimensions.
Stability-based confidence Cs(P,w, n) is meant to capture how well-informed the last
n executions of plan P in world w were, whereas world-based confidence Cd(P, n) is
meant to capture how well-known were the worlds in the last n executions of plan P .
With this, we now have all the necessary components to define our final confidence
measure C(P,w, n) that we introduced earlier in Chapter 3 Equation 3.3.1. Specifically,
this overall confidence in the decision tree of plan P in world w relative to the last n
experiences is defined as follows:
C(P,w, n) = αCs(P,w, n) + (1− α)Cd(P, n), (4.1.4)
where α is a weighting factor used to set a preference bias between the two component
metrics.
To illustrate the basic behaviour of the dynamic confidence C(P,w, n), let us take the
example of plan Pe from Figure 4.3 once again. As before, suppose that the applicable
plans are ∆app(G4, w1) = {Pi, Pj} and ∆app(G5, w2) = {Pk, Pl, Pm}, that a plan
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Figure 4.4: Dynamic confidence C(Pe, w1, 5) over successive executions of plan Pe
in world w1 using α = 0.5 (as calculated in rows 1-16 of Table 4.3). The impact of
varying the preference bias α is also shown.
becomes stable after two executions in a given world, and that the set of worlds where
Pe may be considered is {w1, w2, w3, w4}. Rows 1-16 of Table 4.3 describe an example
run of Pe over time, and the related dynamic confidence C(Pe, w1, 5) calculation for
world w1 using n = 5 and α = 0.5. The same information is plotted in Figure 4.4.
The impact of changing the preference bias α is also shown in Figure 4.4 (plots α = 0.1
and α = 0.9). As can be seen, the choice of α marks a C trajectory that lies in between
that of Cs (i.e., α = 1.0) and Cd (i.e., α = 0.0).
In order to see how the confidence measure C(P,w, n) behaves against changes in the
environment, consider the remaining rows 17-24 of Table 4.3. After execution 16, a
change in the environment causes the previous solution (shown in Figure 4.3) for world
w1 to no longer work. The new solution requires Pm to be selected instead of Pk for
resolving the subgoal G5 (there is no change to its applicable set).
The impact of the change is immediate when the agent tries the previous solution and
fails (row 17). The failure of leaf plan Pk makes it “unstable” causing a change in
the stability-based metric Cs (only plan Pm in the applicable set {Pk, Pl, Pm} is now
stable so ζ(λ) = 13 ) and consequently confidence C(Pe, w1, 5) drops to 0.93. This
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Figure 4.5: Dynamic confidence C(Pe, w1, 5) over successive executions of plan Pe
in world w1 using α = 0.5 (as calculated in rows 1-24 of Table 4.3). A change in the
environment after execution (row) 16 causes the previous solution to no longer work.
The figure shows how the confidence C(Pe, w1, 5) dynamically adjusts to this change
until the new solution is found (rows 17-24).
results in new exploration of the applicable plans for subgoal G5 until the new solution
is discovered (rows 18-20). Finally, as the new solution is repeatedly successful, the
confidence C(Pe, w1, 5) once again climbs to 1.0 (rows 21-24) as shown in Figure 4.5.
Table 4.3: Example executions of plan Pe (see Figure 4.3) and the final dynamic
confidence C(Pe, w1, 5) calculation in worldw1 for n = 5 and α = 0.5. For legibility,
the dynamic confidence calculations for other worlds in which Pe is executed are
omitted (indicated by “. . .”).
# λ Cs(Pe, w1, 5) Cd(Pe, 5) C(Pe, w1, 5)
1 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pl : w2]
[
0
3
] × 15 = 0.00.
{Pk, Pl, Pm} has no sta-
ble plans.
0.00. States
{w1,−,−,−,−}.
0.00
2 G4[Pj : w3] . . . 0.00. States
{w3, w1,−,−,−}
. . .
3 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pm : w2]
[
0
3 +
0
3
] × 15 = 0.00.
{Pk, Pl, Pm} has no sta-
ble plans.
1
5 = 0.2. States
{w1, w3, w1,−,−}.
0.10
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
# λ Cs(Pe, w1, 5) Cd(Pe, 5) C(Pe, w1, 5)
4 G4[Pi : w4] . . . 15 = 0.2. States
{w4,w1, w3, w1,−}.
. . .
5 G4[Pi : w3] . . . 25 = 0.4. States
{w3, w4,w1, w3, w1}.
. . .
6 G4[Pi : w1]
[
0
3 +
0
3 +
1
2
] × 15 =
0.10. {Pi, Pj} has stable
Pj (succeeded in w1).
3
5 = 0.6. States
{w1,w3, w4,w1, w3}.
0.35
7 G4[Pj : w2] . . . 45 = 0.8. States
{w2,w1,w3, w4,w1}.
. . .
8 G4[Pi : w3] . . . 45 = 0.8. States
{w3,w2,w1,w3, w4}.
. . .
9 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pm : w2]
[
0
3 +
0
3 +
1
2 +
1
3
]× 15 =
0.17. Pm now stable in
{Pk, Pl, Pm}.
5
5 = 1.0. States
{w1,w3,w2,w1,w3}.
0.59
10 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pk : w2]
[
0
3 +
0
3 +
1
2 +
1
3 + 1
] ×
1
5 = 0.37. Pk succeeds
so ζ(λ) assigned 1.
5
5 = 1.0. States
{w1,w1,w3,w2,w1}.
0.69
11 G4[Pi : w1]
[
0
3 +
1
2 +
1
3 + 1 +
2
2
] ×
1
5 = 0.57. Both plans in
{Pi, Pj} now stable.
5
5 = 1.0. States
{w1,w1,w1,w3,w2}.
0.79
12 G4[Pi : w2] . . . 55 = 1.0. States
{w2,w1,w1,w1,w3}.
. . .
13 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pk : w2]
[
1
2 +
1
3 + 1 +
2
2 + 1
] ×
1
5 = 0.77. Pk succeeds
so ζ(λ) assigned 1.
5
5 = 1.0. States
{w1,w2,w1,w1,w1}.
0.89
14 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pk : w2]
[
1
3 + 1 +
2
2 + 1 + 1
] ×
1
5 = 0.87. Pk succeeds
so ζ(λ) assigned 1.
5
5 = 1.0. States
{w1,w1,w2,w1,w1}.
0.94
15 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pk : w2]
[
1 + 22 + 1 + 1 + 1
] ×
1
5 = 1.00. Pk succeeds
so ζ(λ) assigned 1.
5
5 = 1.00. States
{w1,w1,w1,w2,w1}.
1.00
16 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pk : w2]
[
2
2 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
] ×
1
5 = 1.00. Pk succeeds
so ζ(λ) assigned 1.
5
5 = 1.00. States
{w1,w1,w1,w1,w2}.
1.00
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
# λ Cs(Pe, w1, 5) Cd(Pe, 5) C(Pe, w1, 5)
At this point, a change in the environment causes the previous solution for world w1
(shown in Figure 4.3) to no longer work. Instead, the new solution requires that Pm
be selected to resolve subgoal G5 instead of Pk.
17 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pk : w2]
[
1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 13
] ×
1
5 = 0.87. Pk becomes
unstable. Only Pm in
{Pk, Pl, Pm} is stable.
5
5 = 1.00. States
{w1,w1,w1,w1,w1}.
0.93
18 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pl : w2]
[
1 + 1 + 1 + 13 +
2
3
] ×
1
5 = 0.80. {Pl, Pm} in
{Pk, Pl, Pm} are stable.
5
5 = 1.00. States
{w1,w1,w1,w1,w1}.
0.90
19 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pk : w2]
[
1 + 1 + 13 +
2
3 +
3
3
] ×
1
5 = 0.80. All plans sta-
ble in {Pk, Pl, Pm}.
5
5 = 1.00. States
{w1,w1,w1,w1,w1}.
0.90
20 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pm : w2]
[
1 + 13 +
2
3 +
3
3 + 1
] ×
1
5 = 0.80. Pm succeeds
so ζ(λ) assigned 1.
5
5 = 1.00. States
{w1,w1,w1,w1,w1}.
0.90
21 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pm : w2]
[
1
3 +
2
3 +
3
3 + 1 + 1
] ×
1
5 = 0.80. Pm succeeds
so ζ(λ) assigned 1.
5
5 = 1.00. States
{w1,w1,w1,w1,w1}.
0.90
22 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pm : w2]
[
2
3 +
3
3 + 1 + 1 + 1
] ×
1
5 = 0.93. Pm succeeds
so ζ(λ) assigned 1.
5
5 = 1.00. States
{w1,w1,w1,w1,w1}.
0.97
23 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pm : w2]
[
3
3 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
] ×
1
5 = 1.00. Pm succeeds
so ζ(λ) assigned 1.
5
5 = 1.00. States
{w1,w1,w1,w1,w1}.
1.00
24 G4[Pj : w1] &
G5[Pm : w2]
[1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1] ×
1
5 = 1.00. Pm succeeds
so ζ(λ) assigned 1.
5
5 = 1.00. States
{w1,w1,w1,w1,w1}.
1.00
4.2 Summary and Discussion
For a BDI agent learning to improve plan selection based on experience, an important
consideration is how much to trust (and therefore exploit) what has been learnt so far
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versus how much to explore to further improve the learning. In this chapter, we have
described a dynamic confidence measure that combines ideas of plan stability [Airiau
et al., 2009] and plan coverage-based confidence [Singh et al., 2010a,b] from earlier
versions of this work, with a sense of the rate at which new worlds are being witnessed.
This new confidence measure provides a simple way for the agent to judge how much
it should trust its current learning, and adjust its exploration strategy accordingly. The
measure dynamically adapts based on agent performance, allowing in principle, in-
finitely many learning phases. This means that our confidence in a plan’s decision tree
may not necessarily increase monotonically: it will drop whenever the learned behavior
becomes less successful in the environment, thus allowing for new plan exploration to
recover goal achievability. Finally, the new mechanism does not require any account
of the number of possible choices below a plan in the hierarchy, as is the case with the
earlier coverage-based approaches we had explored [Singh et al., 2010a,b], and hence
scales up for any general goal-plan structure irrespective of its complexity.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Evaluation†
We are now ready to describe experiments for testing the learning framework of Chap-
ters 3 and 4. In this Chapter we present experiments with synthetic goal-plan hierar-
chies, i.e., testbed programs composed of several goals and plans combined in a hier-
archical manner, and yielding goal-plan tree structures of different shapes.1 We also
show experiments to validate the use our learning framework with BDI failure recov-
ery enabled, i.e., where alternative plans are tried when an initially selected plan fails.
The environment for all experiments is modelled as non-determinisitic such that correct
plans for a given world may nevertheless fail sometimes due to unknown reasons. The
overall idea here is to empirically test performance in a controlled environment where
various parameters may be systematically adjusted in order to better understand their
impact on learning. Later, in Chapter 6, we will look at some actual BDI programs that
also make use of parameterised goals and recursion.
5.1 Experimental Setup
We crafted goal-plan tree structures representing different cases of BDI programs with
one main top-level goal to be resolved. For each structure there is always some way of
† Parts of the work presented in this chapter have been previously published in [Singh et al., 2010b].
1 We have implemented the learning agent system in the JACK BDI platform [Busetta et al., 1999].
The fact that JACK is Java based and provides powerful meta-level reasoning capabilities allows us
to integrate weka and probabilistic plan-selection mechanisms with little effort. Nonetheless, all the
results are independent of this choice and could be reproduced in other BDI implementations.
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addressing the main goal, i.e., there is at least one successful execution of the top-level
goal provided the right plan choices are made. Of course, the successful sequence of
plan choices will be different for different world states.
The world states in these experiments are described by a set of logical (binary) propo-
sitions, representing the fluents or features of the environment that are observable to the
agent.2 For instance, the fluent OutlookSunny states whether the outlook is believed
to be sunny or not. We use boolean values in these experiments for simplicity. Of
course, features of the world could also be represented as multi-valued variables, such
as, outlook = sun, outlook = rain, and so on.
Each experiment consisted of posting the top-level goal repetitively under random world
states, and recording (against every chosen plan) whether the execution terminated suc-
cessfully or not. We calculate the average rate of success of the goal by first averaging
the results at each time step over five runs of the same experiment, and then smoothing
using a moving average of the previous 100 time steps to get the trends reported in the
figures.
For stability calculation we used a threshold of 0.3, i.e., a plan is considered to be stable
when the difference between its two consecutive rates of success (where the rate of
success is the ratio of successful to total executions) is under 0.3.
Finally, we assume the agent is acting in a non-deterministic environment in which
actions that are expected to succeed may still fail with some probability. In our experi-
ments we assign a 0.1 probability of unexpected failure to all actions.
5.2 Performance Under Various Goal-Plan Hierarchies
From our set of experiments, we have selected three hierarchical structures, namely T1,
T2 and T3, that best illustrate the results that we have obtained. We will now describe
them one by one and show how learning progresses under each of them.
Structure T1 (Figure 5.1) In this hierarchy, the agent has 20 options of comparable
complexity to resolve the top-level goal G. For each world state, the top-level
2 To handle continuous attributes (e.g., temperature) our approach requires that either these attributes are
discretised (e.g., cold, warm, and hot), or additional discrete attributes be used to test the continuous
ones (e.g., temperature < 25.2).
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G
P
G1
Pa
√
Pb
√ ×
×8
G2
Pc
√
Pd
√ ×
×8
×3
P ′
G′
× × ×
×3
×17
Figure 5.1: Goal-plan structure T1.
goal G has a few plans that can succeed (three plans of a similar structure to the
planP shown), but many other options of comparable complexity 3 that are bound
to fail (17 plans identical to plan P ′ that fail in every world). This is an extreme
case for illustrative purposes: of course plan P ′ should, in a real program, contain
a solution in some world states or it would not make sense to include them. To
succeed, the agent must make three correct choices. For example, in Figure 5.1,
which shows the solution for some given world, the agent must choose plan P
for goal G, plan Pa or Pb for goal G1, and plan Pc or Pd for goal G2. There are
a total of 23 world states and the solution for each lies in the same sub-tree P ,
although the complete sequence of plan choices is different for different world
states.
The key feature of this setup is that at any given point, the agent has many options
to choose from. Recall that the choice of plan depends (probabilistically) on
its selection weight (Equation 3.3.1 in Chapter 3), that in turn depends on the
stability of ongoing choices. Therefore, one may expect that the more choices the
agent has, the longer it will take to accurately determine the correct plan in each
world state.
In structure T1, the initial selection weight for each top-level plan is 0.5 (according
to Equation 3.3.1 in Chapter 3). As each plan is tried and the respective decisions
begin to stabilise, these selection weights will slowly converge to the plans’ decision
3 Here, plan complexity refers to the size of the fully expanded plan, as represented by the number of
levels of abstraction and the number of goals at each level.
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Figure 5.2: Agent performance under structure T1. Optimal performance is 81%
(solid line) since the solution requires two correct leaf plans to be selected, however
each has a 10% (non-deterministic) likelihood of failure.
tree predictions. From Figure 5.1 we can see that this will happen first for the plans
labelled P ′ since none of its three subgoals ever succeed: in fact only the first is ever
tried as it always fails.4 As such, the selection weights for these choices will rapidly
converge to zero. On the other hand, the P plans take much longer to converge to
the true decision tree probabilities due to the sheer number of choices (10 each for the
subgoals G1 and G2). In relative terms then, the selection weights for the P plans
will become higher than the P ′ plans as learning progresses. This also means that
the selection probabilities for the three P plans will gradually increase from the initial
3/20 to the final 20/20 while that of the P plans will decrease from the initial 17/20
to 0/20 (albeit at a different rate). Figure 5.2 shows this sigmoidal transition from zero
success to optimal (the two leaf actions each have a 10% chance of non-deterministic
failure so optimal is 0.92 or 81%). The reason why it takes almost 3000 episodes before
performance starts to improve, even though we have only 23 world states, is because
there are significantly more “bad” options for every correct choice (for instance, at the
top level, for any given world, only one plan in 20 possibilities has the solution), and it
takes time for the agent to become confident in this knowledge.
Structure T2 (Figure 5.3) In this structure, all successful executions (for 23 worlds) are
4 Plan P ′ will become stable even though the last two of its three subgoals are never tried. For a detailed
example of how stability is calculated, see page 53.
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G
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G2
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G6
P ′
G′
P ′a√ × ×
G′′
× × ×
×2
Figure 5.3: Goal-plan structure T2.
encoded in a complex plan P . The other two options (similar to plan P ′ shown)
are of less complexity, but do not contain solutions for any world (only subgoal
G′ has a solution in plan P ′a but G′′ always fails). Since the plan containing the
solution, namely P , is fairly complex, there are many ways the agent may fail
when exploring the decomposition of P . The agent needs to make several cor-
rect choices to obtain a successful execution in resolving the subgoals G1 . . . G6.
Here, subgoal G4 has a similar structure to G3, G5 is similar to G2, and G6 to
G1. Overall, the successful resolution of G requires 15 correct plan choices in-
cluding eight leaf-plan choices (similar to Pc), and the optimal performance in
our non-deterministic world is 0.98 or 43%.
The important difference from the previous structure T1 is that the plan containing the
solution is of substantially higher complexity than before. Where the former structure
T1 shows the impact of the breadth of the hierarchy, this structure shows the impact of
the depth of the hierarchy. It is easy to see in Figure 5.3 that the P ′ plans, that are much
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Figure 5.4: Agent performance under structure T2. Optimal performance amounts
to 43% since the solution requires the selection of eight non-deterministic leaf plans.
(Outcomes are always 0 or 1 so more than expected consecutive successes may seem
like “above” optimal performance when averaged.)
shallower and have far less potential choices than P plans, will stabilise quicker, re-
sulting in their selection weights converging to their decision tree probabilities quicker:
in this case zero, since P ′ plans never succeed. Once this has occurred, the agent will
explore the P plans almost exclusively until the solutions are found. Figure 5.4 shows
the result. Observe that even though the sequence of plan choices is far greater than
T1 (eight leaf choices compared to two), and the real likelihood of success much lower
(43% compared to 81%), the agent converges to the solutions much quicker (≈ 1000
episodes compared to ≈ 4000). This result may seem non-intuitive, however it clearly
shows that the length and quality of the solution is not always the governing factor
in performance, and in fact the structure of the hierarchy (i.e., the domain know-how)
plays a very important role.
Structure T3 (Figure 5.5) This hierarchy represents a more “balanced” structure than
the previous ones. Furthermore, whereas previously the “bad” plans were rel-
atively simple, here they are significantly more complex. This is because the
solutions for the world states (24 in all) are evenly distributed among the four
potential choices {P1, P2, P3, P4}, that are all of a similar (high) complexity. For
any given world state, only one particular path leads to a successful execution
and this is different for different world states. For instance, Figure 5.5 shows the
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Figure 5.5: Goal-plan structure T3.
solution (for some world) that requires selecting the top-level plan P , and even-
tually the leaf plans Pb, Pc, Pe, and Pf , (a total of seven choices). Among other
things, this means that the top-level plan selection is very important as an incor-
rect choice is bound to lead to failure. We argue that this is a common feature
found in many BDI agent applications, in that even though the agent has been
programmed with several strategies for resolving a goal, each one is crafted to
cover uniquely a particular subset of states.
One may expect the agent performance under structure T3 to be somewhere in between
the former two as it captures important aspects of both: it has complex solution struc-
tures as well as sufficiently rich alternatives that fail; also the solution requires the
choice of four appropriate leaf plans, compared to two and eight before. Figure 5.6
shows the results. As expected, the performance in this case is indeed midway, and the
convergence to optimal occurs around 2500 episodes.
In summary, the structures T1, T2, and T3, show what impact the BDI goal-plan hier-
archy can have on the learning performance. Overall learning in general is impacted
by several factors including the number of choices at each decision point and their
complexity, the number of actions (leaf node plans) in the set of choices, and the non-
determinism in the environment. In our suite of experiments we have tested for a range
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Figure 5.6: Agent performance under structure T3. Optimal performance in this case
is 66%, resulting from four non-deterministic leaf plan choices.
of these factors, and the hierarchies and experiments described here summarise our key
results.
5.3 Impact of Failure Recovery
The BDI failure recovery mechanism (see Chapter 3 Section 3.4) allows the agent to
reconsider its options if the plan initially selected to resolve a goal were to fail. To eval-
uate the impact of failure recovery on learning, we ran experiments with two different
goal-plan hierarchies, first with, and then without, failure recovery enabled.
Structure T4 (Figure 5.7) This structure has four relevant plans for resolving goal G
depending on the world state (described by the binary fluents a, b, c, and z).
The solutions are evenly distributed among these options: plan Pa succeeds in all
states where a¯b¯z¯ holds (i.e., a total of two states since we don’t care about the
value of c), plan Pb succeeds for a¯bz¯ (i.e., two states), Pz succeeds for z (i.e.,
eight states) and Pc succeeds for the remainder (i.e., four states). Plans marked
with a × symbol always fail in every world they are invoked. All plans that
fail, including correct plans that fail non-deterministically, have the side-effect of
toggling z.
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Figure 5.7: Goal-plan hierarchy T4.
The side-effect of failures in structure T4 has implications for failure recovery since an
incorrect choice may impact the world state adversely. Consider the case where the
initial world state is a¯b¯cz. Here clearly plan Pz is the correct choice. However, say that
the agent instead selects plan Pa, then Pa3 that fails and toggles z, so that the new world
state is a¯b¯cz¯. Since recovery is enabled, the failure of plan Pa3 does not immediately
imply the failure of goal Ga1. Instead, goal Ga1 is reposted and other available options
considered.
Observe that the initially (i.e., in state a¯b¯cz) applicable plans for goal G were
{Pa, Pz, Pc} and for Ga1 were {Pa2, Pa3}. After the failure of Pa3, the applicable
set for Ga1 in the resulting state a¯b¯cz¯ is {Pa1, Pa2} (plan Pa3 would also normally ap-
ply here but it has already been tried and so is not included again). Say the agent were
to select Pa1 this time which succeeds (as shown in Figure 5.7) meaning the top-level
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Figure 5.8: Agent performance under structure T4.
plan Pa also succeeds. Now clearly, we do not want to learn that Pa is the correct
choice for the initial world a¯b¯cz. Indeed it is not, and the only way for it to succeed in
this world is to first fail using Pa3 (or Pa2 for that matter) and then select Pa1. In fact,
this is precisely the kind of learning we wish to avoid, as described earlier in Chapter 3
Section 3.4.
Figure 5.8 shows the results for structure T4 with and without failure recovery en-
abled. The solid line shows the optimal performance of 87.75% (the combined non-
deterministic failure of leaf action sequences). The performance of the system without
failure recovery enabled is as expected and gradually converges to this optimal.
The performance with failure recovery enabled requires some explanation. Observe
that in Figure 5.8, the performance with failure recovery enabled is higher than the
average expected success of the top-level goalG (solid line). The reason is that for every
time that a correct plan choice fails (due to the inherent non-determinism), the system
performs failure recovery and often finds a solution in a different plan (as illustrated
by the success of Pa in the example earlier). Although these successes are not used
for learning purposes, they still constitute successes of the top-level goal G, hence the
anomaly.
One must be careful in taking the results of Figure 5.8 at face value, since they only
compare performance in terms of the success of the top-level goal G. An equally valid,
and in some cases more appropriate, performance measure might be the number of
actions taken to achieve the top level goal, regardless of how many times the top goal
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Figure 5.9: Goal-plan hierarchy T5 for a world with five fluents {a, b, c, d, e}. All
solutions exist in plan yP . Leaf plans marked × always fail and have the side-effect
of toggling some randomly selected state variable.
was posted. Clearly, it is possible that were performance measured in such terms, that
failure recovery may well fare poorly. To see if this were the case, we calculated the
average number of actions taken in each case to achieve the first 100 successes. Indeed,
we found that in the case without failure recovery the average number of actions per
success was 3.97, whereas with failure recovery this number was more than double at
8.86.
Intuitively, one might expect to do better with failure recovery, in terms of the number
of actions, in structures where the solutions are harder to find. Consider, for instance, a
the more complex structure T5 of Figure 5.9.
Structure T5 (Figure 5.9) The hierarchy has three plans {xP, yP, zP} to handle the
top-level goal G: each structurally the same as the other. The only difference is
that plan yP contains the solutions while the other two always lead to failures:
subgoal xGcb in plan xP and subgoal zGcb in zP (the related subgoal yGcb in
plan yP is shaded in Figure 5.9) have no solutions and always fail. Importantly,
to get to the final subgoal in each hierarchy (i.e., subgoal xGcb, yGcb, and zGcb;
let’s collectively call these ∗Gcb) the agent must make a total of 15 correct plan
choices before it can fully determine if a solution exists or not. All failures have
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Figure 5.10: Agent performance under structure T5.
the side-effect of toggling some randomly selected fluent. There are a total of 25
world states.
Let’s assume that the agent has in fact done the hard work and managed to get to the
point where it must choose between one of the four leaf choices, i.e., {∗Pcb1, . . . , ∗Pcb4}
to resolve subgoal ∗Gcb. It is easy to see that if the agent now made a bad choice that
failed it would have to repeat all the hard work to get here again (i.e., make the preceding
15 choices from scratch again), before it can try one of the remaining options. On the
other hand, were failure recovery enabled, the agent would try all options for ∗Gcb
now (albeit in altered world states), until one succeeded or all failed. In this case, one
may expect that it will take less actions to find the solution with failure recovery than
without.
Figure 5.10 shows the results. As was the case earlier, the number of top-level goals re-
solved is much higher with failure recovery enabled than without (optimal performance
being 38.74%). When we also measured the average number of actions for the first
success in both cases, we found that, contrary to the previous experiment, indeed the
agent took less actions with failure recovery enabled (5573) than without (7128). This
despite the fact that failures have side-effects: they toggle the value of some randomly
selected fluent.
A final observation for both structures T4 and T5 is that the number of training samples
collected and the size of the associated decision tree is significantly larger with fail-
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ure recovery enabled than without. This is because more plans are tried when failure
recovery is enabled: often in states that would not eventuate otherwise under normal
operation (and when there are no external changes to the environment).
In summary, our experiments with structures T4 and T5 aim to illustrate the usability
of our framework when failure recovery is enabled. In general, we envisage that fail-
ure recovery will always be enabled in the kind of BDI applications where our learning
framework is used. Our overall aim is to benefit as much as possible from the robustness
of BDI systems, but at the same time make them more adaptable by adding a learning
capability. The idea is to use learning to dynamically adjust existing behaviour (where
indeed failure recovery makes good sense), when (certain) changes in the environment
cause the initially programmed (or learnt) behaviour (context conditions) to no longer
work effectively. In Chapter 6 we describe one such domain, and discuss the devel-
opment and implementation of a complete BDI controller agent for a modular battery
storage installation.
5.4 Understanding Plan Applicability
So far, we have assumed that the agent considers all plans that are relevant for a goal
to also be applicable, even though some may have a very low chance of success. This
means that, in contrast with standard BDI systems, our extended learning BDI frame-
work will always select a plan from the relevant options. Since executing a plan is often
not cost-free in real systems, it is desirable that an adequate plan selection mechanism
in fact not execute plans with too low a probability of success. This in turn implies that
the system may decide to fail a goal without even trying it, if it believes that the high
likelihood of failure does not justify the cost of attempting any of the candidate plans.
This is precisely what typical BDI systems do: when no applicable plan is found for a
certain event-goal, that event-goal is failed immediately.
To understand the impact of plan applicability in our framework, we modified the prob-
abilistic plan selection mechanism so that the agent does not consider plans whose like-
lihood of success is below a given threshold. For our next test, we set this threshold
to 20%, and re-ran the previous experiment with structure T2. The result was the same
as that reported in Figure 5.4, the only difference being that the number of leaf plans
actually tried in this case were significantly less that before.
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The threshold value for plan applicability is something that must be chosen with some
consideration on the part of the user. For instance, a threshold of 20% for structure T2
seems reasonable since the real likelihood of success of plan P (Figure 5.3) is 43%.
In general, by setting the threshold too low the agent may often try actions that are not
very meaningful in the given situation, whereas by setting it too high it may risk not
finding the solution at all. The difference between the default plan selection weight
(i.e., 0.5 in Equation 3.3.1 of Chapter 3) and the threshold value (i.e., 0.2 in this case)
decides how much “give” we have in the exploration. The closer the threshold is to the
default weight the greater the chance that the plan will be aborted before a solution is
found. An option here is to use a dynamic threshold value that starts off low when our
confidence (Chapter 4) is also low, and gradually increases as our understanding of the
domain improves: however we have not implemented this yet. Nevertheless, our aim
here is to describe the impact of plan applicability on learning. In the next Chapter we
will show how plan applicability may be used in a meaningful way when the cost of
executing actions is significant, in a battery storage application.
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Developing BDI Systems that Learn†
In this Chapter we describe two complete BDI systems that we have implemented in the
JACK agent-programming language and that utilise our learning framework described
in Chapters 3 and 4:
1. Towers of Hanoi The Towers of Hanoi [Petkovic´, 2009] game consists of three
pins and (in our case) five discs of different sizes that may be placed onto the
pins. The aim of the game is to build an ordered single tower with the biggest
disc at the bottom and the smallest disc on top (Figure 6.1). The rules allow only
one free disc to be removed at a time, to be placed on top of another larger disc
or an empty pin. Similar to the well-known Blocks World domain [Fahlman,
1974; Nilsson, 1982; Slaney and Thie´baux, 2001; Winograd, 1971], an important
feature of this domain is that a solution is always possible from any intermediate
game state.
We chose this application as an initial test of our learning framework as we had
access to a benchmark implementation of the game that came packaged with the
JACK [Busetta et al., 1999] agent system distribution. We essentially converted
this into a learning system by replacing the context conditions of the original
plans with decision trees. This also gave us a clear evaluation criteria: is our
learning framework able to achieve the performance of the existing system?
2. Modular Battery System Controller In this application the task is to build a
† Parts of the work presented in this chapter have appeared or will appear in [Singh et al., 2010a, 2011].
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Figure 6.1: The Towers of Hanoi game.
controller for a large battery installation that consists of five individual modules
each with its own operational constraints (due to different chemical properties,
for instance). The aim is to learn to configure the battery to deliver a desired
charge/discharge rate on every cycle by configuring the individual modules ap-
propriately. An important consideration, however, is that the environment dynam-
ics is not fixed and may change frequently and without any explicit notification.
This means that learnt behaviours may often become sub-optimal, requiring un-
learning and relearning on a continuous basis.
The implementation we describe here is a simplified version of such a battery
controller. Even so, it is useful for showing how a real system may be developed
using our learning framework.
6.1 Towers of Hanoi
The original Towers of Hanoi application included in the JACK distribution contains a
Player agent that solves the game for any given legal initial configuration. The agent’s
high level strategy for solving the game is to build a tower of discs on pin number
2, and is encoded in the top-level plan BuildTower. To achieve this, it uses the plan
DiscStacker that stack the discs one by one on pin 2, starting from the largest disc
(disc n) and ending with the smallest disc (disc 1). Each disc stacking is realised by
the (successful) achievement of a subgoal event Solve(?d,?p): move disc ?d to pin ?p.
Event Solve(?d,?p) is indeed the most interesting and complex one from a learning
point of view, since it is posted recursively with different event parameter values. To
resolve this event, the agent has four plans at its disposal:
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SolveTopMove This is the plan that performs the physical move of the disc. It applies
when disc ?d is not on the destination pin ?p and it is movable (i.e., it is on top of
some other pin), and a move to the destination pin ?p is valid (i.e., the top disc on
the destination pin ?p is larger than disc ?d). In that case, the disc is just moved
to the destination pin by performing the single primitive action move(?p2,?p),
where ?p2 is pin where disc d is located.
SolveTop This is a recursive plan. It solves for the case where disc ?d is not on the
destination pin ?p and it is movable, however the move to the destination pin ?p is
invalid (i.e., the top disc on the destination pin ?p is smaller than disc ?d). In this
case, the plan first recursively solves moving all the discs in the destination pin
?p that are smaller than disc ?d to the third (auxiliary) pin, and then re-posting
the original subgoal to move disc ?d on to pin ?p, i.e., event Solve(?d,?p).
SolveMiddle This is a recursive plan. It solves moving a disc from the middle of a
stack. The plan first cleans up all the discs above disc ?d so that ?d becomes free
to move. This is done by posting the subgoal Solve(?d2,?p2) where disc ?d2 is
the disc currently on top of the disc to be moved and ?p2 is the (auxiliary) third
pin. Once disc ?d is at the top of the pin, the plan re-posts the original subgoal of
moving it to pin ?p, i.e., event Solve(?d,?p).
SolveRight This plan solves moving a disc to the pin it is already on, i.e., disc ?d is on
pin ?p. Since the goal is already true, the plan does nothing and is simply used to
terminate the recursion in the program.
Figure 6.2 shows the goal-plan hierarchy of the system. For brevity, only Solve(i,p)
(i.e., the case when plan DiscStacker is moving the i-th disc to the destination pin ?p)
is expanded; all the other instances of the goal posted by DiscStacker have the same
form. The plan-library relies heavily on parametric events and recursion to resolve
Solve(?d,?p) since the SolveMiddle and SolveTop plans both utilise the same event type
to achieve subgoals: their strategy being to first clear an obstruction and then repost the
original goal. The first subgoal for these plans uses some disc ?d2 and pin ?p3 that are
computed by the plan body. For example, in plan SolveMiddle, disc ?d2 is the disc that
is currently on top of disc i and ?p3 is the third pin different from the destination pin ?p
and the pin where i is located.
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BuildTower(p)
DiscStacker(p)
Solve(1,p) Solve(i,p)
SolveMiddle
Solve(d2,p3) Solve(i,p)
SolveRight SolveTopMove SolveTop
Solve(d2,p3) Solve(i,p)
Solve(n,p). . . . . .
Figure 6.2: Goal-plan hierarchy for the Towers of Hanoi game.
The existing system of Figure 6.2 is a fully functional solution in that it always solves
the problem for any given initial configuration. In other words, all plans in the existing
application were programmed with correct context conditions. The context condition
of plan SolveRight, for instance, checks to see if the current location of the disc ?d
that is to to be moved does in fact match the destination pin ?p. Similarly, the context
condition of plan SolveTop checks that there is a disc that is smaller than disc ?d on top
of the destination pin ?p.
Since our aim is to see if we could learn to resolve the Solve(?d,?p) event, the first
step in our experiment involved deleting all preconditions from the plans that handle
that event, i.e., SolveTopMove, SolveTop, SolveMiddle, and SolveRight. This meant
that initially each plan was, in principle, always feasible; however, after experimenting
enough in the domain, the agent would eventually (hopefully) learn the preconditions
of each plan.
Two problems arise when plans are stripped of their original context conditions. First,
some plans may no longer be “self-sufficient,” in that their logic relied on variables ob-
tained in the context condition. For instance, consider the context condition number(x)∧
(x > 10) that binds the logical variable x and performs a test on that value. The
variable x may then be used in the plan procedure. If we were to simply remove the
context condition of the plan, then variable x will be unbound prior to its use in the
plan’s body, leading to an error. We solve this by requiring that the plan body indeed
be self-sufficient: it must be executable just by itself. So where a plan procedure de-
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pends on variables bound in the context condition (e.g., variable x), these bindings (e.g.,
number(x)) must be transferred to the plan body.
The second problem is that plans may succeed in their execution without actually realis-
ing the goal. For instance, the body of plan SolveRight simply states that the disc on top
of the pin where ?d is located be moved to the destination pin ?p, if the move is legal.
Of course, the original context condition checks to ensure that in fact ?d is located on
top of its pin. However, when we remove the context condition, then the plan will apply
also when ?d is not on top of its pin. In this case, the plan may still succeed by moving
whichever pin is on top to the destination pin ?p. This, however, does not achieve the
goal since disc ?d has not moved at all, let alone to the correct pin. To overcome this
problem, we require that every plan include, as its final step, a test condition to check
for the goal it is meant to achieve. In this example then, we require that all four plans
for event Solve(?d,?p) test that indeed disc ?d is on pin ?p.
6.1.1 Experimental Setup
Our experimentation focusses on learning to resolve the recursive event Solve(?d,?p)
only and not on learning the strategy that solves the full Towers of Hanoi problem, i.e.,
plan DiscStacker(?p). We proceed by running the existing JACK program for a number
of randomly generated Solve(?d,?p) events in randomly generated disc configurations
(but valid according to the game rules). For each run we record the Solve(?d,?p) event,
the initial pins configuration, and the maximum recursion encountered for the solution.
This gives us sets of initial configurations that have solutions at different recursion lev-
els. Next, using an appropriate set, we run several experiments whose solutions all
lie at some known recursive depth, in order to understand how learning progresses for
increasingly more difficult problems.
When performing multiple runs of the same experiment, we use a fixed random genera-
tion seed so that the same sequence of Solve(?d,?p) events is generated each time from
the same initial configuration. This allows us to estimate the average rate of success for
a sequence of Solve(?d,?p) goals across several runs. The result for each goal can still
differ across runs because the agent selects plans probabilistically. The trends reported
in the figures are obtained by first averaging the results at each time step over five runs
of the experiment, and then smoothing using a moving average of the previous 100 time
steps.
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Figure 6.3: Performance of the system in terms of the average success and number
of solutions found (y axis) against the number of episodes (x axis), for solutions at
recursion depths one, three, and five.
The following results are for a Towers of Hanoi problem with five discs. We use five
discs in order to keep the state space rich enough yet sufficiently small to allow learning
runs to be completed and evaluated in reasonable time. In all experiments, the recursion
is bound to a maximum of eight levels that is sufficient to solve all configurations for a
five-disc Hanoi problem.
6.1.2 Results
Our initial experiments were designed to help us understand how the system performs
for solutions of varying difficulty. For this we conducted a set of tests that consisted
of learning to resolve a given set of Solve(?d,?p) events, saved earlier as explained in
Section 6.1.1, and whose solutions all required the same recursive depth.
Figure 6.3 shows the results for solutions at recursive depths one (Depth 1), three (Depth
3) and five (Depth 5) respectively. The subfigures illustrate different aspects of the same
experiment. First, Figure 6.3(a) shows the performance of the system in terms of the
average success of the Solve(?d,?p) event (plotted on the y axis) against the number of
episodes (on the x axis). As can be seen, the system learns the simpler solutions (Depth
1) much earlier than the deeper solutions (Depth 3 and Depth 5). The performance for
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the deeper solutions (Depth 3 and Depth 5), however, is relatively similar.
To analyse the result further, for each recursive depth, we also plotted the total number
of unique solutions discovered during the course of the same experiment. Figure 6.3(b)
shows this data for Depth 1, Depth 3 and Depth 5, along with the maximum number
of solutions at each level (solid lines at 23, 58 , and 81 respectively). The difference
between the performance at each level (in terms of finding new solutions) is much more
obvious here. For instance, by 5000 episodes (vertical line in Figure 6.3(b)), the agent
had discovered all 81 solutions that are one level deep (Depth 1), compared to 28 solu-
tions three levels deep (Depth 3) and only 8 solutions five levels deep (Depth 5).
It is clear from Figure 6.3(b) that deeper solutions take longer to discover. However,
as observed earlier, this fact does not seem to reflect in Figure 6.3(a) where the plots
for Depth 3 and Depth 5 are quite similar. The reason is that Figure 6.3(a) results are
indicative of the relative ratio of goals solved, not absolute. For instance, observe that
the average success at 10, 000 episodes for Depth 3 and Depth 5 in Figure 6.3(a) is
around 79%. In Figure 6.3(b) we can find the same information in absolute terms: the
agent had discovered 46/58 (i.e., about 79%) solutions at Depth 3 and 18/23 (i.e., about
79%) solutions at Depth 5.
Overall, the results of Figure 6.3 show that the system takes incrementally longer to
find deeper solutions. This is expected since deeper solutions require longer sequences
of (correct) choices to be made, and learning these choices invariably requires more
samples.
Our next experiment consisted of resolving the full set of saved Solve(?d,?p) events
for solutions at all depths from one to five. As before, we plotted the average success
of the top level goal (Figure 6.4(a)) and the number of unique solutions discovered
(Figure 6.4(b)), against the number of episodes. The system discovers all 411 solutions
in around 75, 000 episodes.
Observe that the system does not reach the performance of the hand-crafted JACK pro-
gram and converges to about 90% success (Figure 6.4(a)) even though it successfully
discovers all solutions (Figure 6.4(b)). This is because the decision tree representation
does not guarantee that the training data will always be correctly classified.1 This is
specially true when the training data is “noisy” as is the case here: two executions of a
1 We discussed this accuracy versus compactness trade-off on Page 2.2 and Page 3.1.
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Figure 6.4: Performance of the system in terms of the average success and number
of solutions found (y axis) against the number of episodes (x axis), for all solutions at
depths one to five.
plan in the same game configuration may result in different outcomes due to different
plan choices below it (in the recursive hierarchy).
Our experiments in the Tower of Hanoi domain were designed to highlight the use of
our learning framework with event parameters and recursion: a common feature of
many practical BDI implementations. Therefore, our focus has not been so much on
improving the efficiency of the learning algorithm but instead on showing that learning
is indeed possible in recursive programs. In this domain, learning times may be im-
proved, for instance, using a relational state representation where variables capture a
class of situations, rather than an absolute one that represents each situation uniquely
using disc names. For instance, recall that plan SolveTopMove applies whenever the top
disc on the source pin is smaller than the top disc on the destination pin. For our set
of five discs this represents 15 unique configurations (states) where the top disc can be
moved to the destination pin. Using two variables src and dest to represent the source
and destination discs, these 15 states could be combined into a single state that describes
the case when src is smaller than dest.
In our implementation that uses disc names, the number of states with five discs is over
1 million. For our experiments we completely removed the existing context conditions
and had to learn these from scratch. Normally one would expect to start with some
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Figure 6.5: Use case scenario for a modular battery system.
initial necessary (but possibly insufficient) context conditions that would help reduce
the state space for learning further. As we will show next, this is precisely what we do
to make learning feasible in a domain with over 10 million states.
6.2 Modular Battery System Controller
Energy storage enables increasing levels of renewable energy in our electricity system,
and the rapidly maturing supply chains for several battery technologies encourages elec-
tricity utilities, generators, and customers to consider using large battery systems.
Consider a controller for managing the overall energy demand of a smart office building
comprising of a set of loads (e.g., appliances in the building), some renewable sources
(e.g., solar panels on the roof and a local wind turbine), and a large modular battery
system. The building is connected to the main grid, and economics govern that the grid
power consumption of the building be maintained within the range [0 : ph] (Figure 6.5).
However, in any given day, since there is little control over the demand in the building
and certainly no control over the renewable generation, it is possible that the power
consumption of the building will fall outside the desired range. For instance, if the
renewable generation is high relative to the building loads, then net consumption may
fall below 0 (e.g., period prior to t1). Similarly, if demand is higher than generation then
the net building consumption may rise above ph (e.g., period after t2). While the net
building demand and generation is fixed for all practical purposes, we do have control
over the use of the battery system (Battery Charge). Hence, by suitably ordering the
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battery system to charge (i.e., act as a load) or discharge (i.e., act as a generator) at
determined rates through this period we may influence the net demand in the building
and consequently the energy drawn from the electricity grid (Grid Supply).
Large battery systems usually comprise of multiple modules and in many installations
these may be controlled independently. Modules may be operated in synchrony but
often there are strategic reasons to keep some modules in a different state to others. For
example, if it is undesirable to change the direction of power flow between charging and
discharging too frequently, a subset of modules may be used for each direction until it
is necessary to change their roles. Also, some technologies have specific requirements,
such as the zinc-bromine flow battery for which a complete discharge at regular intervals
is desirable to “strip” the zinc plating and ensure irregularities never have an opportunity
to accumulate. Where they exist, these requirements place further constraints on module
control.
So, given a large battery installation, we are interested in a control mechanism to achieve
a desired rate of charging or discharging, by suitably setting each module in the battery,
such that the output rate is the sum over the modules’ rates. While programmed control
of such response is certainly possible, it is not ideal since battery performance is sus-
ceptible to change over time and may diverge from normal. For example, batteries tend
to lose capacity over time, and this change will depend on their chemical properties and
use. What is required is a means of adaptable control that accounts for such drift, and
as such, a machine learning approach may be appropriate.
6.2.1 System Design
We design our adaptive BDI controller for the battery system in two stages as follows:
1. Build a system that caters to the initial requirements of the battery controller: This
stage corresponds to the normal task of building any BDI program and includes
designing the overall goal-plan hierarchy and any initial context conditions for the
plans. The output of this step is the functional battery controller BDI program,
albeit void of any learning capability. We call this the basic system.
2. Integrate the learning framework: In this stage we integrate our learning frame-
work into the basic system. The result is that we have a two-step filter to decide
a plan’s applicability. The plan’s initial context condition that we specified in
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the basic design constitutes the first filter, and the plan’s decision tree that cap-
tures ongoing outcomes makes up the second filter. We will call this the adaptive
system.
Basic Design
The idea is that at the beginning of every period of deliberation the controller receives
a request from the environment, and responds by operating the battery system for that
period in a suitable operational state that resolves the goal. The accuracy of the system
(i.e., how well the battery response matches the desired rate) depends on the frequency
of the requests as well as the resolution of the battery system. For real-time matching
of demand with supply, the frequency of system requests may be as high as one request
every second. The resolution of the battery system decides how closely it can match the
desired response and is affected by the number of modules m in the installation. For
simplicity, we will assume homogeneous capacity c of the modules (but with possibly
different chemical properties and constraints), such that the overall system capacity is
c ×m. Each module in turn may be configured in one of three ways — charging (i.e
+c), discharging (i.e., −c), or not in use (i.e., 0) — and the sum of the configured
values over all modules gives the net response of the system. By appropriately setting
each module’s operational state then, the response of the battery system may be adjusted
in steps of ±c.
Figure 6.6 shows our basic design for the BDI controller for a battery system with
m modules. Here SetRate(r, k, s) is the periodic request from the environment. The
parameter r ∈ [−1.0 : +1.0] is the desired charge or discharge rate (normalised) where
−1.0 indicates a maximum discharge rate (where all modules are discharging) and +1.0
indicates a maximum charge rate (where all modules are charging). The parameter s
represents the current state of the battery system derived from sensor readings, and k
is initially set to the number of modules m in the system. Conceptually, the controller
works by recursively configuring each module (i.e., k > 0) for the period in question
using the plans SetCharge (charging at rate +c), SetDischarge (discharging at rate -
c), and SetNotUsed (disconnected), and finally, after all modules have been configured
(i.e., k = 0), physically operating the battery (i.e., all modules simultaneously) for one
period using the Execute plan.
Of course, we would like to avoid running the battery in configurations that we know
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SetRate(r, k, s)
SetCharge
k > 0
ψch(r, k, s)
set(k,+c)
SetRate(r, k-1, s′)
SetDischarge
k > 0
ψdc(r, k, s)
set(k,−c)
SetRate(r, k-1, s′)
SetNotUsed
k > 0
true
set(k, 0)
SetRate(r, k-1, s′)
Execute
k = 0
ψe(r, k, s)
operate()
evaluate()
Figure 6.6: Goal-plan hierarchy for the battery system.
will not achieve the requested rate. We can do this by specifying initial context condi-
tions ψX(r, k, s) for the plans. The following rules for the plans of Figure 6.6 show the
implemented context conditions:
SetRate(r, k, s) : CheckChargeConstraints(r, k, s) ∧ (GetCharge(k) <
GetCapacity(k))← SetCharge(r, k, s)
SetRate(r, k, s) : CheckDischargeConstraints(r, k, s) ∧ (GetCharge(k) > 0) ←
SetDischarge(r, k, s)
SetRate(r, k, s) : true← SetNotUsed(r, k, s)
SetRate(r, k, s) : GetConfiguredRate(s) == r ← Execute(r, k, s)
For instance, plan SetCharge may not be considered in a given instance if the module
is only allowed to change charge directions once every four periods and charging in this
period would violate this constraint (i.e., the conditionCheckChargeConstraints(r, k, s)
fails). Plan SetDischarge may be ruled out if the module is already discharged (i.e., the
condition GetCharge(k) > 0 fails). Or, plan Execute may not execute because the
chosen configurations imply that the response is bound to fall short of the request (i.e.,
condition GetConfiguredRate(s) == r fails).
We use BDI failure recovery during this process of finding a configuration that fulfils
known constraints. The idea is to try out other configuration possibilities if the process
of recursively configuring the modules leads to a “dead end”, i.e., where the Execute
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SetRate(r, 5, sa)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 4, sb)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 3, sc)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 2, sd)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 1, se)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 0, se)
×
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 5, sa)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 4, sb)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 3, sc)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 2, sd)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 1, se′)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
SetRate(r, 0, sf ′)
SetCharge SetDischarge SetNotUsed Execute
Figure 6.7: An example showing use of failure recovery in the battery controller.
plan does not apply. When this happens, we can backtrack up and select a different
configuration path until all constraints are satisfied or all options exhausted.
For example, consider the case when a given request requires that four of the five
modules be set to charge, and suppose that module configuration proceeds as fol-
lows: SetCharge for module 5, SetCharge for module 4, SetCharge for module 3,
and SetNotUsed for module 2. At this point, the only way to satisfy the initial request
is to set the final module 1 to charge, but suppose that plan SetCharge is not applicable
because module 1 is already at maximum charge. Say plan SetDischarge is also not
applicable because discharging the module will violate some internal constraint. Plan
SetNotUsed will therefore be selected, giving the following selection trace:
λ1 = SetRate(r, 5, sa)[SetCharge] · SetRate(r, 4, sb)[SetCharge] ·
SetRate(r, 3, sc)[SetCharge] · SetRate(r, 2, sd)[SetNotUsed] ·
SetRate(r, 1, se)[SetNotUsed].
Subgoal SetRate(r, 0, sf ) will now be posted. However, the context condition of the
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only applicable Execute plan will fail because when ψe(r, 0, sf ) is evaluated it will re-
turn false as the final configuration in sf (total charge rate) does not match the request.
When it does, the failure recovery mechanism will look for alternatives. Since no alter-
natives exist for SetRate(r, 0, sf ), the subgoal will fail. This failed trace λ is depicted
in the left half of Figure 6.7 terminating in the × symbol. The search for alternatives
will then proceed at the parent level, i.e., for subgoal SetRate(r, 1, se), where again no
other options apply. The process will continue until a satisfactory alternative configura-
tion is eventually found, such as SetCharge for module 2 followed by SetNotUsed for
module 1, and finally Execute whose context, this time around, is satisfied:
λ1 = SetRate(r, 5, sa)[SetCharge] · SetRate(r, 4, sb)[SetCharge] ·
SetRate(r, 3, sc)[SetCharge] · SetRate(r, 2, sd)[SetCharge] ·
SetRate(r, 1, se′)[SetNotUsed] · SetRate(r, 0, sf ′)[Execute].
In Figure 6.7, the right half shows the trace λ1 found using failure recovery. The shaded
boxes in the left trace show the extent of backtracking before an alternative path is found
as highlighted by the arrow.
Programming for Adaptability
The basic controller described so far will work correctly for the initial specification of
the system if deployed. However, if the physical battery properties were to change over
time, then the system will inevitably perform sub-optimally. As an example, consider a
time in the future where the capacity of a module has deteriorated, so in effect it holds
less charge than it did initially. Here, it is easy to see that some solutions that worked
initially will no longer work. This is because the controller will not know what the new
capacity is, and will try charging the module in some situations only to find that the
net battery response no longer matches the expected result. What we would like is to
program the controller with adaptability in mind in order to rectify for such foreseeable
changes.
Our strategy for encoding such adaptability into the basic design is using the BDI learn-
ing framework described in Chapters 3 and 4. The idea is to evaluate how well the
configurations selected according to the programmed context conditions actually work
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when the battery is operated. If the environment is behaving as expected by the pro-
grammed basic system then the configurations should work correctly, however if the
environment dynamics has changed, then some configurations may not work optimally
anymore and we would like to learn to isolate these over time.
The process involves adding a decision tree to each plan for capturing the changing
applicability conditions, and providing the probabilistic confidence-based plan selec-
tion mechanism. Next, we add a feedback step to the initial design (step evaluate in
the Execute plan) that evaluates the actual battery response against the original request.
The battery response is deemed successful only if it was within tolerance of the desired
response, otherwise it is deemed failed. This way, every time the Execute plan finishes,
the evaluated pass/fail result is recorded against all active plans that led to that invo-
cation. By training over the outcomes of plan selections in each situation, the system
learns, over time, correct plan selection for all possible system requests. This is our
adaptive system.
The net result is that we have a two-step filter to decide a plan’s applicability. The
programmed context conditions of the basic system make up the first filter, and the
learning that captures ongoing performance makes up the second filter.
Useful learning takes place in the adaptive system even while the system is perform-
ing correctly to initial specification, i.e., never experiences a failure. This is because
“internal” failures during deliberation, when bad configuration paths are abandoned for
alternatives using failure recovery (such as in the example on page 94 requiring four
modules to be charged), provide the necessary negative samples to build a useful clas-
sifier. The benefit is that the agent is continually collecting samples and building an
incrementally better classifier for the state space experienced so far. Then, when the
environment does change, it does not have to start learning from scratch as it already
has a substantial amount of data to assist it in recovering from the change.
Design Trade-Offs
Overall, the system learns a response to the immediate request. It does not learn any
temporal relationship in the sequence of system requests. For instance, the request se-
quence may have some diurnal or seasonal pattern, however the proposed system does
not attempt to learn this. This is acceptable since the time-scale for decision making
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(normally in the order of seconds) is very short compared to the frequency of any po-
tential pattern.
One important implication of this setup is that there are limitations to what can be learnt.
If the initial context conditions eliminate some world states that are potential solution
states in the changed environment, then there is no way to “include” these again since
the programmed filter code cannot be modified at runtime. As a result, the programmer
has some responsibility to ensure that the initial context conditions cater for all initial
and foreseeable future solution states. Overall, this is a trade-off between specificity
and adaptability: the more specific the initial conditions, the better they cater to initial
specifications, but the more limited the adaptability for future changes.
We should point out here that the basic design of Figure 6.6 is only one way of spec-
ifying the controller. Another perhaps more intuitive design, may consist of a high
level plan with six sequential subgoals: the first five for configuring each of the five
modules, and the sixth subgoal to operate the battery. Such a design, however, would
not work well for learning purposes. The reason is that there would be no way for the
SetCharge, SetDischarge, and SetNotUsed plans to know how their “local” actions
impact the “global” result, i.e., whether plan Execute was subsequently executed. For
them success would simply mean satisfying the local constraints of the module. If that
did not lead to a battery configuration that is usable (according to the context condi-
tions of the Execute plan), then there would be no way to pass this information back
to them as they would have already succeeded (i.e., finished executing). In contrast, in
our design the global result can be passed back to the contributing plans as they are all
active in the recursive chain. This issue relates to the limitation (discussed in Chapter 8)
that our learning framework cannot account for inter-dependence between subgoals of
a higher-level plan, and highlights the importance of understanding how the learning
works when developing a suitable solution often involving recursion.
6.2.2 Experimental Setup
We conduct experiments for a battery system with five modules, i.e., k = 5. In this
system, the charge state of each module is described by a discrete value in the range
[0 : 3] where zero indicates a fully discharged state and three indicates a fully charged
state. As well as this, each module has an assigned configuration for the period from
the set {+c, 0,−c} where c = 1/k. The operational model is simple: charging is meant
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to add +c while discharging is meant to add −c to a module’s charge state, otherwise
the state is unchanged for the period (i.e., there is no charge loss).
The desired response is in the range [−1.0 : +1.0] in discrete intervals of ±c giving a
total of 11 possible requests. The complete state space for the problem is described by
the number of modules (5), the possible requests (11), the charge state of the system
(45), and the assigned configuration of the system (35), that is, 5× 11× 45× 35 ≈ 13.7
million states. Though significant, the agent does not have to learn over this entire
space, because the filtering of nonsensical configurations by the plans’ context condi-
tions ψX(r, k, s) will reduce it substantially (to ≈ 1.5 million).
At the beginning of a learning episode the configuration of each module is reset to 0,
i.e., not in use. The charge state of each module, however, is left untouched and carries
over from the previous episode as would be the case in the deployed system. This
has implications for learning, particularly that the state space is not sampled uniformly.
Each episode corresponds to one SetRate(r, 5, s) request from the environment. For
simplicity of analysis, the environment only generates satisfiable requests given the
state of the battery, such that a solution always exists for the generated request.2 The
outcome of each episode is a single invocation of the Execute plan that operates the
battery and evaluates the response. The tolerance level is set to 0.0 so that the battery
response is deemed successful only when the sum of the module configurations matches
the request exactly.
In normal BDI operation, only plans that are applicable, as determined by their context
condition, are considered for execution. For our learning framework, where applicabil-
ity is additionally defined by a plan’s decision tree, this means that only plans with a
reasonable likelihood of success should be allowed. To represent this, we use an ap-
plicability threshold for plan selection (of 40%), meaning that plans with a likelihood
of success below this value are removed from consideration.3 While this feature does
not alter the overall learning performance of the battery controller (we ran our experi-
ments with and without the applicability threshold and found no significant difference
2 If unsatisfiable requests are also generated then calculation of the optimal performance becomes harder.
The implication of this choice is that the agent does not spent time in learning which requests never
succeed. Therefore the learning is likely quicker. Our focus however, is not on learning efficiency but
on whether the controller program learns correctly.
3 The threshold value used in our experiments was selected after trials with different values. Generally,
this is a domain dependent setting. We discussed these considerations in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.
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in performance), it does preclude the battery system from being operated (i.e., plan
Execute being called) with module configurations that are likely to be unsuccessful.
Conceptually, the cost of operating the battery when the chances of success are poor, is
considered to be higher than not operating the battery at all. In fact, we found that the
threshold used reduces the number of battery operations by 12%, which is substantial
when considering battery life.
For all of our experiments, the threshold parameter for stability calculation (Chapter 3)
is set to 0.5.4 We use an averaging window of n = 5 for both the stability-based metric
Cs( · , · , n) and the world-based metric Cd( · , n), and a (balanced) weighting of α = 0.5
for the final confidence measure C( · , · , · ).5 Finally, each experiment is run five times
and the reported results are averages from these runs.
6.2.3 Results
We now describe three types of experiments to show the adaptability of the implemented
system to various environmental changes. In the first we describe the case where the
system starts to fail due to changes in module capacities, and show how it adapts and
recovers performance following this change. In the second experiment, we show how
the system adapts to a series of partial failures in the system where (different) individual
modules fail and are thereafter restored. Lastly, we show how the system responds to
a complete failure of all modules, and how it recovers when they are subsequently
restored.
Experiment: Capacity Deterioration
In this experiment we model the situation where module capacities deteriorate over
time. In a real system this will happen gradually over several years of typical use.
However, to show the response to substantial change, we force this deterioration to
occur instantaneously in this experiment. Figure 6.8 shows the results for this case. In
the beginning of the experiment, the system performs correctly as programmed, and
4 Higher values mean that plans become stable quicker. A value of 0.5 generally works well for non-
deterministic domains.
5 The impact of these parameters is discussed in Chapter 4. Performance is not very sensitive to α and
a value of 0.5 works well in most situations. The parameter n decides the sensitivity of the confidence
measure: lower values make the confidence measure more sensitive to performance changes. Values of
n in the range [5 . . . 10] work well in most situations.
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Figure 6.8: Controller performance around battery capacity deterioration.
goes about recording its experiences although there is no evident use of the resulting
learning yet. After some time (about 5k episodes), the capacity of all five modules drops
instantaneously, from the initial range [0 : 3] to range [0 : 2]. These capacity changes
result in a rapid drop in performance corresponding to the set of programmed/learnt
solutions that no longer work. The basic programmed system would, at this point,
converge to around 76% performance, i.e., on average the basic controller would satisfy
76% of all requests. The adaptive controller, however, rectifies the situation by learning
to avoid the module configurations that no longer work, and preferring alternatives that
do. The reason why the system is able to recover is because more often than not there
are several possible ways of configuring the modules for the effective output rate: the
key is to learn which of these possibilities actually work.
In Figure 6.8, the system performance tapers at around 95% and never quite reaches op-
timal (we confirmed this by running the experiment to 50k episodes). The reason is that
the change in the environment dynamics causes a significant increase in “noisy” training
data, as plans start failing in situations where they would have previously succeeded, or
start succeeding in situations where they would have failed earlier. This conflicting data
impacts the classification accuracy of the resulting decision trees and leads to incorrect
plan selection in around 5% of the cases.
The underlying issue is that the training data is partially “outdated.” To confirm if this
is the case, we implemented a simple filter on the training set such that only the most
recent 5k worlds in which a plan was invoked were used to build the decision tree. We
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Figure 6.9: Controller performance with different module failures over time.
found that in this case the recovery of the system was indeed significantly better and
the system converged to around 98% performance in around 25k episodes. We note,
however, that such a filter is at best arbitrary and cannot be generally applied in any
domain. This is indeed an open issue that requires further investigation, and one we
hope to address in future work.
Experiment: Partial System Failure with Restoration
In our next scenario, we model a series of module malfunctions and their subsequent
restoration, to see how ongoing changes impact controller performance. During all
such changes, the battery system always remains capable of successfully responding to
the request using alternative configurations. In the experiment, the first battery module
fails for the duration [0 : 20k] after which it is reinstated, the second module fails for
the period [20k : 40k], and so on.
Figure 6.9 shows the system performance for this setting. At the beginning of each
change, namely, at 0k and at 20k, the performance drops dramatically, as the expected
solutions that utilise the failed module no longer work. Following each module failure,
the system learns to operate the battery without it, by always configuring the failed
module to not in use (i.e., state 0). By the time each failed module is restored (e.g.,
episode 20k for the first module), the system has already learnt to operate without it,
and hence, will not try to re-use it unless really required.
The difference in the recovery to around 97% at 20k episodes and around 94% at 40%
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Figure 6.10: Controller performance when initial learning is superseded.
episodes is indicative of the issue of accumulating conflicting data with each change.
We were able to resolve this issue by filtering out old samples as we did in the first
experiment, however again this is an arbitrary solution to the problem.
The apparent difference between the performance drop at 0k to around 60% and at 20k
to around 65% is not meaningful in any way. It just happens that more “bad” cases
occurred in the first failure. The theoretical drop in performance is to 65%.
Experiment: Complete System Failure with Restoration
In this experiment, we model the extreme scenario of complete failure of the system for
some time followed by full restoration. Technically, all module configurations would
fail for the period [0 : 5k], after which they are restored to normal operation. The
results are shown in Figure 6.10. At the beginning of the experiment, overall perfor-
mance drops to zero rapidly, as none of the programmed configurations are successful
in responding to the request. After a while (at around 2k episodes), the estimated like-
lihood of success of all plans drops below the applicability threshold of 40%. At this
point, the battery operation comes to a complete halt: no plans are ever applicable and
plan Execute is never invoked. Then, at episode 5k, the failed modules are repaired so
that the battery is restored to normal operation. However, observe that since no plans
are ever tried due to the applicability threshold, then new learning may not occur. To
address this issue, we use a “soft” applicability threshold mechanism: the 40% applica-
bility threshold mechanism applies 90% of the time. This allows the battery to operate
with some likelihood and the agent system to eventually start recovering at around 6k
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episodes.6
We note that, in this case, we have assumed that an explicit signal indicating that some
important changes have occurred (e.g., some batteries have been replaced/repaired) is
not available. Were such an explicit notification of changes available, it could be used as
input for the controller, such as to re-start battery operation once repairs are completed.
Such a signal would also be useful for constructing a more general-purpose mechanism
for filtering outdated training data, however this investigation is beyond the scope of
this thesis.
It is worth highlighting that following a drop in performance from changes in the envi-
ronment dynamics, the controller agent always recovers to above 90% accuracy within
10k iterations of the change in all experiments. For a battery being configured once
every second, this equates to just under three hours, which may be a reasonable time-
frame for recovery in a practical controller. Moreover, while performance does dete-
riorate following a change in the environment, it does not always drop off completely,
as illustrated in the first two experiments. Overall, the agent is able to recover without
having to re-learn from scratch which is likely to be more time consuming.
In summary, the three types of scenarios described here for the energy storage domain
empirically demonstrate the ability of a learning BDI agent to adapt to changes in the
dynamics of the environment using the framework of Chapter 3 and the dynamic confi-
dence measure developed in Chapter 4.
6 The battery will be actually operated after five module configuration plans Set* have been selected and
carried out (one per existing module). In the best case, only one of these plans has failed the threshold
and hence there is a 10% chance that the battery will operate. On the other hand, if all plans are failing
the applicability threshold, then there is only a 0.15 (i.e., 0.001%) chance that the battery will operate.
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Related Areas
In Chapter 2 we described the BDI model of agency and discussed related works where
learning has been integrated with deliberation in BDI systems. In this chapter we com-
pare our approach to work in two separate areas of research: hierarchical task network
(HTN) planning and hierarchical reinforcement learning. In Section 7.1 we present an
overview of HTN planning and how it relates to BDI programming. Particularly we
are interested in the fact that the two concepts map quite well to each other, and that
plans’ context conditions in BDI systems are synonymous with methods’ preconditions
in the HTN case. We summarise efforts in HTN planning research that are concerned
with learning preconditions and compare them to our own approach for learning context
conditions. Section 7.2 introduces the concepts in hierarchical reinforcement learning
and discusses the key related works in this area.
7.1 Learning in Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN)
Background
Planning constitutes “look-ahead” or hypothetical reasoning to decide on a course of
action to achieve some desired outcomes [Russell and Norvig, 2009]. The process
involves choosing and organising an agent’s actions by anticipating their expected out-
comes. For instance, an agent planning a holiday may evaluate several different des-
tinations and modes of transportation to construct a travel itinerary that best satisfies
its vacation preferences and budget constraints. In general, a planner takes as input a
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planning problem (i.e., a state-transition system that is a formal “model” of the real en-
vironment for which a plan is to be constructed), an initial situation (i.e., a description
of initial states in the system), and some objective (i.e., goal states to achieve or avoid,
a measure or “utility” to optimise, or a set of tasks to perform), and outputs a plan (i.e.,
sequence of actions) that solves the problem.
Planning can broadly be categorised into two areas. Domain independent planning
refers to the case where only basic (primitive) actions are given and the planner must
decide how to put these together. Here, the problem of planning is defined as one of
finding a sequence of actions corresponding to a sequence of state transitions that when
applied to the initial state will result in a goal state. Classical planning is the most pop-
ular form of domain independent planning, and dates back to the work of Fikes and
Nilsson [1971] on the STRIPS automated planner. The majority of research in planning
falls under the banner of classical planning. Even under the assumption that the system
is deterministic, static, finite, and fully observable, classical planning is a hard problem
and has PSPACE-complete complexity [Bylander, 1994; Erol et al., 1995]. Domain de-
pendent planning uses a similar notion of a planner but with an additional input — that
of domain know-how, that is, knowledge of how primitive actions may be put together.
One popular way of providing know-how is by specifying what actions apply in which
situations and how the available actions may be ordered in various stages of the plan-
ning process. The result is that the search is pruned and hence plans may be found faster
than with classical planning. The technique has been successfully applied to numerous
practical applications, predominantly in the area of hierarchical task network (or HTN)
planning [Erol et al., 1994; Nau et al., 2005].
The idea behind HTN planning is to use an expert-provided task hierarchy that captures
domain know-how to guide the planning process. HTN planning works by recursively
decomposing high level tasks into networks of lower level tasks that eventually reduce
to primitive actions that interact with the environment. This provides an intuitive way
of breaking down a planning problem by abstracting out the details to different levels
in the hierarchy. There many be many ways of achieving a task, and HTN methods
capture the “standard operating procedures” that specify different ways of decomposing
it. HTN planners in general are much faster solvers than classical planners because
the task hierarchy serves to significantly reduce the number of options that need to be
considered. They are heavily used in industrial applications where domain knowledge
about the structure of and relationship between tasks is available [Nau et al., 2005].
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Travel(x,y)
Taxi(x,y)
Hail
Ride(x,y)↓
Pay
Air(x,y)
GetTicket(p=a(x),q=a(y))
FindFlights(p,q)
SelectFlight(p,q)↓
Buy(p,q)Travel(x,a(x))↓
Fly(a(x),a(y))
Travel(a(y),y)
Figure 7.1: HTN methods for an example travel-planning domain [Nau, 2007].
Consider a travel-planning problem [Nau, 2007] (Figure 7.1) where the task is to plan
a journey from location x to destination y (i.e., Travel(x,y)) for which two methods are
provided: a taxi commute (i.e., Taxi(x,y)) for short distances, and air travel (i.e., Air(x,y))
for longer distances. Taxi travel involves the sub-tasks of hailing the taxi, riding to the
destination, and paying the fare; while air travel involves purchasing a plane ticket,
travelling to the local airport, flying to the airport closest to the destination, and then
travelling to the destination (↓ means that tasks are performed from top to bottom.)
Say we wish to plan a trip from London to Greenwich. Since only the Taxi method
applies for this short distance, it is decomposed further resulting in a final plan that
entails hailing a taxi, riding it to Greenwich, and paying the fare. In contrast, for a
longer trip from London to New York, the Air method would apply. Planning would
proceed by first expanding the GetTicket method for finding an appropriate flight from
LHR Heathrow International Airport to JFK International Airport and buying the ticket.
Next, the planner would solve for travelling from the location in London to LHR (in-
variably via taxi), flying from LHR to JFK, and finally travelling from JFK to the des-
tination in New York (again via taxi). The end result is a plan with the following or-
dering of primitive tasks: FindFlights(LHR,JFK) SelectFlight(LHR,JFK) Buy(LHR,JFK)
Hail Ride(London,LHR) Pay Fly(LHR,JFK) Hail Ride(JFK,New York) Pay.
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HTN planners share several similarities with BDI systems. First, the HTN task hierar-
chy and the BDI goal-plan hierarchy serve a similar purpose: they capture the “procedu-
ral” domain knowledge by specifying different ways in which tasks may be achieved.
In that sense, tasks in the HTN terminology are synonymous with event-goals in the
BDI framework. Second, a HTN method specifies a way of achieving a task by decom-
posing it into, and then solving, a task network. This is similar to the way a BDI plan
procedure specifies how to resolve a given event-goal. Moreover, the treatment of HTN
methods and BDI plans is similar: the applicability of methods (or plans) is determined
at runtime by evaluating if their preconditions (context conditions) hold in the given
situation. Finally, both schemes provide a “backtracking” mechanism to recover from
unsuccessful decision paths such as when no suitable option can be found. The key
difference, however, is that HTN planners look for complete solutions for achieving a
task before committing to any actions, while BDI systems “act as they go” and execute
actions (plans) at each step. A detailed comparison between HTN planning and BDI
systems is provided by [de Silva and Padgham, 2005; de Silva et al., 2009; Sardina
et al., 2006].
7.1.1 CaMeL
There are several examples of learning HTN method preconditions in the literature.
These are directly related to our work due to the many similarities that HTN planners
share with BDI systems. One such system for learning HTN preconditions is CaMeL [Il-
ghami et al., 2002] that uses the notion of candidate elimination in a version space. The
idea behind the approach is to start with a maximum possible set of explanations of the
concept being learnt (i.e., method preconditions) and incrementally eliminate the can-
didates (i.e., possible preconditions for the method) as more information (i.e., training
samples) is collected. Given sufficient consistent samples over time, the version space
converges to a single answer. Training samples in CaMeL consist of plan traces that are
similar in principle to the execution traces we use in our framework (see Chapter 3).
Note, however, that in our case the negative training samples come from failed exe-
cutions, which is not an option in HTN planning where a complete decomposition is
performed prior to any action being taken. To overcome this, CaMeL uses a deductive
method to construct negative samples. Since plan traces list all applicable methods that
decompose a task in a given world state, then if other methods are known to also de-
compose this task (for some different world states), it may be inferred that those other
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methods were not applicable in the first instance and hence may be used to construct
negative samples. CaMeL is a sound and complete learner and under certain assump-
tions will also converge to a single explanation of the concept in a finite number of
training traces.
An important difference between our framework and CaMeL is that in our case the
learning is performed online in a trial-and-error manner, whereas in CaMeL the train-
ing samples are generated, and learning performed, offline. Moreover, CaMeL assumes
a deterministic domain and requires training samples to be free of “noise”, while our
framework enforces neither of those constraints. Another difference is that CaMeL
assumes some knowledge of the form of the preconditions (such as whether only con-
junctions are allowed, or if disjunctions are permitted too) in order to guarantee that
accurate preconditions can be learnt. In our framework, no knowledge of the structure
of the context condition is assumed and the learnt conditions are not precise formulae
but rather decision trees.
CaMeL++ [Ilghami et al., 2005] is an extension of CaMeL to allow planning to proceed
while the preconditions are still being learnt, i.e., before the version space has fully
converged to a single precondition. This allows reasonable plans to be derived with
significantly less training samples, but also raises the issue of determining confidence
in the given learning to decide when a method may be considered applicable enough:
issues that we have discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 4. In order to gauge confidence
in the learning, CaMeL++ uses a voting scheme: each member of the version space is
allowed to accept or reject the world state in question, and if the sum of acceptances
is more than the acceptance threshold—a similar notion to our applicability threshold
from Chapter 3—then the method is considered applicable in a given situation.
7.1.2 SiN
SiN [Mun˜oz-Avila et al., 2001] is another system concerned with improving method
selection in HTN planning. It uses case-based reasoning where a case is similar to a
HTN method instance but augmented with a set of preferences represented as question-
answer pairs. The idea is to use direct feedback obtained from the domain expert (using
conversational questions) to select between applicable methods where this information
cannot be automatically extracted. Planning proceeds using automated decomposition
where possible but switches to case-based (conversational) retrieval when this is no
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longer possible. A list of all cases that apply in a given situation (ranked using exist-
ing conversations) is then provided to the user who must select one case in order for
planning to proceed again. SiN was designed as an interactive system with military
operations in mind, where complete domain knowledge is generally not available for
automated planning and therefore expert opinion is valuable for guiding the planning
process. SiN aims to improve method decomposition over time and in this sense shares
our goal, even though it does not use feedback to directly learn method preconditions
like we do (it uses the input only to produce a ranking to aid user selection). The
approach could nevertheless be adapted also for improving plan selection in human-in-
the-loop BDI systems where user feedback is invaluable.
7.1.3 DInCAD
DInCAD [Xu and Mun˜oz-Avila, 2005] extends the SiN idea to remove the dependence
on a domain theory, i.e., the HTN methods for generating the plans: instead only cases
consistent with the methods (similar to SiN) are assumed to be available, along with
a type ontology that expresses relationships among variables and types. Under these
assumptions, and given sufficient cases, the case-bases may be used as a direct substi-
tute for methods during planning. The motivation is that often such hierarchical cases
can be automatically extracted for the domain, such as from work-breakdown structures
used in project planning. Cases are stored in a generalised form using variables along
with any binding preferences based on the actual case instances. Where several cases
apply in a given situation, a ranking is produced based on the number of preferences
that are satisfied for each candidate, and the highest ranking case is selected for use in
task decomposition. DInCAD effectively learns method preconditions given the hierar-
chical relationship between tasks and the action models. As with the previous systems,
DInCAD assumes a deterministic domain and performs learning offline, and differs from
our system in that regard.
7.1.4 Icarus and HTN-MAKER
Other systems learn method preconditions as part of the task of learning the hierarchical
task network itself. For instance, Icarus [Nejati et al., 2006] uses a form of explanation
based learning to find the task hierarchy in teleo-reactive logic programs [Langley and
Choi, 2006]: a special class of HTNs in which non-primitive tasks always map onto
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declarative goals and in which top-level goals and the preconditions of primitive meth-
ods are always single literals. Teleo-reactive programs comprise of two databases: a
hierarchical concept database that describes the state of the world at different levels of
abstraction, and a skills database that contains the primitive and hierarchical skills that
are available to the agent. Given a goal instance, the initial state, a trace of primitive
skills that achieve the goal, and the action model (i.e the preconditions and effects of
primitive skills), Icarus aims to learn high-level skills by repeatedly reasoning back-
wards from the final primitive skill in the trace to explain the achieved goal. If the
primitive skill contains the goal as one of its effects, the algorithm explains the goal
using skill chaining by tagging the precondition of this task as its new goal and rea-
soning about the previous solution steps with respect to it; otherwise it aims to explain
the result using higher-level concepts (concept chaining) by reasoning over their sub-
concepts and effects. A key difference is that Icarus is free to construct the abstract
tasks as it sees fit, i.e., it learns any hierarchy that satisfies the observed trace, whereas
in our case the abstract task hierarchy is given by the BDI programmer.
Where Icarus learns full HTN methods for achieving a classical goal,
HTN-MAKER [Hogg et al., 2008] is a sound and complete planner for the class of
classically-partitionable planning problems. Formally, this means that for a planning
problem (s0, g, O), where s0 is the initial state, g is the goals, and O is the set of plan-
ning operators, there exists a partition (g0, g1, . . . , gk) of the conditions in g such that
each planning problem in the sequence (s0, g0, O), (s1, g1, O), . . . , (sk, gk, O) is a clas-
sical planning problem and the condition gi holds in the state si+1 for i = 0, . . . , k− 1.
As with Icarus, HTN-MAKER takes as input a set of operators, the initial states, and
the action sequence that achieves the goals for the classical planning problem. How-
ever unlike Icarus, it does not require the classical goal g as input. Instead it uses an
equivalent annotated task t = (n, 0, g) for some HTN task n with no preconditions
and the goal g as its effect. The benefit is that HTN-MAKER is then able to solve the
classically-partitionable problem without having to solve the individual partitions sep-
arately like Icarus. HTN-MAKERND [Hogg et al., 2009] extends the initial algorithm to
include non-deterministic domains, by accounting for all possible outcomes of a primi-
tive action in the trace. The extended algorithm is also sound and complete, and learns
HTNs in low-order polynomial times with respect to the number of input plan traces
and the maximum length of those traces.
Systems like Icarus, HTN-MAKER, and HTN-MAKERND are fundamentally different
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from our approach even though they effectively learn method preconditions as part of
the task of learning the HTN methods. Firstly, they assume that solutions to the problem
exist for use in learning. In our case, the plan traces are generated during exploration
that is integrated with the learning process. As such, not only do our traces capture
limited information, but they are also rarely positive examples of success at the start.
Second, we do not have flexibility in choosing the structure so our hypothesised con-
text conditions must fit the given hierarchy; whereas in the former the task is to find
a hierarchy and related preconditions that together are consistent. Finally, our learn-
ing framework does not require an action model, handles noisy and incomplete training
data, and works under conditions of partial observability of the world, unlike the men-
tioned approaches (bar HTN-MAKERND that handles non-deterministic domains).
7.1.5 HTN-learner
In the HTN domain, as far as we are aware, the only system that also supports learning
with partial observability and does not assume an action model is HTN-learner [Zhuo
et al., 2009], which learns method preconditions along with the action model.
HTN-learner takes as input observed task decomposition trees whose leaves are all prim-
itive actions and uses this to build different kinds of constraints: for instance, a predicate
that frequently appears after an action is executed is likely to be an effect of the action;
a sub-task often provides some post-conditions that make the next sub-task applicable;
and actions cannot add existing facts or delete ones that do not exist. The algorithm then
uses a weighted MAX-SAT solver to solve these constraints and converts the result back
to methods preconditions and action models. This approach to finding preconditions by
solving constraints of course is significantly different to ours, and assumes availability
of suitable plan traces upfront.
In summary, the underlying difference between HTN planning and learning in BDI
systems relates to the availability of training data. Whereas in the HTN case the training
data is assumed to be available offline, in our case it is not, and learning and acting are
tightly interleaved in an online manner. In fact, one of our main concerns is to define
a fitting exploration policy that improves the quality of traces obtained, whereas in
the former the domain expert must provide a suitable subset of decomposition trees to
make learning effective. In the next section we explore the related area of hierarchical
reinforcement learning that also uses trial-and-error learning, and while not as closely
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related to the BDI architecture as HTN systems, nonetheless shares similar concerns in
hierarchical learning as we do.
7.2 Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning
A natural way to simplify a challenging task is to break it into smaller sub-tasks at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction and to solve these independently. The benefit is that at the
level of each sub-task one does not have to consider those details of the larger problem
that are irrelevant to that sub-task. This is the intuition behind hierarchical reinforce-
ment learning [Barto and Mahadevan, 2003]. While this only makes sense for problems
that lend themselves to such decomposition, nevertheless, like HTN planning does for
classical planning, hierarchical reinforcement learning often provides significant per-
formance improvement over “flat” reinforcement learning at the expense of slightly
sub-optimal performance. In this section we outline three important approaches to hi-
erarchical reinforcement learning and how they relate to our work in this thesis: the
options framework [Sutton et al., 1999], hierarchical abstract machines (HAMs) [Parr,
1998], and value function decomposition with MAXQ [Dietterich, 2000]. First though,
we cover some background knowledge of markov decision processes, dynamic pro-
gramming, and reinforcement learning, that forms the foundation for this work.
Background
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) provide a formal framework for modelling envi-
ronments where outcomes are only partly attributed to decision making by the agent,
and are partly stochastic. Most research in dynamic programming [Bellman and Drey-
fus, 1962; Howard, 1960], and lately reinforcement learning [Sutton and Barto, 1998],
is concerned with solving optimisation problems using MDPs. Precisely, an MDP is a
sequential discrete time stochastic control process. At any given time step, the process
is known to be in a given state s that represents the state of affairs in the environment.
At such a time step, the agent chooses an action a from a set of admissible actions in
state s, and the process moves to a new state s′ and returns a rewardR(s, a) to the agent.
The probability that the process advances to s′ depends in part on the action a that was
taken in state s, and is given by the state transition function P (s′|s, a). Importantly, the
transition to s′ depends only on s and a, and is independent of all previous states and
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actions – this is known as the Markov Property.
Dynamic programming [Bellman, 1957] is a theory for optimally solving multistage
decision problems given a perfect model of the environment as an MDP. The idea is to
describe the value of a decision problem at a given time step in terms of the payoffs
received from choices made so far, and the value of the remaining problem that results
from those initial choices. The best achievable value at any step depends on the current
state s and is given by the value function. Equation 7.2.1 shows the Bellman equation
for an optimal value function. Bellman’s important contribution was to show that the
optimisation problem could be written by relating the value function V ∗(s) in one time
step to the value function in the next time step V ∗(s′). Here, γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount
factor that captures the increasing uncertainty about future rewards, thus helping to limit
the infinite horizon sum.
V ∗(s) = R(s, a) + max
a∈As
γ
∑
s′
P (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′). (7.2.1)
Then if a sequence of decisions is a policy, and an optimal policy is one that is most
beneficial given some criterion, the theory of dynamic programming may be described
as prescribing optimal policies for appropriating decisions at each time step in terms of
the current state of the system.
The reinforcement learning [Sutton and Barto, 1998] setting is similar to that of dy-
namic programming except that the state transition function P (s′|s, a) and the reward
function R(s, a) in Equation 7.2.1 are unknown. Here the agent has no choice but to
physically act in the environment to observe the reward, and use the samples over time
to build estimates of the expected return in each state. The goal then is to obtain an ap-
proximation of the optimal policy, and the key concern is the number of actions required
to converge to this policy. This is characteristic of the online learning problem where
acting and learning are interleaved and the agent must strike a balance between the ex-
ploration of new choices in the hope of finding better solutions, and the exploitation of
current knowledge to its maximum advantage.
Formally, the reinforcement learning scenario relates to MDPs as follows: At each
time step t in a multistep problem, the agent perceives the current state s ∈ S of the
environment and has at its disposal a set of possible actions As. It then chooses an
action a ∈ As that causes the environment to transition to state s′ at time step t+ 1 and
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return a reward with the expected value R(s, a). The agent’s behaviour is described by
a policy pi that determines how the agent chooses an action in each state. The policy
may be deterministic so that it specifies exactly what action to take in which state, i.e.,
pi : S → As, or it may be stochastic so that it gives the probability of taking an action
in a given state, i.e., pi : S ×As → [0, 1]. The reward captures the immediate impact of
taking the action a in state s, however says nothing about the long-term impact of that
action on the achievement of the goal. Since the reward function R(s, a) is unknown,
the agent instead tries to maximise some cumulative function of the immediate rewards,
typically the expected discounted return Rpi(s) at each time step t, as described by:
Rpi(s) = E{rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ2rt+3 + . . .}. (7.2.2)
The quantity Rpi(s) captures the infinite-horizon discounted (by γ) sum of the rewards
that the agent may expect to receive starting in state s and following the policy pi.
The goal for the agent then is to maximise this long-term return while only receiving
feedback about its immediate single step performance.
The utility of reinforcement learning techniques came to prominence with the success
of TD-Gammon [Tesauro, 1995]: a program that competed in several tournaments
and achieved a level of play almost at par with the world’s best backgammon play-
ers. Work by [Gosavi, 2009; Kaelbling et al., 1996] categorises reinforcement learning
under model-free approaches based on value-function estimation (such as temporal dif-
ference [Sutton, 1988] and Q-learning [Watkins, 1989]), and model-based approaches
that first estimate a model and then use it for finding the policy (such as prioritised
sweeping [Moore and Atkeson, 1993] and E3 [Kearns and Singh, 2002]). While the
practical success of reinforcement learning added to its popularity, it also highlighted
areas for improvement. The version of TD-Gammon that played impressively against
champion player Neil Kazaross, for instance, required 1.5 million training games to
learn such skill. Such lengthy convergence times led researchers to explore ways in
which reinforcement learning performance could be improved, such as through the use
of hierarchical abstraction.
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Figure 7.2: A room navigation problem [Sutton et al., 1999].
7.2.1 Options
The overall idea of an option [Sutton et al., 1999] is simple: to extend the choices
available to the agent to also include temporally extended actions that encode “extra”
domain knowledge. In its elementary form, an option denotes a fixed policy that the
agent follows for some period. The option’s policy may be thought of as providing a
local, domain dependent strategy, in a wider context. In that sense, options may be used
to specify subgoals that are to be achieved during learning.
In the options framework each state s ∈ S is associated with a set of optionsO, synony-
mous with the action set As in the standard reinforcement learning setting. The set O
may also supply the primitive actions As specified as single-step options. Each option
o ∈ O is further defined by an input set I ⊆ S, and the option is considered to apply
in state s only if s ∈ I . If option o is selected is state s, then actions are executed
according to the programmed policy pi : S × As → [0, 1] until the option terminates
stochastically according to a termination condition β : S → [0, 1]. Using an equivalent
time-extended reward function R(s, o) and state transition function P (s′|s, o), Sutton
et al. [1999] define a generalised form of the Bellman optimality equation V ∗O(s) over a
given option set O that reduces to the standard form (see Equation 7.2.1) if all options
are single-step options. As such, the options framework provides a generalisation for
the standard definition of actions in reinforcement learning.
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Sutton et al. [1999] use a grid world example to illustrate the options idea. Consider
the case where an agent is situated in a building with interconnected rooms with a
single door connecting adjoining room as shown in Figure 7.2. Primitive actions allow
the agent to move to an adjacent cell in either direction in a stochastic manner, i.e.,
with some probability the move action fails and the agent actually moves in a different
direction.
The task is to learn to navigate from anywhere within one room to anywhere within
another room, such as from the cell marked × to the cell marked G. Clearly, the best
way to achieve this is to take the door marked D. One way to impart this information
to the agent is through an option (o1) that applies in all states that correspond to the
agent being in the south-west room, and if selected, applies a policy that directs the
agent towards the state that corresponds to being at cell D. In this way, while in the
south-west room and given a goal G, the agent follows the local policy specified by
o1. On reaching cell D, the option o1 terminates and is no longer applicable, at which
point the agent can choose from the remaining single-step options (that correspond to
the primitive actions) in order to reach G. Were the goal to navigate to cell H instead,
one could specify a second option o2 that applies in the south-east room and directs the
agent to the interconnecting door to the north, and so no.
The motivation behind the options framework is to augment rather than reduce the set
of available actions, such as in the grid world example where the sub-task of navigating
between rooms is “reusable” across all individual tasks that require navigation from a
cell in the first room to another in the second. While this means that the option set O is
larger than the action set A of the initial MDP, it should be noted that the added options
capture a sequence of primitive actions that make sense for the domain as specified by
the expert. So, executing a relevant option is generally more advantageous compared
to trying other (possible meaningless) combinations of primitive actions for the same
period. Further, if the option set is specified such that it does not contain every possible
single-step option, then the search space for the problem is significantly reduced. Such
a specification by the expert that reduces the state space is also the motivation behind
Hierarchical Abstract Machines (HAMs) that we discuss next.
The options framework allows an expert to supply procedural domain knowledge to
the learner in the form of policies for sub-tasks. In this way, the options framework is
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closely related to our learning framework, and an option is comparable to the procedural
know-how encoded in a BDI agent’s plan library. Further, the initial set I for a given
option is comparable to the context condition of a given plan: both specify the condi-
tions under which the procedure applies. In our case, however, this set is not known
upfront (indeed we are trying to learn it), whereas knowledge of the set I is necessary
in the options framework.
Another important difference between the two approaches is in their treatment of sub-
goals. In the BDI learning framework, procedural knowledge is encoded as a rich hi-
erarchy of (sub)goals and plans to handle them. In the options framework, subgoals
are not represented explicitly but may be viewed as states that are desirable during the
execution of an option: the value of such states being encoded in subgoal specific re-
ward functions. The idea is that the agent may wish to bring about certain desired states
(subgoals) during the execution of an option.
This separation of concerns using a hierarchy of (sub)goals in the BDI system allows
us to learn to resolve such subgoals independent of any higher level plan in which they
may be used. In the options framework however, one cannot accommodate a rich hier-
archy of subgoals (by specifying options in terms of options for instance), and learning
over subgoals (i.e., learning inside options) is significantly more restricted. Overall,
options are intended to resemble actions as much as possible (hence the name tempo-
rally extended actions), in order to inherit and benefit from the rich formal theory of
reinforcement learning.
7.2.2 Hierarchical Abstract Machines
Hierarchical abstract machines [Parr, 1998; Parr and Russell, 1998], or HAMs, provide
a mechanism for specifying domain knowledge for constraining the search space of a
learning problem. The idea is to capture this knowledge as a hierarchy of partially spec-
ified machines. So while options [Sutton et al., 1999] (Section 7.2.1) capture sub-tasks
as fixed policies, HAMs specify them using non-deterministic finite state machines.
HAMs may be conceptualised as a tiered system of connected finite state machines
whose transitions may invoke lower-level machines, and where the layers represent
different levels of abstraction or detail in the system. Further, HAMs cater for non-
deterministic decision making in a Markovian process by providing what are termed as
choice states where the optimal selection is to be decided by the learning process. This
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Figure 7.3: A machine for the room navigation problem [Parr, 1998].
framework for constricting the set of possible policies to be considered combined with
the ability to specify such constraints at different levels of abstraction, allows HAMs
to be applied to problems with much larger state spaces than possible in traditional
reinforcement learning.
Specifically, a HAM is a program that when executed by an agent in a given state deter-
mines the set of actions that are allowed in that state. It is described by a set of states,
a transition function that stochastically determines the next state, and a start function
that specifies the initial state of the machine. States in themselves may be of four types:
action states that directly interact with the environment, call states that invoke other
HAMs as a subroutine, choice states that non-deterministically select the next state, and
finally stop states that terminate execution of the machine (and optionally return control
to a preceding call state).
Consider a grid world problem (Figure 7.3), taken from [Parr, 1998], where a robot
is navigating a set of interconnected rooms in order to exit a building. The robot is
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equipped with sonar sensors that detect when it has reached an obstacle in either direc-
tion. Suppose that the robot enters a given room via a southern entrance (marked by
↑) and the only exit is to the east (marked by→). Given that the exit is always to the
right of the robot entering this room, the domain expert may encode this knowledge in
a HAM-constricted policy that effectively directs the robot towards the right.
An example of such a machine is also shown in Figure 7.3. The idea is to try and locate
the exit by moving in an easterly direction. The HAM specifies two strategies for this:
sub-machine N-E, i.e., a “move north or east” strategy, and S-E, i.e., a “move south or
east” strategy. When invoked, they choose between moving east or north (south) with
equal probability, and terminate and return control back to the parent machine when the
door or right wall is reached (i.e., d,s r). The robot begins by adopting the N-E strategy
for finding the door. If that does not work and it reaches the eastern wall instead (the
cells marked × and as indicated by the right sonar reading s r), then it must adjust its
strategy. The choice of which strategy to select next, however, is not exactly specified
by the machine and is left up to the robot to decide (denoted by state Choose).
As described in [Parr and Russell, 1998], HAMs offer two important properties: first,
given an MDP and an expert-provided HAM, there exists a new MDP in which the op-
timal policy is also optimal in the original MDP (in the set of policies that satisfy the
constraints specified by the HAM), and an algorithm exists to determine this optimal
policy; and second, a reinforcement learning algorithm may be constructed to find an
optimal policy that satisfies the constraints of that HAM, without needing to construct
a new MDP from it first (this is important since the environment model is not generally
known a priori). The benefit is that HAM-constrained exploration during reinforcement
learning allows the agent to focus on a significantly reduced state space while still en-
suring that the optimal solution is found. Evidently, this comes at the cost of offloading
some of the onus of decision making to the designer in the construction of the machines.
HAMs allow procedural knowledge to be encoded in a hierarchical manner similar to
the way a BDI plan library does. Learning constitutes optimising decisions at each
choice point that may lie at different levels in the hierarchy, and is conceptually similar
to learning plan selection at different levels in a BDI goal-plan hierarchy.
Of course, HAMs are tied to the theory of MDPs, and BDI systems to logics and pro-
gramming, and so they use very different languages. Overall, HAM-constrained rein-
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forcement learning is focussed on finding optimal solutions using the MDPs (similar to
the options framework [Sutton et al., 1999]), given a (hierarchical) model of the agent’s
behaviour. In contrast, the focus of our work in BDI learning is on maintaining the
existing structure and benefits of BDI programs but seamlessly integrating (existing)
machine learning techniques. Our aim is to address the nuances of learning in BDI
hierarchies for use in practical applications. To that end, our contribution is to agent
programming rather than to machine learning research.
7.2.3 Value Function Decomposition with MAXQ
Similar to the previous approaches, value function decomposition with MAXQ [Di-
etterich, 2000] also uses expert-provided procedural knowledge to constrict the set of
available actions in a state. Here domain know-how takes the form of a hierarchy that
describes a task graph, where each node represents a (macro) task that may further
be decomposed into hierarchies of sub-tasks that finally terminate in primitive actions.
However, in contrast to the previous approaches where a single value-function is learnt,
MAXQ uses the task hierarchy to decompose the problem into several smaller MDPs
whose solutions may be learnt independently and simultaneously. A critical point of dif-
ference then is that MAXQ produces recursively optimal policies, i.e., where the policy
of each sub-task is optimal with respect to the policies of its children, whereas HAM-
constrained learning for instance produces hierarchically optimal policies, i.e., the best
policies given the constraints of the hierarchy even though the policy of a sub-task
may not be optimal with respect to its children. That said, MAXQ learning may easily
be adapted to produce hierarchically optimal policies by injecting “global” knowledge
about the higher agenda in which a sub-task is being used.
Figure 7.4 illustrates a grid world taxi domain problem from [Dietterich, 2000], where
the task is for the taxi (marked by ×) to locate and pickup passengers from a given
address, drive them to the destination, and drop them off. The pickup and destination
addresses are always one of {R,G,B, Y } and are randomly selected for each learning
episode along with the initial location of the taxi. The primitive actions available to
the taxi agent include four actions to move one cell in either direction, and actions to
pickup and drop off passengers. Dietterich’s solution to the taxi problem is also shown
in Figure 7.4. The graph shows the hierarchical decomposition of the task into multiple
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Figure 7.4: An example task graph for the taxi domain [Dietterich, 2000].
sub-tasks, and the idea is to use Q-learning to simultaneously learn the localised policy
for each sub-task.
There are several attributes of this toy domain that justify a hierarchical approach to
learning. Firstly, it highlights the benefits for temporal abstraction. While different
instances of the task will require different number of actions to achieve (depending the
pickup and drop off locations and where the taxi is initially located), all such tasks may
be generalised as temporally extended “macro” actions for picking up and dropping off
passengers, thus simplify the learning problem. Secondly, it shows that state abstraction
could be used. For instance, the sub-task of picking up passengers is independent of the
destination and therefore may be learnt locally. Finally, it suggests that the reuse of
learning may be beneficial. For instance, if the agent has learnt to navigate between
locations effectively, then it should be able to reuse this learning for both the pickup
and drop off tasks rather than duplicating the learning effort.
The MAXQ approach to hierarchical reinforcement learning has the most semblance
to our approach to learning plans’ context conditions in a BDI goal-plan hierarchy. In
particular we highlight the following points:
• In both approaches the intent of the structure is the same: the hierarchies capture
the procedural know-how of the domain and are used to constrict the available
actions in any situation. Further, learning conceptually achieves the same purpose
in both: that of determining the applicability of available choices at each level
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of the hierarchy in a given situation. Moreover, in both cases learning occurs
simultaneously at all levels in the hierarchy. Of course, the learning technique in
use is completely different: MAXQ uses Q-learning with a formal model of the
environment given as an MDP. whereas our framework uses decision trees and
does not use such a world model.
• The concepts of temporal abstraction (i.e., abstracting the time-extended sequence
of primitive actions to a higher level task) and state abstraction (i.e., considering
only states that are relevant to the local task) that apply in MAXQ learning also
map directly to our framework. In fact, one of the main reasons that we are able
to apply our framework to problems with large state spaces (see applications in
Chapter 6) is due to these properties of BDI hierarchies that dramatically reduce
the effective number of states to consider.
• The localised nature of the learning in our framework allows learnt solutions to
be re-used in different higher level tasks. However, the same flexibility also in-
troduces the issue of inter-dependence between tasks put together in this way.
For instance, if the success of a higher level task depends on the successful res-
olution of two sub-tasks, then the way in which the first sub-task succeeds may
impact the success of the second (such as when a shared resource is consumed).
However, since the two sub-tasks do not “see” each other due to state abstraction,
then there is no direct way of resolving this conflict (see our discussion of this
limitation in Chapter 8). The solution is to expose the “extra” knowledge about
the higher level agenda, but that directly impacts reusability as it somewhat binds
the learning at the sub-task level to the larger context in which it is being used.
As such, there is a balance that must be struck in terms of flexibility and learning
ability [Dietterich, 2000]. As we discuss in Chapter 8, this trade-off is also of
direct concern in our framework. The implication is that learning at the plan level
cannot account for inter-dependence between subgoals of a higher-level plan, i.e.,
the higher context in which the plan is being used.
• Our proposed dynamic confidence measure (in Chapter 4) for accessing the on-
going reliability of the learnt solution is generic in nature and conceivably may be
employed to guide exploration also in hierarchical reinforcement learning. This is
valuable since determining the learning parameters for a given hierarchy normally
requires trial and error on the part of the designer. However, the dynamic nature
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of the measure will likely have implications for the convergence guarantees in re-
inforcement learning. One area of work that may be beneficial in the future would
be to examine how such dynamic exploration strategies may be incorporated into
hierarchical reinforcement learning in order to extend their application into envi-
ronments with changing dynamics while still upholding convergence properties.
Overall, research in hierarchical reinforcement learning shares two key concerns with
our work in BDI learning. First, that acting and learning are interleaved in an online
manner and the agent must somehow balance between using current knowledge and
discovering new knowledge when deciding what to do next; and second, that learning
takes place in a hierarchy of decisions. Indeed, from a learning point of view, in some
domains one solution could replace the other. The key point, however, is that our aim
is to improve BDI programming. In that sense, it is more appropriate to think about
techniques like MAXQ as candidate technologies to replace our decision tree based
approach. In other words, hierarchical reinforcement learning technologies may well
be a good match for learning in BDI goal-plan hierarchies.
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Discussion and Conclusion
In this thesis we have discussed the question of how BDI agent programs can be made
more robust by incorporating a learning capability. Particularly, we have shown how
BDI agents can improve plan selection in complex domains by integrating knowledge
acquired from ongoing experience.
Summary of contributions
To this end, in Chapter 3 we have proposed a learning framework that augments plans’
applicability, or context, conditions with decision trees. The idea is that a plan’s ap-
plicability is determined by a two-step filter: first the programmer-specified context
conditions, and second its associated decision tree that over time provides a meaningful
generalisation of the likelihood of success of the plan in different situations. To select
plans using this modified applicability criteria, we provided a probabilistic mechanism
that selects from the set of candidate plans (whose programmed context conditions are
satisfied) based on their predicted likelihood of success as well as the perceived con-
fidence in current knowledge. This probabilistic selection ensures a balance between
the exploitation of current understanding to make plan choices, and the exploration of
available choices to further improve understanding. The dynamic confidence measure
that we developed in Chapter 4 is built using a quantitative understanding of how well
the agent’s recent decisions have fared, combined with a sense of how well it knows
the worlds it is witnessing. This is important as the dynamics of the environment may
change over time in a way that makes prior learning less effective. Our learning frame-
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work can be used in BDI programs of significant complexity including those that use
recursion and failure recovery. We have demonstrated this using not only synthetic BDI
programs in Chapter 5, but also two complete applications: the Towers of Hanoi puzzle
and a modular battery system controller that we described in Chapter 6.
Design Considerations
An important limitation of our framework is that it does not consider interactions be-
tween a plan’s subgoals. The implication is that learning cannot account for inter-
dependence between subgoals of a higher-level plan, i.e., the higher context in which a
sub-plan is being used. For instance, consider a travel-agent system that has two sub-
goals to book a flight and hotel accommodation on a fixed budget. Indeed, the way a
flight is booked will impact the funds remaining for the next hotel booking goal, and
some flight options may leave the agent unable to book any hotel at all. Since our agents
have no information of the higher “agenda” at the subgoal level, there is no way for such
dependencies to be learnt. We discussed this concern also in the design of our modular
battery controller in Chapter 6, and indeed this limitation had a bearing on the final
design of the system. One way of addressing this may be to consider extended notions
of execution traces in Chapter 3 that take into account all subgoals that led to the final
outcome, and not only the final chain of active subgoals. In general, however, exposing
any “extra” knowledge about the higher level agenda will directly impact reusability of
a subgoal as it somewhat binds the learning at the sub-task level to the larger context
in which it is being used (a concern also identified by Dietterich [2000] in his work on
hierarchical reinforcement learning). As such, there is a balance that must be struck in
terms of design flexibility and learning ability.
We note the subtle disparity between the intended use of failure recovery in BDI systems
and its potential use while learning. Failure recovery generally only makes sense for
well founded goal-plan hierarchies, as it provides a fallback mechanism for unexpected
failures. On the other hand, failures are commonplace when the agent begins learning.
Arguably then, the use of failure recovery in the initial stages of learning should be
discouraged. Indeed, it is possible that failure recovery may force the selection of every
possible decision path until all options are exhausted. In domains where failures cause
irreversible changes, such perseverance may well be counterproductive. An avenue for
future work then may be to gradually enable failure recovery as learning progresses.
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Learning Considerations
One issue, of course, has to do with maintaining the training set of past execution ex-
periences per plan, indexed by world states. Simply storing such data may become
unfeasible after the agent has been operating for a long period of time. Importantly, the
larger the training set, the more effort is required to induce the corresponding decision
tree. For the latter problem, one option is to filter the training data at hand based on
some heuristic, and only use a subset of the complete experience set to induce the de-
cision tree. For instance, we experimented with filtering the training data based on the
recency of the world states experienced. In our battery controller application (Chap-
ter 6), we were able to reduce the size of the data set used in training by almost 75% by
removing “old” experiences with no significant change in performance. The generality
of such data-filtering heuristics, however, is unclear and requires further investigation
to make any claims. Using incremental approaches for inducing decision trees [Swere
et al., 2006; Utgoff et al., 1997] will certainly address both problems, but may impact
classification accuracy.
In the current framework, another consideration is the choice of propositions to include
in the state representation for learning. In Chapter 3 we have discussed in detail how
this set may be constructed, such as by considering the variables in the plan’s context
condition and the parameters of the event-goal it handles. One possibility for reducing
this work for the programmer in the future is to extract the potential set of relevant
propositions automatically by analysing the variables used in the goal-plan sub-tree
below it, together with the preconditions and effects (if available) of actions that might
be executed when handling the goal and subgoals.
For all experiments and applications described in this thesis, the plan applicability
threshold is a user parameter that must be selected with some care. In general, by
setting the threshold too low the agent may often try actions that are not very meaning-
ful in the given situation. By setting it too high it may risk not learning the solution
at all. An option here is to use a dynamic threshold value that starts off low when our
confidence (Chapter 4) is also low, and gradually increases as our understanding of the
domain improves.
Our work in this thesis is a step towards the future of agent programming languages.
While we hope we have contributed to this vision in some small way, we know that
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much still remains to be done.
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